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Jhx.ks'kk; ue% 
x.kkuka Roka x.kifra gokegs dfoa dohukeqqieJoLree~ A

T;s"Bjkta czã.kka czã.kLir vk u% 'k`.o=wfrfHk% lhn lknue~ AA 

uoxzgLrks= 

tikdqlqeladk'ka dk'is;a egk|qfre~A     reks·fja loZiki?ua iz.krks·fLe fnokdje~AA

nf/k'ka[krq"kkjkHka {khjksnk.kZolEHkoe~A   uekfe 'kf'kua lksea 'kEHkkseqZdqVHkw"k.ke~AA

/kj.khxHkZlEHkwra fo|qRdkfUrleizHke~A    dqekja 'kfDrgLra ra eaxya iz.kekE;ge~AA

fiz;axqdfydk';kea :is.kkizfrea cq/ke~A    lkSE;a lkSE;xq.kksisra ra cq/ka iz.kekE;ge~AA

nsokuka p _f"k.kka p xq#a dkapulafuHke~A   cqf)Hkwra f=yksds'ka ra uekfe c`gLifre~AA

fgedqUne`.kkykHka nSR;kuka ijea xq#e~A   loZ'kkL=izoDrkja HkkxZoa iz.kekE;ge~AA

uhykatulekHkkla jfoiq=a ;ekxzte~A     Nk;kekrZ.MlEHkwra ra uekfe 'kuS'pje~AA

v/kZdk;a egkoh;Za pUnzkfnR;foenZue~aA    flafgdkxHkZlEHkwra ra jkgqa iz.kekE;ge~AA

 iyk'kiq"iladk'ka rkjdkxzgeLrde~A     jkSnza jkSnzkReda ?kksja ra dsrqa iz.kekE;ge~AA 

QyJqfr 

 bfr O;kleq[kksn~xhra ;% iBsr~ lqlekfgr%A

fnok ok ;fn ok jk=kS fo?u'kkfUrHkZfo";frA

ujukjhu`ik.kka p Hkosn~nq%LoIuuk'ke~A

,s'o;Zerqya rs"kkekjksX;a iqf"Vo/kZue~AA

xzgu{k=tk% ihMLrLdjkfxzleqnzok% A

rk% lokZ% iz'kea ;kfUr O;klks ozwrs u la'k;% AA 

bfr Jh O;klfojfpra vkfnR;kfnuoxzgLrks=a laiw.kZe~ AA 
tks tikiq"i ds leku v#f.ke vkHkkokys] egku rst ls laiUu] va/kdkj ds fouk'kd] lHkh ikiksa dks nwj djus okys rFkk egf"kZ d';i ds

iq= gSa] mu lw;Z dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks nf/k] 'ka[k rFkk fge ds leku vkHkk okys] {khj leqnz ls izknqHkwZr] Hkxoku 'kadj ds f'kjksHkw"k.k

rFkk ve`rLo#i gSa] mu panzek dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks i`Foh nsoh ls mn~Hkwr] fo|qr~ dh dkfUr ds leku izHkkokys] dqekjkoLFkk

okys rFkk gkFk esa 'kfDr fy, gq, gSa] mu eaxy dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks fiz;axq yrk dh dyh ds leku xgjs gfjr o.kZ okys]

vrqyuh; lkSUn;Z okys rFkk lkSE; xq.k ls laiUu gSa] mu panzek ds iq= cq/k dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA tks nsorkvksa vkSj _f"k;ksa ds xq# gSa]

Lof.kZe vkHkk okys gSa] Kku ls laiUu gSa rFkk yksdksa ds Lokeh gSa] mu c`gLifr th dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks fge] dqUniq"i rFkk

deyuky ds rUrq ds leku 'osr vkHkk okys] nSR;ksa ds ije xq#] lHkh 'kkL=ksa ds mins"Vk rFkk egf"kZ Hk`xq ds iq= gSa] mu 'kqØ dks eSa

iz.kke djrk gwaA tks uhys dTty ds leku vkHkk okys] lw;Z ds iq=] ;ejkt ds T;s"B Hkzkrk rFkk lw;Z iRuh Nk;k rFkk ekrZ.M ls

mRiUu gSa] mu 'kuS'pj dks eSa ueLdkj djrk gwaA tks vk/ks 'kjhj okys gSa] egku ijkØe ls laiUu gSa] lw;Z rFkk panz dks xzlus okys gSa

rFkk flafgdk ds xHkZ ls mRiUu gSa] mu jkgq dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA iyk'k iq"i ds leku ftudh vkHkk gS] tks #nz LoHkko okys vkSj #nz

ds iq= gSa] Hk;adj gSa] rkjdkfn xzgksa esa iz/kku gSa] mu dsrq dks eSa iz.kke djrk gwaA Hkxoku osnO;kl th ds eq[k ls izdV bl Lrqfr dk

tks fnu esa vFkok jkr esa ,dkxzfpRr gksdj ikB djrk gS] mlds leLr fo?u 'kkUr gks tkrs gSa] L=h&iq#"k vkSj jktkvksa ds nq%LoIuksa dk

uk'k gks tkrk gSA ikB djus okyksa dks vrqyuh; ,s'o;Z vkSj vkjksX; izkIr gksrk gS rFkk muds iqf"V dh o`f) gksrh gSA
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Astrological Particulars 

Main Details

Date of Birth 21:12:1985(Saturday)

Astrological Day Saturday

Time of Birth 23:41:00

Place of Birth chennai

Latitude 013:04:00N

Longitude 080:16:00E

War/Day Time Correction -00:00

GMT at Birth 018:11:00

Local mean Time 023:32:04 hrs

Sidreal Time 005:33:05 hrs

LMT Correction -000:08:55

Aynamsha N.C.Lahiri(023:39:39)

Sun Rise Time 06:29:13AM

Sun Set Time 05:45:09PM

Vikram Samvat 2042

Saka Samvat 1907

Samvastar Krodhana

Samvastar Lord Bhaga

Avakahada Chakra

Lagna (Ascendant) Leo

Lagna Lord Sun

Rashi (Moon-Sign) Aries

Rashi Lord Mars

Nakshatra(Constellation) Ashwini

Nakshatra Lord Ketu

Nakshatra Charan 2

Ritu (Season) Hemanta

Masa (Month) Pousha

Paksha Shukla

Tithi(Moon's elongation) Dashami

Tithi Class Poorna

Tithi Lord Moon

Karna Garija

Karana Class Chara

Karna Lord Vasudeva

Gana(Spritual inclination) Deva

Yoni (Nature) Horse(M)

Varna(Ego Development) Kshatriya

Surya Siddhanta Yoga Parigha

Rajju (Prone part) Pada

Vashya (Compatibility) ChatushPada

Tatwa (Element) Prithwi

Vihaga (Symbol) Bharandhaka

Tatwa Lord Mercury

Nadi (Health) Adi(Vata)

Nadi-pada(Constitution) Madhya(Pitta)

Vedha(Incompatibility with) Jyestha

Adyakshara (First letter) Chay

Paya (Posture) Rajata

Ghatak Chakra
Rashi Mesha

Masa Kartika

Tithi 1,6,11

Day Sunday

Nakshatra Magha

Prahar 1

Lagna Mesha

S S Yoga Vishkumbha

Karana Bava
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Planetary Positions
 

Planetary Positions And Dispositions 

Lagna Kundali

Navamsha Kundali

Moon Kundali

Planets Signs Amsha Speed S Lord Nak. Ch NN N.L. Nav. NV Lord Status
Ascendant Leo 29:40:45 --- Sun Uttra 1 12 Sun Sagi Jup

Sun Sagi 06:10:27 01:01:05 Jup Moola 2 19 Ketu Taur Ven Friend's Sign

Moon Arie 05:36:26 11:48:33 Mars Ashw 2 1 Ketu Taur Ven Neautral Sign

Mars Libr 10:38:01 00:36:53 Ven Swati 2 15 Rahu Cpcn Sat Neautral Sign

Mercury Scor 15:21:03 01:13:46 Mars Anur 4 17 Sat Scor Mars Neautral Sign

Jupiter Cpcn 22:28:39 00:12:00 Sat Shra 4 22 Moon Cncr Moon Debilitated

Venus (C) Scor 29:15:29 01:15:29 Mars Jyes 4 18 Merc Pisc Jup Neautral Sign

Saturn Scor 10:23:41 00:06:40 Mars Anur 3 17 Sat Libr Ven Own Nakshatra

Rahu (R) Arie 12:42:17 00:03:10 Mars Ashw 4 1 Ketu Cncr Moon Enemy Sign

Ketu (R) Libr 12:42:17 00:03:10 Ven Swati 2 15 Rahu Cpcn Sat Enemy Sign

Uranus Scor 25:14:04 00:03:36 Mars Jyes 3 18 Merc Aqua Sat ---

Neptune Sagi 09:32:26 00:02:16 Jup Moola 3 19 Ketu Gemi Merc ---

Pluto Libr 12:59:46 00:01:39 Ven Swati 2 15 Rahu Cpcn Sat ---

Degree-Distance between Planet to Planet
Asc Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket Urn Nep Plu

Asc -- 96 216 41 76 143 90 71 223 43 86 100 43

Sun 264 -- 119 304 339 46 353 334 127 307 349 3 307

Mo 144 241 -- 185 220 287 234 215 7 187 230 244 187

Mar 319 56 175 -- 35 102 49 30 182 2 45 59 2

Mer 284 21 140 325 -- 67 14 355 147 327 10 24 328

Jup 217 314 73 258 293 -- 307 288 80 260 303 317 261

Ven 270 7 126 311 346 53 -- 341 133 313 356 10 314

Sat 289 26 145 330 5 72 19 -- 152 332 15 29 333

Rah 137 233 353 178 213 280 227 208 -- 180 223 237 180

Ket 317 53 173 358 33 100 47 28 180 -- 43 57 0

Urn 274 11 130 315 350 57 4 345 137 317 -- 14 318

Nep 260 357 116 301 336 43 350 331 123 303 346 -- 303

Plu 317 53 173 358 32 99 46 27 180 360 42 57 --
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Bhav Sphutas & Kundalis 

Lagna Kundali

Bhava Kundali

Bhava-Chalit Kundali

Bhava No. Bhav Mid Bhav Span(From....To)
1 Leo 29:40:45 Leo 14:45:34 Virgo 14:45:34

2 Virgo 29:50:23 Virgo 14:45:34 Libra 14:55:13

3 Libra 00:00:00 Libra 14:55:13 Scorpio 15:04:51

4 Scorpio 00:09:40 Scorpio 15:04:51 Sagittarius 15:04:51

5 Sagittarius 00:00:00 Sagittarius 15:04:51 Capricorn 14:55:13

6 Capricorn 29:50:23 Capricorn 14:55:13 Aquarius 14:45:34

7 Aquarius 29:40:45 Aquarius 14:45:34 Pisces 14:45:34

8 Pisces 29:50:23 Pisces 14:45:34 Aries 14:55:13

9 Aries 00:00:00 Aries 14:55:13 Taurus 15:04:51

10 Taurus 00:09:40 Taurus 15:04:51 Gemini 15:04:51

11 Gemini 00:00:00 Gemini 15:04:51 Cancer 14:55:13

12 Cancer 29:50:23 Cancer 14:55:13 Leo 14:45:34

Degree-Distance between Planet to House
HS Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket Urn Nep Plu
I 96 216 41 76 143 90 71 223 43 86 100 43

II 66 186 11 46 113 59 41 193 13 55 70 13

III 36 156 341 15 82 29 10 163 343 25 40 343

IV 6 125 310 345 52 359 340 133 313 355 9 313

V 336 96 281 315 22 329 310 103 283 325 340 283

VI 306 66 251 286 353 299 281 73 253 295 310 253

VII 276 36 221 256 323 270 251 43 223 266 280 223

VIII 246 6 191 226 293 239 221 13 193 235 250 193

IX 216 336 161 195 262 209 190 343 163 205 220 163

X 186 305 130 165 232 179 160 313 133 175 189 133

XI 156 276 101 135 202 149 130 283 103 145 160 103

XII 126 246 71 106 173 119 101 253 73 115 130 73
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Shodash Varga 

Hora Kundali

Prosperity, Wealth

Drekkana

Siblings, their lives and well
being

Chaturthamsha

Luck and Residence

Saptamamsha

Children, Grand Children

Navamsha

Spouce, General overall with
Rashi

Dashamamsha

Profession, Success of all
matters

Dwadashamamsha

Parents, their lives and well
being

Shodashamsha

Ones relationship to Vehicles

Vimshamsha

Spiritual undertakings

Chaturvimshamsha

Education, Learning, Brains

Saptvimshamsha

Strenths and Weaknesses

Trimshamsha

Miseries, Troubles, Disasters

Khavedamsha

Auspicious/Inauspicious Events

Akshvedamsha

All things-Everythings-Overall

Shashtiamsha - D60

All things-Everythings-Overall
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Maitri Chakra 

 

Natural Friendship
 

 

Temperory Friendship
 

 

Panchdha Friendship
 

Plts Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Sun ---- Friend Friend Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy

Moon Friend ---- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral Enemy Enemy

Mars Friend Friend ---- Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral Enemy Friend

Mercury Friend Enemy Neutral ---- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral

Jupiter Friend Friend Friend Enemy ---- Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral

Venus Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral ---- Friend Friend Friend

Saturn Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend ---- Friend Friend

Rahu Enemy Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Friend Friend ---- Neutral

Ketu Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral Friend Friend Neutral ----

Plts Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Sun ---- Enemy Friend Friend Friend Friend Friend Enemy Friend

Moon Enemy ---- Enemy Enemy Friend Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy

Mars Friend Enemy ---- Friend Friend Friend Friend Enemy Enemy

Mercury Friend Enemy Friend ---- Friend Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend

Jupiter Friend Friend Friend Friend ---- Friend Friend Friend Friend

Venus Friend Enemy Friend Enemy Friend ---- Enemy Enemy Friend

Saturn Friend Enemy Friend Enemy Friend Enemy ---- Enemy Friend

Rahu Enemy Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Enemy Enemy ---- Enemy

Ketu Friend Enemy Enemy Friend Friend Friend Friend Enemy ----

Plts Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Sun ---- Neutral Gr.Friend Friend Gr.Friend Neutral Neutral Gr.Enemy Neutral

Moon Neutral ---- Enemy Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy Gr.Enemy Gr.Enemy

Mars Gr.Friend Neutral ---- Neutral Gr.Friend Friend Friend Gr.Enemy Neutral

Mercury Gr.Friend Gr.Enemy Friend ---- Friend Neutral Enemy Enemy Friend

Jupiter Gr.Friend Gr.Friend Gr.Friend Neutral ---- Neutral Friend Gr.Friend Friend

Venus Neutral Gr.Enemy Friend Neutral Friend ---- Neutral Neutral Gr.Friend

Saturn Neutral Gr.Enemy Neutral Neutral Friend Neutral ---- Neutral Gr.Friend

Rahu Gr.Enemy Gr.Enemy Gr.Enemy Enemy Gr.Friend Neutral Neutral ---- Enemy

Ketu Neutral Gr.Enemy Neutral Friend Friend Gr.Friend Gr.Friend Enemy ----
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ShadaBala And BhavBala 

ShadaBala
Strength Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat
Uchcha Bala 18.72 50.87 24.21 39.88 5.83 20.75 53.2
Sapta-Varga Bala 105 33.75 127.5 112.5 120 99.38 56.25
Yugma-Ayugma Bala 15 15 15 0 0 30 15
Kendradi Bala 30 15 15 60 15 60 60
Drekkana Bala 15 0 0 15 0 15 15

Sthana Bala 183.72 114.62 181.71 227.38 140.83 225.13 199.45

Required Sthana bala 165 133 96 165 165 133 96
% of Required 111.35 86.18 189.28 137.81 85.35 169.27 207.76

Dig Bala 2 18.18 16.51 34.78 12.4 59.7 23.57

Required Dig Bala 35 50 30 35 35 50 30
% of Required 5.73 36.37 55.03 99.36 35.43 119.4 78.57
Natonnata Bala 57.83 2.08 2.08 57.83 60 57.83 2.08
Paksha Bala 20.19 39.81 20.19 20.19 39.81 39.81 20.19
Tribhaga Bala 0 0 60 0 60 0 0
Varsh Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
Masa Bala 0 30 0 0 0 0 0
Dina Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 45
Hora Bala 0 60 0 0 0 0 0
Ayana Bala 0.01 15.45 13.35 56.75 9.44 0.5 55.73
Yuddha Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kaal Bala 78.03 147.34 95.63 134.77 169.26 98.15 138
Required Kaal Bala 112 100 67 112 112 100 67
% of Required 69.67 147.34 142.73 120.33 151.12 98.15 205.98

Chesta Bala 0.01 39.81 30 30 45 30 30

Required Chesta Bala 50 30 40 50 50 30 40
% of Required 0.02 132.7 75 60 90 100 75

Naisargika Bala 60 51.43 17.14 25.71 34.29 42.86 8.57

Drik Bala 4.24 -5.87 27.1 10.33 -23.5 5.97 12.16

Total Shadbala 328.01 365.51 368.09 462.98 378.26 461.8 411.76

Shadbal in Rupas 5.47 6.09 6.13 7.72 6.3 7.7 6.86

Minimum Required 390 360 300 420 390 330 300
% of Required 84.11 101.53 122.7 110.23 96.99 139.94 137.25
Relative Ranking 7 6 5 1 4 2 3

Ishta Phala 1.01 45 26.95 34.59 16.19 24.95 39.95

Kashta Phala 58.99 15 33.05 25.41 43.81 35.05 20.05

Deepti Bala 100 39.81 18.51 44.62 15.43 8.83 8.59

BhavBala
Bhava No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Bhava Rashi Leo Vir Lib Sco Sag Cpc Aqu Pis Ari Tau Gem Cnc

Bhavadhipati Bala 328.01 462.98 368.09 378.26 411.76 411.76 411.76 378.26 461.8 462.98 365.51 365.51
Bhava Dik-Bala 30 50 40 30 20 40 0 20 50 60 40 20
Bhava Drishti-Bala -12.37 13.83 15.24 4.38 1.43 -9.87 7.85 -11.21 11.74 -13.79 3.93 -4.26

Total Bhava Bala 345.64 526.81 423.33 412.64 433.19 441.89 419.61 387.05 523.54 509.18 409.45 381.25

Bhava Bala in
Rupas

5.76 8.78 7.06 6.88 7.22 7.36 6.99 6.45 8.73 8.49 6.82 6.35

Bhava Rank 12 1 6 8 5 4 7 10 2 3 9 11
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Sudarshan Chakra
 

 

Sudarshan Chakra indicates the cumulative influence of benefic and malefic planets as reckoned from :

(i) the Ascendant, (ii) the Moon and (iii) the Sun at a glance. This also pinpoints the corresponding

age-periods during which those influences will operate.

 

If the influences are of natural benefic planets (Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Waxing Moon) only, then the

whole year will be enjoyable and auspicious events will take place.

 

If the influences are of natural malefic planets (Mars, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu, Sun, Waning Moon) only,

then the year might be problematic and inauspicious happenings are likely to take place.
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Graha Avashthas(Planetary States) 
 

Planetary State
 

Plt Swapnadi-3 Baaladi-5 Lajjitadi-6 Deeptadi-9 Deeptadi-10

SU Swapna Kumara Mudita Pramudita Mudita

MO Swapna Baala Kshudita Shanta ----

MA Jagrata Kumara Garvita Deena Mudita

ME Supta Yuva Lajjita Dukhita ----

JU Swapna Kumara Mudita Deena Mudita

VE Swapna Baala Lajjita Deena Mudita

SA Swapna Vriddha Mudita Deena Mudita

RA Supta Yuva Kshudita Dukhita Vakra

KE Swapna Yuva Lajjita Pramudita Mudita

Sannadi
Janma Karma Sanghatika Samudaya Vinash Manas
Ashwini Magha Vishakha Jyestha Dhanishtha PurvaBhadra

Sthunas
Kantaka Sthuna : Moola

Kuja Sthuna : PurvaPhalguni

Rakta Sthuna : UttraAshda

Tri-Nadi
Jati PurvaBhadra

Desh UttraBhadra

Pratishtha Revathi

Navatara Chakra
Janma Ashwini Magha Moola

Sampat Bharani PurvaPhalguni PurvaAshda

Vipat Krittika UttraPhalguni UttraAshda

Kshem Rohini Hastha Shravana

Pratyari Mrigashira Chitra Dhanishtha

Sadhak Aridra Swati Shatavisha

Nidhan Punarvasu Vishakha PurvaBhadra

Mitra Pushya Anuradha UttraBhadra

Ati Mitra Ashlesha Jyestha Revathi

Arkhachatushtaya
Janmava Ashwini

Karmava Magha

Aadhaana Moola

Naidhava Shravana

Navashubha Ark
Dagdha :
Moola

Kshaya :
Dhanisht
ha

Shoola :
UttraBha
dra

Sannipat
a :
Mrigashi
ra

Dhwaja :
Ashlesha

Ulka :
UttraPha
lguni

Bhukampa
: Hastha

Vajraka
: Chitra

Nirghat
: Swati
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Saturn Transit
}kn'ks tUexS jk'kkS f}rh;s p 'kuS'pjA  Lk/kkZfu lIr o"kkZf.k rFkk nq[kS;qZrks HkosrAA 

(The seven and half year period during which Saturn transits in the twelfth, first and second from the birth rashi (Moon

Sign) is called sadhesati of Saturn. ) 

First Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle Transit in Sign Begining Date Ending Date Duration(Y-M-D) Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya Pisces 02/06/1995 10/08/1995 0.0 y.2.0 m.9 d. Tamra

First Dhayya Pisces 16/02/1996 17/04/1998 2.0 y.1.0 m.30 d. Lauha

Second Dhayya Aries 17/04/1998 07/06/2000 2.0 y.1.0 m.21 d. Rajat

Second Dhayya Taurus 07/06/2000 23/07/2002 2.0 y.1.0 m.15 d. Swarna

Second Dhayya Taurus 08/01/2003 07/04/2003 0.0 y.2.0 m.28 d. Lauha

Kantak Shani Cancer 06/09/2004 13/01/2005 0.0 y.4.0 m.7 d. Tamra

Kantak Shani Cancer 26/05/2005 01/11/2006 1.0 y.5.0 m.7 d. Lauha

Kantak Shani Cancer 10/01/2007 16/07/2007 0.0 y.6.0 m.5 d. Swarna

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 02/11/2014 26/01/2017 2.0 y.2.0 m.24 d. Tamra

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 21/06/2017 26/10/2017 0.0 y.4.0 m.6 d. Lauha

Second Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle Transit in Sign Begining Date Ending Date Duration(Y-M-D) Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya Pisces 29/03/2025 03/06/2027 2.0 y.2.0 m.6 d. Swarna

First Dhayya Pisces 20/10/2027 23/02/2028 0.0 y.4.0 m.5 d. Swarna

Second Dhayya Aries 03/06/2027 20/10/2027 0.0 y.4.0 m.18 d. Swarna

Second Dhayya Aries 23/02/2028 08/08/2029 1.0 y.5.0 m.14 d. Lauha

Second Dhayya Aries 05/10/2029 17/04/2030 0.0 y.6.0 m.12 d. Rajat

Second Dhayya Taurus 08/08/2029 05/10/2029 0.0 y.1.0 m.28 d. Lauha

Second Dhayya Taurus 17/04/2030 31/05/2032 2.0 y.1.0 m.14 d. Rajat

Kantak Shani Cancer 13/07/2034 27/08/2036 2.0 y.1.0 m.15 d. Tamra

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 11/12/2043 23/06/2044 0.0 y.6.0 m.12 d. Rajat

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 30/08/2044 08/12/2046 2.0 y.3.0 m.9 d. Swarna

Third Cycle
Sadhesati Cycle Transit in Sign Begining Date Ending Date Duration(Y-M-D) Saturn Moorti

First Dhayya Pisces 14/05/2054 02/09/2054 0.0 y.3.0 m.20 d. Rajat

First Dhayya Pisces 05/02/2055 07/04/2057 2.0 y.2.0 m.1 d. Lauha

Second Dhayya Aries 07/04/2057 27/05/2059 2.0 y.1.0 m.20 d. Swarna

Second Dhayya Taurus 27/05/2059 11/07/2061 2.0 y.1.0 m.15 d. Tamra

Second Dhayya Taurus 13/02/2062 07/03/2062 0.0 y.0.0 m.22 d. Tamra

Kantak Shani Cancer 24/08/2063 06/02/2064 0.0 y.5.0 m.14 d. Lauha

Kantak Shani Cancer 09/05/2064 13/10/2065 1.0 y.5.0 m.5 d. Swarna

Kantak Shani Cancer 03/02/2066 03/07/2066 0.0 y.4.0 m.28 d. Tamra

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 05/02/2073 31/03/2073 0.0 y.1.0 m.24 d. Swarna

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 23/10/2073 16/01/2076 2.0 y.2.0 m.24 d. Swarna

Ashtam Shani Scorpio 11/07/2076 11/10/2076 0.0 y.3.0 m.1 d. Rajat
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Ashtakvarga System - Bhinnashtakvarga 
Sun Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 8

Jup 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4

Mar 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 8

Sun 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8

Ven 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Mer 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 7

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 4

Asc 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 6

Tot 3 5 6 5 4 5 5 4 2 5 2 2 48

Sun

Moon Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4

Jup 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7

Mar 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 7

Sun 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 6

Ven 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 7

Mer 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 8

Mo 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 6

Asc 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4

Tot 3 4 5 4 4 5 4 3 2 6 5 4 49

Moon

Mars Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 7

Jup 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 4

Mar 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 7

Sun 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 5

Ven 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4

Mer 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Asc 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 5

Tot 4 4 5 2 3 5 5 3 1 3 3 1 39

Mars

Mercury Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 8

Jup 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4

Mar 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 8

Sun 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

Ven 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8

Mer 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 8

Mo 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 6

Asc 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 7

Tot 3 5 5 5 6 5 3 8 3 5 3 3 54

Mercury
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Ashtakvarga System - Bhinnashtakvarga 
Jupiter Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4

Jup 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 8

Mar 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 7

Sun 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9

Ven 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 6

Mer 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 8

Mo 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5

Asc 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 9

Tot 6 3 2 5 7 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 56

Jupiter

Venus Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 7

Jup 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 5

Mar 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6

Sun 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3

Ven 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9

Mer 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 5

Mo 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 9

Asc 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 8

Tot 3 2 5 5 6 6 3 5 4 3 4 6 52

Venus

Saturn Bhinnashtak Varga
Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4

Jup 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4

Mar 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 6

Sun 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7

Ven 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Mer 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 6

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

Asc 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 6

Tot 3 2 5 3 3 6 4 2 3 3 2 3 39

Saturn

Ascendent Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 6

Jup 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 9

Mar 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 5

Sun 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 6

Ven 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7

Mer 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 7

Mo 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 5

Asc 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4

Tot 3 3 5 3 3 5 4 5 3 5 6 4 49

Ascendent
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Ashtakvarga System - Bhinnashtakvarga 
Rahu Bhinnashtak Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 6

Jup 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 5

Mar 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 4

Sun 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 7

Ven 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4

Mer 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5

Mo 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7

Asc 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 5

Tot 5 3 4 2 3 4 5 3 5 4 3 2 43

Jupiter

Kaksha Strength Varga

Sgn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

HS IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VII VII
I

Sat 4 3 4 4 5 7 1 4 2 5 5 4 48

Jup 3 4 5 3 4 3 5 8 4 3 2 1 45

Mar 4 4 4 7 8 2 5 5 4 4 3 4 54

Sun 2 4 4 5 3 6 8 3 3 3 4 4 49

Ven 4 2 4 5 3 6 3 3 4 4 4 5 47

Mer 7 1 3 5 6 8 3 4 2 5 3 6 53

Mo 2 3 6 2 2 6 2 2 2 4 8 2 41

Asc 2 7 8 1 5 3 6 5 2 7 1 2 49

Tot 28 28 38 32 36 41 33 34 23 35 30 28 386

Venus
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Ashtakvarga System -Trikona & Ekadhipatya Sodhan
[AshtakVarga Sidhant - Parashar For Janma Lagna Kundali (Parashari Sidhant)] 

Sun 

Moon 

Mars 

Mercury 

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   108 GrahaPinda   63 SodhyaPinda   171

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   70 GrahaPinda   30 SodhyaPinda   100

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   75 GrahaPinda   65 SodhyaPinda   140

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   94 GrahaPinda   85 SodhyaPinda   179
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Ashtakvarga System -Trikona & Ekadhipatya Sodhan
[AshtakVarga Sidhant - Parashar For Janma Lagna Kundali (Parashari Sidhant)] 

Jupitar 

Venus 

Saturn 

Ascendant 

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   90 GrahaPinda   49 SodhyaPinda   139

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   79 GrahaPinda   69 SodhyaPinda   148

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   64 GrahaPinda   58 SodhyaPinda   122

Before Reduction TriKona Reduction Ekadhipatya Reduction

RashiPinda   37 GrahaPinda   42 SodhyaPinda   79
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Tri-Pap Chakra
 

Predictions from Tri-Ayudha Chakra
 

As per Nakshatra-reckoning from Sun's placement nakshatra to that of Moon's, as per Ratha Chakra, it

falls on the top; it's result is that - if counteracting combinations are not present in your chart - you will

really be a happy-go-lucky person and enjoy all sorts of comforts and pleasures of life. 

As per Nakshatra-reckoning from Sun's placement nakshatra to that of Moon's, as per Ghurna Chakra,

it falls in the fifth portion; it's result is that - if counteracting combinations are not present in your chart

- you will be a highly fortunate person, and amass a lot of wealth by dint of your own endeavors. 

As per Nakshatra-reckoning from Sun's placement nakshatra to that of Moon's, as per Chapa Chakra, it

falls on the Arrow Shaft; it's result is that - if counteracting combinations are not present in your chart

- you will be engaged in doing some genuine praiseworthy deeds, and your name and fame will soon

be fairly widespread.

1st Cycle Age 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2nd Cycle Age 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

3rd Cycle Age 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

Ketu Pataki Ketu Ven Sun Moon Mars Merc Sat Jup Rahu Ketu Ven Sun

Ketu Kundali Sun Ketu Merc Merc Merc Mars Mars Mars Ketu Jup Jup Jup

Guru Kundali Ketu Moon Merc Jup Ven Sat Rahu Sun Mars Ketu Moon Merc

1st Cycle Age 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

2nd Cycle Age 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

3rd Cycle Age 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

Ketu Pataki Moon Mars Merc Sat Jup Rahu Ketu Ven Sun Moon Mars Merc

Ketu Kundali Moon Moon Moon Ketu Ven Ven Ven Rahu Rahu Ketu Sat Sat

Guru Kundali Jup Ven Sat Rahu Sun Mars Ketu Moon Merc Jup Ven Sat

1st Cycle Age 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

2nd Cycle Age 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

3rd Cycle Age 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

Ketu Pataki Sat Jup Rahu Ketu Ven Sun Moon Mars Merc Sat Jup Rahu

Ketu Kundali Sat Sun Sun Sun Ketu Merc Merc Merc Mars Mars Mars Ketu

Guru Kundali Rahu Sun Mars Ketu Moon Merc Jup Ven Sat Rahu Sun Mars
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Parashari Aspects 

 

Jaimini Aspects

Note : The influences of FRONTAL aspects are stronger than the LATERAL aspects.
 

Tajaka Aspects
 

Legend : 
 
1/ 1 : Conjunction; 2/ 12 : Semi-Sextile; 3/ 11 : Sextile; 4/ 10 : Square; 5/ 9 :

Trine; 6/ 8 : Quincunx; 7/ 7 : Opposition. ... (+) stands for intermingling of

planetary orbs; (-) stands for no intermingling of planetary orbs. 

Note : For planetary aspects, the mean value of the orbs as per Tajaka recommendation

has been taken. For Rahu and Ketu, the value of orb has been taken as 6*; but no orb

has been taken for Ascendant. 

Planets Main Aspects to Special Aspects to

Sun ------ ------

Moon Mars, Ketu ------

Mars Moon, Rahu Jupiter

Mercury ------ ------

Jupiter ------ ------

Venus ------ ------

Saturn ------ Ascendant, Jup

Rahu Mars, Ketu ------

Ketu Moon, Rahu ------

Sign( Planets ) Frontal Aspect to Lateral Aspects to
Aries(Moon, Rahu) Scorpio(Mercury, Venus, Saturn) Leo] Aquarius

Taurus Libra(Mars, Ketu) Cancer] Capricorn(Jupiter)

Gemini Virgo Sagittarius(Sun)] Pisces

Cancer Aquarius Taurus] Scorpio(Mercury, Venus,
Saturn)

Leo Capricorn(Jupiter) Aries(Moon, Rahu)] Libra(Mars,
Ketu)

Virgo Gemini Sagittarius(Sun)] Pisces

Libra(Mars, Ketu) Taurus Leo] Aquarius

Scorpio(Mercury, Venus, Saturn) Aries(Moon, Rahu) Cancer] Capricorn(Jupiter)

Sagittarius(Sun) Pisces Gemini] Virgo

Capricorn(Jupiter) Leo Taurus] Scorpio(Mercury, Venus,
Saturn)

Aquarius Cancer Aries(Moon, Rahu)] Libra(Mars,
Ketu)

Pisces Sagittarius(Sun) Gemini] Virgo

Planets Asc Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Asc ---

Sun 5/9(-) ---

Moon 5/9(-) 5/9(+) ---

Mars 3/11(-) 3/11(+) 7/7(+) ---

Mercury 4/10(-) 2/12(+) 6/8(-) 2/12(+) ---

Jupiter 6/8(-) 2/12(-) 4/10(-) 4/10(-) 3/11(+) ---

Venus 4/10(+) 2/12(-) 6/8(-) 2/12(-) 1/1(-) 3/11(+) ---

Saturn 4/10(-) 2/12(+) 6/8(+) 2/12(+) 1/1(+) 3/11(-) 1/1(-) ---

Rahu 5/9(-) 5/9(+) 1/1(+) 7/7(+) 6/8(+) 4/10(-) 6/8(-) 6/8(+) ---

Ketu 3/11(-) 3/11(+) 7/7(+) 1/1(+) 2/12(+) 4/10(-) 2/12(-) 2/12(+) 7/7 (+) ---
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Jaimini Lagna Charts
 

Navamsha Kundali Navamsha Kundali(Krishna Mishra) Karakamsha Kundali(Rashi)

Drekkana Kundali(P-Traya) Drekkana Kundali(Somanath) Aroodha Lagna Kundali

Upa-Pada Lagna Kundali Hora Lagna(VK) Kundali Hora Lagna(SV) Kundali

Ayur Lagna Kundali Paka Lagna Kundali Indu Lagna Kundali

Divya Lagna Kundali Tara Lagna Kundali Tripravana Lagna Kundali
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Vimshottari Dasha 

Vimshottari Balance of Dasha at birth

(as per N.C.lahiri Ayanamsha :023:39:39):Moon :4.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 

S.N Dasha Duration From

1 Ketu 4.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 21:12:1985

2 Venus 20.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:1990

3 Sun 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2010

4 Moon 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2016

5 Mars 7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2026

6 Rahu 18.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2033

7 Jupiter 16.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2051

8 Saturn 19.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2067

9 Mercury 17.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 11:01:2086

Ketu Dasha

Antara From

Ketu

Venus

Sun

Moon

Mars

Rahu 21:12:1985

Jupiter 30:12:1986

Saturn 06:12:1987

Mercury 14:01:1989

Venus Dasha

Antara From

Venus 11:01:1990

Sun 13:05:1993

Moon 13:05:1994

Mars 11:01:1996

Rahu 13:03:1997

Jupiter 12:03:2000

Saturn 11:11:2002

Mercury 11:01:2006

Ketu 11:11:2008

Sun Dasha

Antara From

Sun 11:01:2010

Moon 01:05:2010

Mars 30:10:2010

Rahu 07:03:2011

Jupiter 29:01:2012

Saturn 17:11:2012

Mercury 30:10:2013

Ketu 05:09:2014

Venus 11:01:2015

Moon Dasha

Antara From

Moon 11:01:2016

Mars 11:11:2016

Rahu 12:06:2017

Jupiter 12:12:2018

Saturn 12:04:2020

Mercury 11:11:2021

Ketu 12:04:2023

Venus 11:11:2023

Sun 13:07:2025

Mars Dasha

Antara From

Mars 11:01:2026

Rahu 09:06:2026

Jupiter 27:06:2027

Saturn 02:06:2028

Mercury 13:07:2029

Ketu 09:07:2030

Venus 06:12:2030

Sun 04:02:2032

Moon 12:06:2032

Rahu Dasha

Antara From

Rahu 11:01:2033

Jupiter 24:09:2035

Saturn 17:02:2038

Mercury 24:12:2040

Ketu 13:07:2043

Venus 30:07:2044

Sun 31:07:2047

Moon 24:06:2048

Mars 24:12:2049

Jupiter Dasha

Antara From

Jupiter 11:01:2051

Saturn 01:03:2053

Mercury 11:09:2055

Ketu 18:12:2057

Venus 23:11:2058

Sun 25:07:2061

Moon 13:05:2062

Mars 11:09:2063

Rahu 18:08:2064

Saturn Dasha

Antara From

Saturn 11:01:2067

Mercury 14:01:2070

Ketu 23:09:2072

Venus 02:11:2073

Sun 02:01:2077

Moon 15:12:2077

Mars 16:07:2079

Rahu 24:08:2080

Jupiter 30:06:2083

Mercury Dasha

Antara From

Mercury 11:01:2086

Ketu 08:06:2088

Venus 06:06:2089

Sun 05:04:2092

Moon 10:02:2093

Mars 13:07:2094

Rahu 09:07:2095

Jupiter 26:01:2098

Saturn 04:05:2100
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Ketu Dasha 
( Start Date: 21:12:1985, End Date: 10:01:1990 )

 
 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Rahu ....

Jupiter ....

Saturn ....

Mercury ....

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Rahu ....

Jupiter ....

Saturn ....

Mercury ....

Ketu ....

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Rahu ....

Jupiter ....

Saturn ....

Mercury ....

Ketu ....

Venus ....

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon ....

Mars ....

Rahu ....

Jupiter ....

Saturn ....

Mercury ....

Ketu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars ....

Rahu ....

Jupiter ....

Saturn ....

Mercury ....

Ketu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 21:12:1985

Jupiter 07:02:1986

Saturn 30:03:1986

Mercury 30:05:1986

Ketu 23:07:1986

Venus 15:08:1986

Sun 17:10:1986

Moon 06:11:1986

Mars 07:12:1986

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 30:12:1986

Saturn 13:02:1987

Mercury 08:04:1987

Ketu 26:05:1987

Venus 15:06:1987

Sun 11:08:1987

Moon 28:08:1987

Mars 26:09:1987

Rahu 15:10:1987

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 06:12:1987

Mercury 08:02:1988

Ketu 05:04:1988

Venus 29:04:1988

Sun 05:07:1988

Moon 26:07:1988

Mars 28:08:1988

Rahu 21:09:1988

Jupiter 21:11:1988

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 14:01:1989

Ketu 06:03:1989

Venus 27:03:1989

Sun 27:05:1989

Moon 14:06:1989

Mars 14:07:1989

Rahu 04:08:1989

Jupiter 27:09:1989

Saturn 15:11:1989
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Venus Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:1990, End Date: 10:01:2010 )

 
 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 11:01:1990

Sun 02:08:1990

Moon 02:10:1990

Mars 11:01:1991

Rahu 23:03:1991

Jupiter 21:09:1991

Saturn 02:03:1992

Mercury 11:09:1992

Ketu 03:03:1993

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 13:05:1993

Moon 31:05:1993

Mars 30:06:1993

Rahu 22:07:1993

Jupiter 14:09:1993

Saturn 02:11:1993

Mercury 30:12:1993

Ketu 20:02:1994

Venus 13:03:1994

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 13:05:1994

Mars 02:07:1994

Rahu 07:08:1994

Jupiter 06:11:1994

Saturn 26:01:1995

Mercury 03:05:1995

Ketu 28:07:1995

Venus 01:09:1995

Sun 12:12:1995

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 11:01:1996

Rahu 05:02:1996

Jupiter 09:04:1996

Saturn 05:06:1996

Mercury 12:08:1996

Ketu 11:10:1996

Venus 05:11:1996

Sun 15:01:1997

Moon 05:02:1997

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 13:03:1997

Jupiter 24:08:1997

Saturn 17:01:1998

Mercury 09:07:1998

Ketu 12:12:1998

Venus 13:02:1999

Sun 15:08:1999

Moon 09:10:1999

Mars 08:01:2000

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 12:03:2000

Saturn 20:07:2000

Mercury 22:12:2000

Ketu 09:05:2001

Venus 04:07:2001

Sun 14:12:2001

Moon 31:01:2002

Mars 22:04:2002

Rahu 18:06:2002

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 11:11:2002

Mercury 13:05:2003

Ketu 24:10:2003

Venus 30:12:2003

Sun 11:07:2004

Moon 06:09:2004

Mars 12:12:2004

Rahu 18:02:2005

Jupiter 10:08:2005

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 11:01:2006

Ketu 07:06:2006

Venus 06:08:2006

Sun 25:01:2007

Moon 18:03:2007

Mars 12:06:2007

Rahu 11:08:2007

Jupiter 14:01:2008

Saturn 31:05:2008

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 11:11:2008

Venus 06:12:2008

Sun 15:02:2009

Moon 08:03:2009

Mars 13:04:2009

Rahu 08:05:2009

Jupiter 10:07:2009

Saturn 05:09:2009

Mercury 12:11:2009
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Sun Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2010, End Date: 10:01:2016 )

 
 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 11:01:2010

Moon 16:01:2010

Mars 26:01:2010

Rahu 01:02:2010

Jupiter 17:02:2010

Saturn 04:03:2010

Mercury 21:03:2010

Ketu 06:04:2010

Venus 12:04:2010

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 01:05:2010

Mars 16:05:2010

Rahu 26:05:2010

Jupiter 23:06:2010

Saturn 17:07:2010

Mercury 15:08:2010

Ketu 10:09:2010

Venus 20:09:2010

Sun 21:10:2010

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 30:10:2010

Rahu 06:11:2010

Jupiter 26:11:2010

Saturn 13:12:2010

Mercury 02:01:2011

Ketu 20:01:2011

Venus 27:01:2011

Sun 18:02:2011

Moon 24:02:2011

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 07:03:2011

Jupiter 25:04:2011

Saturn 08:06:2011

Mercury 30:07:2011

Ketu 14:09:2011

Venus 04:10:2011

Sun 27:11:2011

Moon 14:12:2011

Mars 10:01:2012

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 29:01:2012

Saturn 08:03:2012

Mercury 24:04:2012

Ketu 04:06:2012

Venus 21:06:2012

Sun 09:08:2012

Moon 24:08:2012

Mars 17:09:2012

Rahu 04:10:2012

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 17:11:2012

Mercury 11:01:2013

Ketu 01:03:2013

Venus 22:03:2013

Sun 18:05:2013

Moon 05:06:2013

Mars 04:07:2013

Rahu 24:07:2013

Jupiter 14:09:2013

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 30:10:2013

Ketu 13:12:2013

Venus 31:12:2013

Sun 21:02:2014

Moon 08:03:2014

Mars 03:04:2014

Rahu 21:04:2014

Jupiter 07:06:2014

Saturn 18:07:2014

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 05:09:2014

Venus 13:09:2014

Sun 04:10:2014

Moon 10:10:2014

Mars 21:10:2014

Rahu 28:10:2014

Jupiter 17:11:2014

Saturn 04:12:2014

Mercury 24:12:2014

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 11:01:2015

Sun 13:03:2015

Moon 31:03:2015

Mars 01:05:2015

Rahu 22:05:2015

Jupiter 16:07:2015

Saturn 02:09:2015

Mercury 30:10:2015

Ketu 21:12:2015
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Moon Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2016, End Date: 10:01:2026 )

 
 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 11:01:2016

Mars 05:02:2016

Rahu 23:02:2016

Jupiter 09:04:2016

Saturn 20:05:2016

Mercury 07:07:2016

Ketu 19:08:2016

Venus 06:09:2016

Sun 27:10:2016

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 11:11:2016

Rahu 23:11:2016

Jupiter 26:12:2016

Saturn 23:01:2017

Mercury 26:02:2017

Ketu 28:03:2017

Venus 09:04:2017

Sun 15:05:2017

Moon 25:05:2017

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 12:06:2017

Jupiter 02:09:2017

Saturn 14:11:2017

Mercury 09:02:2018

Ketu 27:04:2018

Venus 29:05:2018

Sun 29:08:2018

Moon 25:09:2018

Mars 10:11:2018

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 12:12:2018

Saturn 14:02:2019

Mercury 03:05:2019

Ketu 10:07:2019

Venus 08:08:2019

Sun 28:10:2019

Moon 21:11:2019

Mars 01:01:2020

Rahu 29:01:2020

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 12:04:2020

Mercury 12:07:2020

Ketu 02:10:2020

Venus 05:11:2020

Sun 10:02:2021

Moon 11:03:2021

Mars 28:04:2021

Rahu 31:05:2021

Jupiter 26:08:2021

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 11:11:2021

Ketu 23:01:2022

Venus 23:02:2022

Sun 20:05:2022

Moon 15:06:2022

Mars 28:07:2022

Rahu 27:08:2022

Jupiter 12:11:2022

Saturn 20:01:2023

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 12:04:2023

Venus 25:04:2023

Sun 30:05:2023

Moon 10:06:2023

Mars 28:06:2023

Rahu 10:07:2023

Jupiter 11:08:2023

Saturn 08:09:2023

Mercury 12:10:2023

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 11:11:2023

Sun 21:02:2024

Moon 22:03:2024

Mars 12:05:2024

Rahu 17:06:2024

Jupiter 16:09:2024

Saturn 06:12:2024

Mercury 13:03:2025

Ketu 07:06:2025

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 13:07:2025

Moon 22:07:2025

Mars 06:08:2025

Rahu 16:08:2025

Jupiter 13:09:2025

Saturn 07:10:2025

Mercury 05:11:2025

Ketu 01:12:2025

Venus 12:12:2025
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Mars Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2026, End Date: 10:01:2033 )

 
 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 11:01:2026

Rahu 20:01:2026

Jupiter 11:02:2026

Saturn 03:03:2026

Mercury 27:03:2026

Ketu 17:04:2026

Venus 25:04:2026

Sun 20:05:2026

Moon 28:05:2026

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 09:06:2026

Jupiter 06:08:2026

Saturn 26:09:2026

Mercury 25:11:2026

Ketu 19:01:2027

Venus 10:02:2027

Sun 15:04:2027

Moon 04:05:2027

Mars 05:06:2027

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 27:06:2027

Saturn 12:08:2027

Mercury 05:10:2027

Ketu 22:11:2027

Venus 12:12:2027

Sun 07:02:2028

Moon 24:02:2028

Mars 23:03:2028

Rahu 12:04:2028

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 02:06:2028

Mercury 06:08:2028

Ketu 02:10:2028

Venus 26:10:2028

Sun 01:01:2029

Moon 22:01:2029

Mars 24:02:2029

Rahu 20:03:2029

Jupiter 20:05:2029

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 13:07:2029

Ketu 02:09:2029

Venus 23:09:2029

Sun 22:11:2029

Moon 10:12:2029

Mars 09:01:2030

Rahu 31:01:2030

Jupiter 26:03:2030

Saturn 13:05:2030

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 09:07:2030

Venus 18:07:2030

Sun 12:08:2030

Moon 19:08:2030

Mars 01:09:2030

Rahu 10:09:2030

Jupiter 02:10:2030

Saturn 22:10:2030

Mercury 14:11:2030

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 06:12:2030

Sun 14:02:2031

Moon 08:03:2031

Mars 12:04:2031

Rahu 07:05:2031

Jupiter 10:07:2031

Saturn 05:09:2031

Mercury 11:11:2031

Ketu 11:01:2032

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 04:02:2032

Moon 11:02:2032

Mars 22:02:2032

Rahu 29:02:2032

Jupiter 19:03:2032

Saturn 05:04:2032

Mercury 26:04:2032

Ketu 14:05:2032

Venus 21:05:2032

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 12:06:2032

Mars 29:06:2032

Rahu 12:07:2032

Jupiter 13:08:2032

Saturn 10:09:2032

Mercury 14:10:2032

Ketu 13:11:2032

Venus 26:11:2032

Sun 31:12:2032
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Rahu Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2033, End Date: 10:01:2051 )

 
 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 11:01:2033

Jupiter 08:06:2033

Saturn 17:10:2033

Mercury 22:03:2034

Ketu 09:08:2034

Venus 05:10:2034

Sun 19:03:2035

Moon 07:05:2035

Mars 28:07:2035

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 24:09:2035

Saturn 18:01:2036

Mercury 05:06:2036

Ketu 08:10:2036

Venus 28:11:2036

Sun 23:04:2037

Moon 06:06:2037

Mars 18:08:2037

Rahu 08:10:2037

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 17:02:2038

Mercury 31:07:2038

Ketu 26:12:2038

Venus 24:02:2039

Sun 17:08:2039

Moon 08:10:2039

Mars 02:01:2040

Rahu 03:03:2040

Jupiter 07:08:2040

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 24:12:2040

Ketu 05:05:2041

Venus 28:06:2041

Sun 30:11:2041

Moon 16:01:2042

Mars 03:04:2042

Rahu 27:05:2042

Jupiter 14:10:2042

Saturn 15:02:2043

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 13:07:2043

Venus 04:08:2043

Sun 07:10:2043

Moon 26:10:2043

Mars 27:11:2043

Rahu 19:12:2043

Jupiter 15:02:2044

Saturn 06:04:2044

Mercury 06:06:2044

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 30:07:2044

Sun 29:01:2045

Moon 25:03:2045

Mars 24:06:2045

Rahu 27:08:2045

Jupiter 07:02:2046

Saturn 03:07:2046

Mercury 24:12:2046

Ketu 28:05:2047

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 31:07:2047

Moon 16:08:2047

Mars 13:09:2047

Rahu 02:10:2047

Jupiter 20:11:2047

Saturn 03:01:2048

Mercury 24:02:2048

Ketu 11:04:2048

Venus 30:04:2048

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 24:06:2048

Mars 08:08:2048

Rahu 10:09:2048

Jupiter 01:12:2048

Saturn 12:02:2049

Mercury 10:05:2049

Ketu 26:07:2049

Venus 27:08:2049

Sun 26:11:2049

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 24:12:2049

Rahu 15:01:2050

Jupiter 14:03:2050

Saturn 04:05:2050

Mercury 03:07:2050

Ketu 27:08:2050

Venus 18:09:2050

Sun 21:11:2050

Moon 10:12:2050
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Jupiter Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2051, End Date: 10:01:2067 )

 
 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 11:01:2051

Saturn 25:04:2051

Mercury 26:08:2051

Ketu 14:12:2051

Venus 29:01:2052

Sun 07:06:2052

Moon 16:07:2052

Mars 19:09:2052

Rahu 04:11:2052

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 01:03:2053

Mercury 25:07:2053

Ketu 03:12:2053

Venus 26:01:2054

Sun 29:06:2054

Moon 14:08:2054

Mars 30:10:2054

Rahu 23:12:2054

Jupiter 11:05:2055

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 11:09:2055

Ketu 07:01:2056

Venus 24:02:2056

Sun 11:07:2056

Moon 22:08:2056

Mars 30:10:2056

Rahu 17:12:2056

Jupiter 20:04:2057

Saturn 09:08:2057

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 18:12:2057

Venus 07:01:2058

Sun 04:03:2058

Moon 21:03:2058

Mars 19:04:2058

Rahu 09:05:2058

Jupiter 29:06:2058

Saturn 13:08:2058

Mercury 06:10:2058

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 23:11:2058

Sun 05:05:2059

Moon 22:06:2059

Mars 11:09:2059

Rahu 07:11:2059

Jupiter 01:04:2060

Saturn 09:08:2060

Mercury 11:01:2061

Ketu 29:05:2061

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 25:07:2061

Moon 08:08:2061

Mars 02:09:2061

Rahu 19:09:2061

Jupiter 01:11:2061

Saturn 10:12:2061

Mercury 26:01:2062

Ketu 08:03:2062

Venus 25:03:2062

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 13:05:2062

Mars 22:06:2062

Rahu 21:07:2062

Jupiter 02:10:2062

Saturn 06:12:2062

Mercury 21:02:2063

Ketu 01:05:2063

Venus 29:05:2063

Sun 18:08:2063

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 11:09:2063

Rahu 01:10:2063

Jupiter 21:11:2063

Saturn 06:01:2064

Mercury 29:02:2064

Ketu 17:04:2064

Venus 07:05:2064

Sun 03:07:2064

Moon 20:07:2064

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 18:08:2064

Jupiter 27:12:2064

Saturn 23:04:2065

Mercury 09:09:2065

Ketu 11:01:2066

Venus 03:03:2066

Sun 27:07:2066

Moon 09:09:2066

Mars 21:11:2066
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Saturn Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2067, End Date: 10:01:2086 )

 
 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 11:01:2067

Mercury 04:07:2067

Ketu 06:12:2067

Venus 09:02:2068

Sun 10:08:2068

Moon 04:10:2068

Mars 04:01:2069

Rahu 09:03:2069

Jupiter 21:08:2069

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 14:01:2070

Ketu 02:06:2070

Venus 30:07:2070

Sun 09:01:2071

Moon 27:02:2071

Mars 20:05:2071

Rahu 17:07:2071

Jupiter 11:12:2071

Saturn 20:04:2072

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 23:09:2072

Venus 17:10:2072

Sun 24:12:2072

Moon 13:01:2073

Mars 15:02:2073

Rahu 11:03:2073

Jupiter 11:05:2073

Saturn 04:07:2073

Mercury 06:09:2073

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 02:11:2073

Sun 14:05:2074

Moon 10:07:2074

Mars 15:10:2074

Rahu 21:12:2074

Jupiter 13:06:2075

Saturn 14:11:2075

Mercury 15:05:2076

Ketu 26:10:2076

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 02:01:2077

Moon 19:01:2077

Mars 17:02:2077

Rahu 09:03:2077

Jupiter 30:04:2077

Saturn 16:06:2077

Mercury 09:08:2077

Ketu 28:09:2077

Venus 18:10:2077

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 15:12:2077

Mars 01:02:2078

Rahu 06:03:2078

Jupiter 01:06:2078

Saturn 17:08:2078

Mercury 17:11:2078

Ketu 07:02:2079

Venus 12:03:2079

Sun 17:06:2079

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 16:07:2079

Rahu 08:08:2079

Jupiter 08:10:2079

Saturn 01:12:2079

Mercury 03:02:2080

Ketu 31:03:2080

Venus 24:04:2080

Sun 01:07:2080

Moon 21:07:2080

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 24:08:2080

Jupiter 27:01:2081

Saturn 15:06:2081

Mercury 27:11:2081

Ketu 23:04:2082

Venus 23:06:2082

Sun 13:12:2082

Moon 03:02:2083

Mars 01:05:2083

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 30:06:2083

Saturn 01:11:2083

Mercury 26:03:2084

Ketu 05:08:2084

Venus 28:09:2084

Sun 01:03:2085

Moon 16:04:2085

Mars 02:07:2085

Rahu 25:08:2085
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Mercury Dasha 
( Start Date: 11:01:2086, End Date: 10:01:2103 )

 
 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 11:01:2086

Ketu 16:05:2086

Venus 06:07:2086

Sun 29:11:2086

Moon 12:01:2087

Mars 27:03:2087

Rahu 17:05:2087

Jupiter 26:09:2087

Saturn 21:01:2088

 Ketu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Ketu 08:06:2088

Venus 30:06:2088

Sun 29:08:2088

Moon 16:09:2088

Mars 17:10:2088

Rahu 07:11:2088

Jupiter 31:12:2088

Saturn 17:02:2089

Mercury 16:04:2089

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 06:06:2089

Sun 25:11:2089

Moon 16:01:2090

Mars 12:04:2090

Rahu 12:06:2090

Jupiter 14:11:2090

Saturn 01:04:2091

Mercury 11:09:2091

Ketu 05:02:2092

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 05:04:2092

Moon 21:04:2092

Mars 17:05:2092

Rahu 04:06:2092

Jupiter 21:07:2092

Saturn 31:08:2092

Mercury 19:10:2092

Ketu 03:12:2092

Venus 21:12:2092

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 10:02:2093

Mars 26:03:2093

Rahu 25:04:2093

Jupiter 11:07:2093

Saturn 18:09:2093

Mercury 09:12:2093

Ketu 20:02:2094

Venus 22:03:2094

Sun 17:06:2094

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 13:07:2094

Rahu 03:08:2094

Jupiter 26:09:2094

Saturn 13:11:2094

Mercury 09:01:2095

Ketu 02:03:2095

Venus 23:03:2095

Sun 22:05:2095

Moon 09:06:2095

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 09:07:2095

Jupiter 26:11:2095

Saturn 29:03:2096

Mercury 24:08:2096

Ketu 03:01:2097

Venus 27:02:2097

Sun 01:08:2097

Moon 16:09:2097

Mars 03:12:2097

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 26:01:2098

Saturn 17:05:2098

Mercury 25:09:2098

Ketu 20:01:2099

Venus 09:03:2099

Sun 25:07:2099

Moon 04:09:2099

Mars 12:11:2099

Rahu 30:12:2099

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 04:05:2100

Mercury 06:10:2100

Ketu 22:02:2101

Venus 21:04:2101

Sun 01:10:2101

Moon 19:11:2101

Mars 09:02:2102

Rahu 08:04:2102

Jupiter 02:09:2102
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Yogini Dasha
 

  Planet (Star)   Dasha Duration   From   Profection Point

 Bhramari [Mars](Ashwini) 2.0 y.3.0 m.24 d. 21:12:1985 023:20:19

 Bhadrika [Mercury](Bharani) 5.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:1988 104:36:33

 Ulka [Saturn](Krittika) 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:1993 106:34:09

 Siddha [Venus](Rohini) 7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:1999 244:51:55

 Sankata [Rahu](Mrigashira) 8.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2006 203:20:19

 Mangala [Moon](Aridra) 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2014 018:18:43

 Pingala [Sun](Punarvasu) 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2015 178:39:07

 Dhanya [Jupiter](Pushya) 3.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2017 152:52:21

 Bhramari [Mars](Ashlesha) 4.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2020 055:59:05

 Bhadrika [Mercury](Magha) 5.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2024 058:03:21

 Ulka [Saturn](PurvaPhalguni) 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2029 099:39:11

 Siddha [Venus](UttraPhalguni) 7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2035 125:25:57

 Sankata [Rahu](Hastha) 8.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2042 018:18:43

 Mangala [Moon](Chitra) 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2050 196:14:27

 Pingala [Sun](Swati) 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2051 258:52:45

 Dhanya [Jupiter](Vishakha) 3.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2053 224:57:19

 Bhramari [Mars](Anuradha) 4.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2056 051:01:43

 Bhadrika [Mercury](Jyestha) 5.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2060 090:42:07

 Ulka [Saturn](Moola) 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2065 053:05:59

 Siddha [Venus](PurvaAshda) 7.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2071 118:30:58

 Sankata [Rahu](UttraAshda) 8.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2078 258:52:45

 Mangala [Moon](Shravana) 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2086 011:12:52

 Pingala [Sun](Dhanishtha) 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2087 076:48:29

 Dhanya [Jupiter](Shatavisha) 3.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 16:04:2089 305:10:57
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Krittikadi method of Ashottari Dasha is applicable in your chart. 
except in lagna, Rahu in kendra or trikona from Lagna Lord. Applicability condition of Ashtottari

dasha is true in your chart. 

Birth during day time in Krishna Paksha or Night time in Shukla Paksha. Applicability condition of

Ashtottari dasha is true in your chart. 

S.N Dasha Duration From

1 Rahu 4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 21:12:1985

2 Venus 21.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:1990

3 Sun 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2011

4 Moon 15.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2017

5 Mars 8.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2032

6 Mercury 17.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2040

7 Saturn 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2057

8 Jupiter 19.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 17:09:2067

Rahu Dasha

Antara From

Rahu

Venus

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury 21:12:1985

Saturn 28:06:1987

Jupiter 07:08:1988

Venus Dasha

Antara From

Venus 17:09:1990

Sun 17:10:1994

Moon 17:12:1995

Mars 17:11:1998

Mercury 07:06:2000

Saturn 27:09:2003

Jupiter 07:09:2005

Rahu 18:05:2009

Sun Dasha

Antara From

Sun 17:09:2011

Moon 17:01:2012

Mars 17:11:2012

Mercury 28:04:2013

Saturn 08:04:2014

Jupiter 28:10:2014

Rahu 17:11:2015

Venus 18:07:2016

Moon Dasha

Antara From

Moon 17:09:2017

Mars 17:10:2019

Mercury 27:11:2020

Saturn 08:04:2023

Jupiter 27:08:2024

Rahu 18:04:2027

Venus 17:12:2028

Sun 17:11:2031

Mars Dasha

Antara From

Mars 17:09:2032

Mercury 21:04:2033

Saturn 25:07:2034

Jupiter 21:04:2035

Rahu 17:09:2036

Venus 07:08:2037

Sun 26:02:2039

Moon 07:08:2039

Mercury Dasha

Antara From

Mercury 17:09:2040

Saturn 22:05:2043

Jupiter 17:12:2044

Rahu 14:12:2047

Venus 03:11:2049

Sun 23:02:2053

Moon 03:02:2054

Mars 14:06:2056

Saturn Dasha

Antara From

Saturn 17:09:2057

Jupiter 21:08:2058

Rahu 24:05:2060

Venus 05:07:2061

Sun 14:06:2063

Moon 03:01:2064

Mars 25:05:2065

Mercury 19:02:2066

Jupiter Dasha

Antara From

Jupiter 17:09:2067

Rahu 20:01:2071

Venus 02:03:2073

Sun 10:11:2076

Moon 30:11:2077

Mars 21:07:2080

Mercury 17:12:2081

Saturn 14:12:2084

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3131
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Rahu Dasha ( 21:12:1985  To 17:09:1990 )
 

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Mercury ....

Saturn ....

Jupiter ....

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Mercury ....

Saturn ....

Jupiter ....

Rahu ....

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun ....

Moon ....

Mars ....

Mercury ....

Saturn ....

Jupiter ....

Rahu ....

Venus ....

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon ....

Mars ....

Mercury ....

Saturn ....

Jupiter ....

Rahu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars ....

Mercury ....

Saturn ....

Jupiter ....

Rahu ....

Venus ....

Sun ....

Moon ....

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury ....

Saturn 21:12:1985

Jupiter 27:01:1986

Rahu 28:05:1986

Venus 13:08:1986

Sun 25:12:1986

Moon 01:02:1987

Mars 08:05:1987

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 28:06:1987

Jupiter 04:08:1987

Rahu 15:10:1987

Venus 29:11:1987

Sun 16:02:1988

Moon 09:03:1988

Mars 05:05:1988

Mercury 04:06:1988

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 07:08:1988

Rahu 21:12:1988

Venus 17:03:1989

Sun 13:08:1989

Moon 25:09:1989

Mars 10:01:1990

Mercury 08:03:1990

Saturn 08:07:1990

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3232
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Venus Dasha ( 17:09:1990  To 17:09:2011 )
 

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 17:09:1990

Sun 04:07:1991

Moon 25:09:1991

Mars 19:04:1992

Mercury 08:08:1992

Saturn 31:03:1993

Jupiter 16:08:1993

Rahu 05:05:1994

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 17:10:1994

Moon 10:11:1994

Mars 08:01:1995

Mercury 09:02:1995

Saturn 17:04:1995

Jupiter 26:05:1995

Rahu 09:08:1995

Venus 25:09:1995

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 17:12:1995

Mars 13:05:1996

Mercury 01:08:1996

Saturn 16:01:1997

Jupiter 24:04:1997

Rahu 28:10:1997

Venus 24:02:1998

Sun 19:09:1998

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 17:11:1998

Mercury 29:12:1998

Saturn 28:03:1999

Jupiter 20:05:1999

Rahu 28:08:1999

Venus 30:10:1999

Sun 17:02:2000

Moon 20:03:2000

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 07:06:2000

Saturn 14:12:2000

Jupiter 05:04:2001

Rahu 03:11:2001

Venus 18:03:2002

Sun 07:11:2002

Moon 13:01:2003

Mars 30:06:2003

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 27:09:2003

Jupiter 02:12:2003

Rahu 05:04:2004

Venus 23:06:2004

Sun 08:11:2004

Moon 18:12:2004

Mars 27:03:2005

Mercury 18:05:2005

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 07:09:2005

Rahu 02:05:2006

Venus 29:09:2006

Sun 18:06:2007

Moon 01:09:2007

Mars 07:03:2008

Mercury 15:06:2008

Saturn 13:01:2009

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 18:05:2009

Venus 21:08:2009

Sun 03:02:2010

Moon 22:03:2010

Mars 18:07:2010

Mercury 19:09:2010

Saturn 31:01:2011

Jupiter 20:04:2011

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3333

MindSutra Software Technologies
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Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059



Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Sun Dasha ( 17:09:2011  To 17:09:2017 )
 

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 17:09:2011

Moon 24:09:2011

Mars 11:10:2011

Mercury 20:10:2011

Saturn 08:11:2011

Jupiter 19:11:2011

Rahu 10:12:2011

Venus 24:12:2011

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 17:01:2012

Mars 28:02:2012

Mercury 22:03:2012

Saturn 09:05:2012

Jupiter 06:06:2012

Rahu 30:07:2012

Venus 01:09:2012

Sun 31:10:2012

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 17:11:2012

Mercury 29:11:2012

Saturn 24:12:2012

Jupiter 08:01:2013

Rahu 06:02:2013

Venus 24:02:2013

Sun 28:03:2013

Moon 06:04:2013

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 28:04:2013

Saturn 21:06:2013

Jupiter 23:07:2013

Rahu 22:09:2013

Venus 30:10:2013

Sun 05:01:2014

Moon 24:01:2014

Mars 13:03:2014

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 08:04:2014

Jupiter 27:04:2014

Rahu 01:06:2014

Venus 24:06:2014

Sun 02:08:2014

Moon 13:08:2014

Mars 11:09:2014

Mercury 26:09:2014

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 28:10:2014

Rahu 03:01:2015

Venus 15:02:2015

Sun 01:05:2015

Moon 22:05:2015

Mars 15:07:2015

Mercury 13:08:2015

Saturn 12:10:2015

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 17:11:2015

Venus 14:12:2015

Sun 30:01:2016

Moon 13:02:2016

Mars 18:03:2016

Mercury 05:04:2016

Saturn 13:05:2016

Jupiter 05:06:2016

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 18:07:2016

Sun 09:10:2016

Moon 01:11:2016

Mars 31:12:2016

Mercury 31:01:2017

Saturn 08:04:2017

Jupiter 18:05:2017

Rahu 01:08:2017

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3434
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Moon Dasha ( 17:09:2017  To 17:09:2032 )
 

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 17:09:2017

Mars 01:01:2018

Mercury 26:02:2018

Saturn 26:06:2018

Jupiter 04:09:2018

Rahu 16:01:2019

Venus 10:04:2019

Sun 05:09:2019

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 17:10:2019

Mercury 16:11:2019

Saturn 19:01:2020

Jupiter 26:02:2020

Rahu 08:05:2020

Venus 22:06:2020

Sun 09:09:2020

Moon 01:10:2020

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 27:11:2020

Saturn 12:04:2021

Jupiter 30:06:2021

Rahu 29:11:2021

Venus 05:03:2022

Sun 19:08:2022

Moon 06:10:2022

Mars 03:02:2023

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 08:04:2023

Jupiter 25:05:2023

Rahu 22:08:2023

Venus 17:10:2023

Sun 24:01:2024

Moon 21:02:2024

Mars 02:05:2024

Mercury 08:06:2024

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 27:08:2024

Rahu 13:02:2025

Venus 31:05:2025

Sun 04:12:2025

Moon 27:01:2026

Mars 10:06:2026

Mercury 20:08:2026

Saturn 19:01:2027

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 18:04:2027

Venus 25:06:2027

Sun 21:10:2027

Moon 24:11:2027

Mars 16:02:2028

Mercury 01:04:2028

Saturn 06:07:2028

Jupiter 01:09:2028

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 17:12:2028

Sun 12:07:2029

Moon 09:09:2029

Mars 04:02:2030

Mercury 24:04:2030

Saturn 09:10:2030

Jupiter 15:01:2031

Rahu 22:07:2031

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 17:11:2031

Moon 04:12:2031

Mars 15:01:2032

Mercury 07:02:2032

Saturn 26:03:2032

Jupiter 23:04:2032

Rahu 16:06:2032

Venus 19:07:2032

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3535
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Mars Dasha ( 17:09:2032  To 17:09:2040 )
 

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 17:09:2032

Mercury 03:10:2032

Saturn 06:11:2032

Jupiter 26:11:2032

Rahu 03:01:2033

Venus 27:01:2033

Sun 10:03:2033

Moon 22:03:2033

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 21:04:2033

Saturn 03:07:2033

Jupiter 14:08:2033

Rahu 03:11:2033

Venus 24:12:2033

Sun 23:03:2034

Moon 18:04:2034

Mars 21:06:2034

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 25:07:2034

Jupiter 19:08:2034

Rahu 06:10:2034

Venus 05:11:2034

Sun 27:12:2034

Moon 11:01:2035

Mars 18:02:2035

Mercury 10:03:2035

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 21:04:2035

Rahu 21:07:2035

Venus 16:09:2035

Sun 25:12:2035

Moon 22:01:2036

Mars 03:04:2036

Mercury 11:05:2036

Saturn 31:07:2036

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 17:09:2036

Venus 23:10:2036

Sun 25:12:2036

Moon 12:01:2037

Mars 26:02:2037

Mercury 22:03:2037

Saturn 12:05:2037

Jupiter 11:06:2037

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 07:08:2037

Sun 26:11:2037

Moon 27:12:2037

Mars 16:03:2038

Mercury 27:04:2038

Saturn 26:07:2038

Jupiter 16:09:2038

Rahu 25:12:2038

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 26:02:2039

Moon 07:03:2039

Mars 30:03:2039

Mercury 11:04:2039

Saturn 06:05:2039

Jupiter 21:05:2039

Rahu 19:06:2039

Venus 07:07:2039

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 07:08:2039

Mars 03:10:2039

Mercury 02:11:2039

Saturn 05:01:2040

Jupiter 11:02:2040

Rahu 23:04:2040

Venus 07:06:2040

Sun 25:08:2040

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 3636
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Mercury Dasha ( 17:09:2040  To 17:09:2057 )
 

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 17:09:2040

Saturn 18:02:2041

Jupiter 19:05:2041

Rahu 07:11:2041

Venus 24:02:2042

Sun 01:09:2042

Moon 26:10:2042

Mars 10:03:2043

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 22:05:2043

Jupiter 14:07:2043

Rahu 23:10:2043

Venus 26:12:2043

Sun 16:04:2044

Moon 18:05:2044

Mars 06:08:2044

Mercury 18:09:2044

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 17:12:2044

Rahu 27:06:2045

Venus 27:10:2045

Sun 27:05:2046

Moon 26:07:2046

Mars 25:12:2046

Mercury 16:03:2047

Saturn 04:09:2047

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 14:12:2047

Venus 29:02:2048

Sun 12:07:2048

Moon 19:08:2048

Mars 23:11:2048

Mercury 14:01:2049

Saturn 02:05:2049

Jupiter 05:07:2049

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 03:11:2049

Sun 26:06:2050

Moon 01:09:2050

Mars 16:02:2051

Mercury 16:05:2051

Saturn 22:11:2051

Jupiter 13:03:2052

Rahu 12:10:2052

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 23:02:2053

Moon 14:03:2053

Mars 01:05:2053

Mercury 26:05:2053

Saturn 20:07:2053

Jupiter 21:08:2053

Rahu 20:10:2053

Venus 28:11:2053

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 03:02:2054

Mars 02:06:2054

Mercury 05:08:2054

Saturn 19:12:2054

Jupiter 09:03:2055

Rahu 07:08:2055

Venus 11:11:2055

Sun 27:04:2056

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 14:06:2056

Mercury 18:07:2056

Saturn 29:09:2056

Jupiter 10:11:2056

Rahu 30:01:2057

Venus 22:03:2057

Sun 20:06:2057

Moon 15:07:2057
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Saturn Dasha ( 17:09:2057  To 17:09:2067 )
 

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 17:09:2057

Jupiter 18:10:2057

Rahu 17:12:2057

Venus 23:01:2058

Sun 30:03:2058

Moon 18:04:2058

Mars 04:06:2058

Mercury 29:06:2058

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 21:08:2058

Rahu 12:12:2058

Venus 21:02:2059

Sun 26:06:2059

Moon 01:08:2059

Mars 29:10:2059

Mercury 16:12:2059

Saturn 26:03:2060

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 24:05:2060

Venus 09:07:2060

Sun 26:09:2060

Moon 18:10:2060

Mars 14:12:2060

Mercury 13:01:2061

Saturn 18:03:2061

Jupiter 24:04:2061

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 05:07:2061

Sun 20:11:2061

Moon 29:12:2061

Mars 07:04:2062

Mercury 29:05:2062

Saturn 18:09:2062

Jupiter 23:11:2062

Rahu 28:03:2063

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 14:06:2063

Moon 26:06:2063

Mars 24:07:2063

Mercury 08:08:2063

Saturn 09:09:2063

Jupiter 28:09:2063

Rahu 02:11:2063

Venus 25:11:2063

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 03:01:2064

Mars 14:03:2064

Mercury 20:04:2064

Saturn 09:07:2064

Jupiter 25:08:2064

Rahu 23:11:2064

Venus 18:01:2065

Sun 27:04:2065

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 25:05:2065

Mercury 14:06:2065

Saturn 27:07:2065

Jupiter 21:08:2065

Rahu 07:10:2065

Venus 06:11:2065

Sun 29:12:2065

Moon 13:01:2066

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 19:02:2066

Saturn 21:05:2066

Jupiter 13:07:2066

Rahu 22:10:2066

Venus 25:12:2066

Sun 16:04:2067

Moon 18:05:2067

Mars 05:08:2067
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Ashtottari Dasha(Traditional Method of Division) 
Ashtottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:39:39 ) :

Rahu  :  4.0 y.8.0 m.26 d. 

Jupiter Dasha ( 17:09:2067  To 17:09:2086 )
 

 Jupiter Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Jupiter 17:09:2067

Rahu 19:04:2068

Venus 02:09:2068

Sun 27:04:2069

Moon 04:07:2069

Mars 21:12:2069

Mercury 21:03:2070

Saturn 29:09:2070

 Rahu Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Rahu 20:01:2071

Venus 16:04:2071

Sun 12:09:2071

Moon 25:10:2071

Mars 09:02:2072

Mercury 07:04:2072

Saturn 06:08:2072

Jupiter 17:10:2072

 Venus Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Venus 02:03:2073

Sun 19:11:2073

Moon 02:02:2074

Mars 08:08:2074

Mercury 16:11:2074

Saturn 16:06:2075

Jupiter 19:10:2075

Rahu 13:06:2076

 Sun Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Sun 10:11:2076

Moon 01:12:2076

Mars 24:01:2077

Mercury 22:02:2077

Saturn 23:04:2077

Jupiter 29:05:2077

Rahu 05:08:2077

Venus 16:09:2077

 Moon Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Moon 30:11:2077

Mars 13:04:2078

Mercury 23:06:2078

Saturn 22:11:2078

Jupiter 19:02:2079

Rahu 08:08:2079

Venus 23:11:2079

Sun 28:05:2080

 Mars Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mars 21:07:2080

Mercury 28:08:2080

Saturn 17:11:2080

Jupiter 04:01:2081

Rahu 04:04:2081

Venus 31:05:2081

Sun 08:09:2081

Moon 07:10:2081

 Mercury Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Mercury 17:12:2081

Saturn 07:06:2082

Jupiter 16:09:2082

Rahu 27:03:2083

Venus 26:07:2083

Sun 24:02:2084

Moon 25:04:2084

Mars 24:09:2084

 Saturn Antara Dasha

Pratyanta From

Saturn 14:12:2084

Jupiter 11:02:2085

Rahu 04:06:2085

Venus 15:08:2085

Sun 17:12:2085

Moon 22:01:2086

Mars 21:04:2086

Mercury 08:06:2086
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Jaimini Chara Dasha(Neelkanta's Method) 

Bhuktis of Jaimini Chara Dasha

S.N Dasha Duration From
1 Leo 4.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:1985

2 Virgo 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:1989

3 Libra 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:1999

4 Scorpio 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2000

5 Sagittarius 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2001

6 Capricorn 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2002

7 Aquarius 9.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2004

8 Pisces 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2013

9 Aries 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2015

10 Taurus 6.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2021

11 Gemini 5.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2027

12 Cancer 3.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2032

Leo Dasha

Bhukti From
Virgo 21:12:1985

Libra 22:04:1986

Scorpio 22:08:1986

Sagittarius 21:12:1986

Capricorn 22:04:1987

Aquarius 22:08:1987

Pisces 21:12:1987

Aries 21:04:1988

Taurus 21:08:1988

Gemini 21:12:1988

Cancer 22:04:1989

Leo 22:08:1989

Virgo Dasha

Bhukti From
Libra 21:12:1989

Scorpio 22:10:1990

Sagittarius 22:08:1991

Capricorn 21:06:1992

Aquarius 22:04:1993

Pisces 20:02:1994

Aries 21:12:1994

Taurus 22:10:1995

Gemini 21:08:1996

Cancer 22:06:1997

Leo 22:04:1998

Virgo 20:02:1999

Libra Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:1999

Sagittarius 21:01:2000

Capricorn 20:02:2000

Aquarius 22:03:2000

Pisces 21:04:2000

Aries 22:05:2000

Taurus 21:06:2000

Gemini 22:07:2000

Cancer 21:08:2000

Leo 21:09:2000

Virgo 21:10:2000

Libra 21:11:2000

Scorpio Dasha

Bhukti From
Libra 21:12:2000

Virgo 21:01:2001

Leo 20:02:2001

Cancer 23:03:2001

Gemini 22:04:2001

Taurus 23:05:2001

Aries 22:06:2001

Pisces 22:07:2001

Aquarius 22:08:2001

Capricorn 21:09:2001

Sagittarius 22:10:2001

Scorpio 21:11:2001

Sagittarius Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2001

Libra 21:01:2002

Virgo 20:02:2002

Leo 23:03:2002

Cancer 22:04:2002

Gemini 23:05:2002

Taurus 22:06:2002

Aries 22:07:2002

Pisces 22:08:2002

Aquarius 21:09:2002

Capricorn 22:10:2002

Sagittarius 21:11:2002

Capricorn Dasha

Bhukti From
Sagittarius 21:12:2002

Scorpio 20:02:2003

Libra 22:04:2003

Virgo 22:06:2003

Leo 22:08:2003

Cancer 22:10:2003

Gemini 21:12:2003

Taurus 20:02:2004

Aries 21:04:2004

Pisces 21:06:2004

Aquarius 21:08:2004

Capricorn 21:10:2004

Aquarius Dasha

Bhukti From
Pisces 21:12:2004

Aries 21:09:2005

Taurus 22:06:2006

Gemini 23:03:2007

Cancer 21:12:2007

Leo 21:09:2008

Virgo 22:06:2009

Libra 23:03:2010

Scorpio 21:12:2010

Sagittarius 21:09:2011

Capricorn 21:06:2012

Aquarius 23:03:2013

Pisces Dasha

Bhukti From
Aries 21:12:2013

Taurus 20:02:2014

Gemini 22:04:2014

Cancer 22:06:2014

Leo 22:08:2014

Virgo 22:10:2014

Libra 21:12:2014

Scorpio 20:02:2015

Sagittarius 22:04:2015

Capricorn 22:06:2015

Aquarius 22:08:2015

Pisces 22:10:2015

Aries Dasha

Bhukti From
Taurus 21:12:2015

Gemini 21:06:2016

Cancer 21:12:2016

Leo 22:06:2017

Virgo 21:12:2017

Libra 22:06:2018

Scorpio 21:12:2018

Sagittarius 22:06:2019

Capricorn 21:12:2019

Aquarius 21:06:2020

Pisces 21:12:2020

Aries 22:06:2021

Taurus Dasha

Bhukti From
Aries 21:12:2021

Pisces 22:06:2022

Aquarius 21:12:2022

Capricorn 22:06:2023

Sagittarius 21:12:2023

Scorpio 21:06:2024

Libra 21:12:2024

Virgo 22:06:2025

Leo 21:12:2025

Cancer 22:06:2026

Gemini 21:12:2026

Taurus 22:06:2027

Gemini Dasha

Bhukti From
Taurus 21:12:2027

Aries 22:05:2028

Pisces 21:10:2028

Aquarius 23:03:2029

Capricorn 22:08:2029

Sagittarius 21:01:2030

Scorpio 22:06:2030

Libra 21:11:2030

Virgo 22:04:2031

Leo 21:09:2031

Cancer 20:02:2032

Gemini 22:07:2032

Cancer Dasha

Bhukti From
Gemini 21:12:2032

Taurus 23:03:2033

Aries 22:06:2033

Pisces 21:09:2033

Aquarius 21:12:2033

Capricorn 23:03:2034

Sagittarius 22:06:2034

Scorpio 21:09:2034

Libra 21:12:2034

Virgo 23:03:2035

Leo 22:06:2035

Cancer 21:09:2035
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Jaimini Chara Dasha(Neelkanta's Method) 
Aries Dasha( 21:12:2015 To 21:12:2021) 

Taurus Dasha
Bhukti From

Aries 21:12:2015

Pisces 06:01:2016

Aquarius 21:01:2016

Capricorn 05:02:2016

Sagittarius 20:02:2016

Scorpio 07:03:2016

Libra 22:03:2016

Virgo 06:04:2016

Leo 21:04:2016

Cancer 07:05:2016

Gemini 22:05:2016

Taurus 06:06:2016

Gemini Dasha
Bhukti From

Taurus 21:06:2016

Aries 07:07:2016

Pisces 22:07:2016

Aquarius 06:08:2016

Capricorn 21:08:2016

Sagittarius 06:09:2016

Scorpio 21:09:2016

Libra 06:10:2016

Virgo 21:10:2016

Leo 06:11:2016

Cancer 21:11:2016

Gemini 06:12:2016

Cancer Dasha
Bhukti From

Gemini 21:12:2016

Taurus 06:01:2017

Aries 21:01:2017

Pisces 05:02:2017

Aquarius 20:02:2017

Capricorn 08:03:2017

Sagittarius 23:03:2017

Scorpio 07:04:2017

Libra 22:04:2017

Virgo 07:05:2017

Leo 23:05:2017

Cancer 07:06:2017

Leo Dasha
Bhukti From

Virgo 22:06:2017

Libra 07:07:2017

Scorpio 22:07:2017

Sagittarius 07:08:2017

Capricorn 22:08:2017

Aquarius 06:09:2017

Pisces 21:09:2017

Aries 06:10:2017

Taurus 22:10:2017

Gemini 06:11:2017

Cancer 21:11:2017

Leo 06:12:2017

Virgo Dasha
Bhukti From

Libra 21:12:2017

Scorpio 06:01:2018

Sagittarius 21:01:2018

Capricorn 05:02:2018

Aquarius 20:02:2018

Pisces 08:03:2018

Aries 23:03:2018

Taurus 07:04:2018

Gemini 22:04:2018

Cancer 07:05:2018

Leo 23:05:2018

Virgo 07:06:2018

Libra Dasha
Bhukti From

Scorpio 22:06:2018

Sagittarius 07:07:2018

Capricorn 22:07:2018

Aquarius 07:08:2018

Pisces 22:08:2018

Aries 06:09:2018

Taurus 21:09:2018

Gemini 06:10:2018

Cancer 22:10:2018

Leo 06:11:2018

Virgo 21:11:2018

Libra 06:12:2018

Scorpio Dasha
Bhukti From

Libra 21:12:2018

Virgo 06:01:2019

Leo 21:01:2019

Cancer 05:02:2019

Gemini 20:02:2019

Taurus 08:03:2019

Aries 23:03:2019

Pisces 07:04:2019

Aquarius 22:04:2019

Capricorn 07:05:2019

Sagittarius 23:05:2019

Scorpio 07:06:2019

Sagittarius Dasha
Bhukti From

Scorpio 22:06:2019

Libra 07:07:2019

Virgo 22:07:2019

Leo 07:08:2019

Cancer 22:08:2019

Gemini 06:09:2019

Taurus 21:09:2019

Aries 06:10:2019

Pisces 22:10:2019

Aquarius 06:11:2019

Capricorn 21:11:2019

Sagittarius 06:12:2019

Capricorn Dasha
Bhukti From

Sagittarius 21:12:2019

Scorpio 06:01:2020

Libra 21:01:2020

Virgo 05:02:2020

Leo 20:02:2020

Cancer 07:03:2020

Gemini 22:03:2020

Taurus 06:04:2020

Aries 21:04:2020

Pisces 07:05:2020

Aquarius 22:05:2020

Capricorn 06:06:2020

Aquarius Dasha
Bhukti From

Pisces 21:06:2020

Aries 07:07:2020

Taurus 22:07:2020

Gemini 06:08:2020

Cancer 21:08:2020

Leo 06:09:2020

Virgo 21:09:2020

Libra 06:10:2020

Scorpio 21:10:2020

Sagittarius 06:11:2020

Capricorn 21:11:2020

Aquarius 06:12:2020

Pisces Dasha
Bhukti From

Aries 21:12:2020

Taurus 06:01:2021

Gemini 21:01:2021

Cancer 05:02:2021

Leo 20:02:2021

Virgo 08:03:2021

Libra 23:03:2021

Scorpio 07:04:2021

Sagittarius 22:04:2021

Capricorn 07:05:2021

Aquarius 23:05:2021

Pisces 07:06:2021

Aries Dasha
Bhukti From

Taurus 22:06:2021

Gemini 07:07:2021

Cancer 22:07:2021

Leo 07:08:2021

Virgo 22:08:2021

Libra 06:09:2021

Scorpio 21:09:2021

Sagittarius 06:10:2021

Capricorn 22:10:2021

Aquarius 06:11:2021

Pisces 21:11:2021

Aries 06:12:2021

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 4141
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Jaimini Chara Dasha (Method of RaghavaBhatta & NrisimhaSuri)

Bhuktis of Jaimini Chara Dasha

S.N Dasha Duration From
1 Leo 8.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:1985

2 Capricorn 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:1993

3 Gemini 5.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2003

4 Scorpio 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2008

5 Aries 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2009

6 Virgo 2.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2019

7 Aquarius 9.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2021

8 Cancer 3.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2030

9 Sagittarius 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2033

10 Taurus 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2034

11 Libra 1.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2044

12 Pisces 10.0 y.0.0 m.0 d. 21:12:2045

Leo Dasha

Bhukti From

Sagittarius 21:12:1985

Capricorn 21:12:1986

Aquarius 21:12:1987

Pisces 21:12:1988

Aries 21:12:1989

Taurus 21:12:1990

Gemini 21:12:1991

Cancer 21:12:1992

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Capricorn Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:1993

Libra 21:12:1994

Virgo 21:12:1995

Leo 21:12:1996

Cancer 21:12:1997

Gemini 21:12:1998

Taurus 21:12:1999

Aries 21:12:2000

Pisces 21:12:2001

Aquarius 21:12:2002

 --  --

 --  --

Gemini Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:2003

Libra 21:12:2004

Virgo 21:12:2005

Leo 21:12:2006

Cancer 21:12:2007

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Scorpio Dasha

Bhukti From

Libra 21:12:2008

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Aries Dasha

Bhukti From

Libra 21:12:2009

Scorpio 21:12:2010

Sagittarius 21:12:2011

Capricorn 21:12:2012

Aquarius 21:12:2013

Pisces 21:12:2014

Aries 21:12:2015

Taurus 21:12:2016

Gemini 21:12:2017

Cancer 21:12:2018

 --  --

 --  --

Virgo Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:2019

Libra 21:12:2020

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Aquarius Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:2021

Libra 21:12:2022

Virgo 21:12:2023

Leo 21:12:2024

Cancer 21:12:2025

Gemini 21:12:2026

Taurus 21:12:2027

Aries 21:12:2028

Pisces 21:12:2029

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Cancer Dasha

Bhukti From

Aries 21:12:2030

Taurus 21:12:2031

Gemini 21:12:2032

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Sagittarius Dasha

Bhukti From

Capricorn 21:12:2033

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Taurus Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:2034

Libra 21:12:2035

Virgo 21:12:2036

Leo 21:12:2037

Cancer 21:12:2038

Gemini 21:12:2039

Taurus 21:12:2040

Aries 21:12:2041

Pisces 21:12:2042

Aquarius 21:12:2043

 --  --

 --  --

Libra Dasha

Bhukti From

Scorpio 21:12:2044

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

 --  --

Pisces Dasha

Bhukti From

Capricorn 21:12:2045

Sagittarius 21:12:2046

Scorpio 21:12:2047

Libra 21:12:2048

Virgo 21:12:2049

Leo 21:12:2050

Cancer 21:12:2051

Gemini 21:12:2052

Taurus 21:12:2053

Aries 21:12:2054

 --  --

 --  --

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 4242
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Jaimini Chara Dasha (Method of RaghavaBhatta & NrisimhaSuri) 
Aries Dasha( 21:12:2009 To 21:12:2019) 

Libra Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2009

Libra 21:01:2010

Virgo 20:02:2010

Leo 23:03:2010

Cancer 22:04:2010

Gemini 23:05:2010

Taurus 22:06:2010

Aries 22:07:2010

Pisces 22:08:2010

Aquarius 21:09:2010

Capricorn 22:10:2010

Sagittarius 21:11:2010

Scorpio Dasha

Bhukti From
Libra 21:12:2010

Scorpio 21:01:2011

Sagittarius 20:02:2011

Capricorn 23:03:2011

Aquarius 22:04:2011

Pisces 23:05:2011

Aries 22:06:2011

Taurus 22:07:2011

Gemini 22:08:2011

Cancer 21:09:2011

Leo 22:10:2011

Virgo 21:11:2011

Sagittarius Dasha

Bhukti From
Capricorn 21:12:2011

Sagittarius 21:01:2012

Scorpio 20:02:2012

Libra 22:03:2012

Virgo 21:04:2012

Leo 22:05:2012

Cancer 21:06:2012

Gemini 22:07:2012

Taurus 21:08:2012

Aries 21:09:2012

Pisces 21:10:2012

Aquarius 21:11:2012

Capricorn Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2012

Libra 21:01:2013

Virgo 20:02:2013

Leo 23:03:2013

Cancer 22:04:2013

Gemini 23:05:2013

Taurus 22:06:2013

Aries 22:07:2013

Pisces 22:08:2013

Aquarius 21:09:2013

Capricorn 22:10:2013

Sagittarius 21:11:2013

Aquarius Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2013

Libra 21:01:2014

Virgo 20:02:2014

Leo 23:03:2014

Cancer 22:04:2014

Gemini 23:05:2014

Taurus 22:06:2014

Aries 22:07:2014

Pisces 22:08:2014

Aquarius 21:09:2014

Capricorn 22:10:2014

Sagittarius 21:11:2014

Pisces Dasha

Bhukti From
Capricorn 21:12:2014

Sagittarius 21:01:2015

Scorpio 20:02:2015

Libra 23:03:2015

Virgo 22:04:2015

Leo 23:05:2015

Cancer 22:06:2015

Gemini 22:07:2015

Taurus 22:08:2015

Aries 21:09:2015

Pisces 22:10:2015

Aquarius 21:11:2015

Aries Dasha

Bhukti From
Libra 21:12:2015

Scorpio 21:01:2016

Sagittarius 20:02:2016

Capricorn 22:03:2016

Aquarius 21:04:2016

Pisces 22:05:2016

Aries 21:06:2016

Taurus 22:07:2016

Gemini 21:08:2016

Cancer 21:09:2016

Leo 21:10:2016

Virgo 21:11:2016

Taurus Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2016

Libra 21:01:2017

Virgo 20:02:2017

Leo 23:03:2017

Cancer 22:04:2017

Gemini 23:05:2017

Taurus 22:06:2017

Aries 22:07:2017

Pisces 22:08:2017

Aquarius 21:09:2017

Capricorn 22:10:2017

Sagittarius 21:11:2017

Gemini Dasha

Bhukti From
Scorpio 21:12:2017

Libra 21:01:2018

Virgo 20:02:2018

Leo 23:03:2018

Cancer 22:04:2018

Gemini 23:05:2018

Taurus 22:06:2018

Aries 22:07:2018

Pisces 22:08:2018

Aquarius 21:09:2018

Capricorn 22:10:2018

Sagittarius 21:11:2018

Cancer Dasha

Bhukti From
Aries 21:12:2018

Taurus 21:01:2019

Gemini 20:02:2019

Cancer 23:03:2019

Leo 22:04:2019

Virgo 23:05:2019

Libra 22:06:2019

Scorpio 22:07:2019

Sagittarius 22:08:2019

Capricorn 21:09:2019

Aquarius 22:10:2019

Pisces 21:11:2019

 Dasha

Bhukti From
 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 Dasha

Bhukti From
 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

 ---  ---

SAMPLE, 21:12:1985, 23:41:00, chennai 4343
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General Predictions Related to Native 
 

General Characteristics :-
 

Your Ascendant falls in sign Leo. This sign has been classified as a fiery, fixed or grave sign. Certain

other natural qualitative characteristics have also been attributed to it: this sign is sterile and bestial by

nature.
 

For being born in this Ascendant, you are likely to be endowed with an impressive appearance and

firm disposition; your nature will be proud and fearless - rich in life and feeling. You will be ambitious

- fond of pomp and magnanimity; but you will always resent any kind of clique and secrecy. You will

be very rude towards your adversaries and determined to destroy them at any cost. You will be very

courteous and generous as well; will remain ever optimistic, high-spirited, and oblivious to enmity.

You will have unique adaptable quality and mingle yourself with new / changed conditions. You will

get success in your ventures easily and achieve your goal. Your desired aspirations will be

accomplished.
 

You will have a serious disposition, determined nature, and always believe in keeping promises and

fulfilling commitments. You will be traditionalist and have firm believe in traditions and conventions.

You will have desire of living freely like a king. You will be authoritative and command others. You

will hate restrictions. For your majestic qualities, you will turn many heads and attract the attention of

the people occupying authoritative positions. You will be faithful and kind-hearted, for which reason

people in your circle will treat you with due respect. Your outlook towards life will be spiritual and

philosophical. You will believe in God's existence and have respect for him. You will not commit

sinful act. You will not be envious and malicious.
 

You will be nature loving and like to visit forest and hilly areas. You will have inclination towards

literature, music and art. Your attitude will be positive. You may have an intense desire to come to the

fore; for fulfilling your objective, you may work hard for acquiring some special abilities.
 

Mental Characteristics :-
 

In your chart, the Moon is situated in sign Aries - which is ruled by Mars. It is a movable, positive, and

fiery sign. You are likely to have an overly impulsive, independent, self-reliant, and ever-optimistic

nature. You are likely to be endowed with an aggressive and somewhat militant spirit. You may not at

all be either submissive or obedient, and may not have much regard for tradition and convention. You

will be changeable, volatile, and will be characterized by lack of patience. You may tend to feel

irritable and get angry pretty soon. You will not be governed by the advice of others, and always insist

in having your own way. Yet you will possess a special charm, which will assist you to influence
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1.

others at ease. You will gain popularity in your circle, and will win many admirers and friends.
 

You will possess the ability to motivate others, for which you will be able to control a large number of

people; for your superior qualities, you will gain recognition pretty soon and you might be raised to the

position of the head of a section, department or even an organization. But if you do not get a

respectable status in your workplace, you would try to find a new way out for your own; you are sure

to rise to a desired level of prominence at a fairly early age-period. Although you will resent secrecy or

cliques of all sorts, your profession may require maintaining some sort of secrecy. Mysteries may

attract you grossly, and you may develop keen interest in occult and mystic subjects.
 

You will have excellent vitality, but you may suffer as a result of receiving minor hurts or injuries now

and then. You may bear the mark of a cut or scar on your head or face that has resulted from some

minor mishap in early childhood. You are also prone to suffer from the feeling of excessive heat in the

body and feverish complaints. You will be fond of females, and may get married at a fairly early age-

period - probably with a person of your own choice. You will also be very much fond of little children,

and your first child would surely become the apple of the eye to you. If modifying influences are not

present in your chart, you may have strong differences with one of your parents or circumstantially

might be separated from him/her at around the age-period of late teens or early twenties.
 

Physical Appearance :-
 

Your complexion will be reddish. You are likely to have a strong build and impressive physical

structure. Your face is likely to be oval shaped and forehead may be prominent. Your distinctive

features will be upright walk with a sunny cheerful disposition. With these, you will be the center of

attraction everywhere you go.
 

Qualities :-
 

You will have an artistic inclination and a creative mind.  You will have excellent management skills

and able to organize the things in a perfect manner. You will be daring and dauntless like a lion. You

will be energetic and full of life. You will be thin-skinned and truthful.
 

Negative Traits :-
 

You will like to rule others and may be inconsiderate. You may be short tempered and fanatical. At

times you may be haughty.
 

Special Characteristics :-
 

You will appreciate good quality work and skilled workers and expect same from others for
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2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

yourself.

You will be open minded and will be able to adjust with every person, whether he / she belongs to

high or low class.

You will remain attached to your traditions and customs.
 

Profession :-
 

You can look forward to having excellent advancement in politics. You can become a political leader,

senior executive, diplomat or administrator. You can be successful in research and development work

being as a scientist or technician. You can earn money through marble, timber and other product

related with forest. You can be a teacher, actor, artist, jeweler, sports person or geologist.
 

Benefic and malefic Planets :-
 

Mars, lord of the 4th and 9th house, is most benefic and yogkark.

Sun, lord of ascendant is benefic.

Jupiter, lord of the 8th house is marakesh.

Venus and Mercury are malefic.

Saturn is most malefic.

Moon, Jupiter and Saturn are neutral.
 

Important personalities belonging to Leo Ascendant :-
 

Sanat Jaisurya - Cricketer,  Rajnikant -  Film Star, Aditaya Birla - Industrialist, , Inder Nath Banerji-

Advocate, G. Banerjee - Judge, General Manekshaw - Field Marshal, Jyoti Basu - Ex-C. M. West

Bengal, Guru Nanak - Saint, J.M. Baird - T.V. Inventor, Nixon - Ex-President of U.S.A.
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General Predictions from Various Astrological Constants 
Results of birth in Barahaspatya 'Samvatsara'(60 Jovian Years):
 
You have been born in Jovian year (Samvatsar) Krodhana. The results of birth in the Jovian year

(Samvatsar) 'Krodhana' is as described hereunder: If some good yogas are not present in your

horoscope, and strong modifying influences are also not present, then the results may not be at all

desirable. You may not be very intelligent or educated, develop a quick-to-anger disposition, and

might be in the habit of uttering bitter words harshly without any purpose or justification. Your nature

could be impatient, obstinate, pitiless, and uncompromising. You may not be skillful enough to earn a

good living; your mind might be crooked and outlook narrow. You may acquire a deceitful disposition,

and have gains at the cost of others.
 

Results of Birth in Soura 'Ayan':
 
You have been born in Sun's Dakshinayana (or Yamyayana). If some modifying influences are not

present in your horoscope, then the indications are not favorable. You might be endowed with a

somewhat proud and haughty nature, or intolerant disposition. Conditions will be improved for the

better if some favorable 'Ravi-yogas' are present in your chart (Subha-Kartari, Ubhayachari, Vesi,

Vosi, etc). But if Sun is under Papa-Kartari Yoga, or has natural malefic planets in the next 'occupied'

sign, then you might be hard-hearted or even deceitful; you might earn your living through agriculture

and/ or cattle rearing; alternately, you may remain engaged in doing some such jobs - where the

remuneration is not at all in consonance with the amount of efforts expended.
 

Results of Birth in 'Ritu'(Seasons):
 
You have been born in Hemanta Ritu (or Late Autumn Season). If some counteracting influences are

not present in your chart, then the indications are favorable. You will be a highly intelligent,

thoughtful, wise, and prudent person. You will be a liberal-minded person with generous instincts, and

will always remain engaged in doing righteous deeds. Your religious inclination will be profound, and

you may earn your living by being as a senior Adviser or a Consultant. You will be a well-behaved

person and courteous disposition - for which people will treat you with due respect.
 

Results of Birth in 'Masa'(Month):
 
You have been born in Agrahayana Masa (November/ December). If some counteracting influences

are not present in your chart, then the indications are very favorable. You will be endowed with

attractive features and beautiful/ handsome looks. Although you might be somewhat sensual and

pleasure loving, yet you will be endowed with gentle manners and good moral character. You will be

very intelligent and may acquire skill in some branch of fine arts. You will do well in your sphere of
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profession, and lead your life amidst waxing prosperity. Your religious inclination will be profound,

and you may visit many pilgrim centers. For some of your commendable philanthropic deeds, you will

enjoy unsullied reputation and honor throughout your life.
 

Results of Birth in 'Paksha':
 
You have been born in Shukla Paksha. If some counteracting influences are not present in your chart,

then the indications are favorable. You will be a person of amiable disposition and optimistic nature,

and possess broadness of mind and a good moral character as well. With your clarity of thought and

expression, you will be able to impress your contemporaries. You will be blessed with good longevity,

and enjoy a peaceful and happy family life with your spouse and children. Your state of health may

appear to be a bit delicate, but you will have strong resistance to disease.

As Mars is conjoined with the Moon in your chart (or aspects it), you will possess a heavy muscular

body and a quick-to-anger disposition. Although normally you will remain mirthful, you will tend to

become inflamed suddenly if you feel offended or your interests are at stake. You may suffer from

some disease in connection with blood or blood pressure. You are likely to remain engrossed in

mundane affairs and material acquisitions. In connection with property-matters, you may get into some

disputes - which might even lead to lawsuit.

As Rahu (or Ketu) is conjoined with the Moon in your chart, your thinking might be somewhat

confused, and you may tend to exaggerate trifles. You may develop some differences with your own

people - who might forsake you at last. You may feel better in company of people of different caste,

community, or religion. You may have some fear from poison, poisonous- chemicals or insects, etc;

besides, your married life may not be very peaceful or happy.
 

Result of Birth in Weekday
 
You have been born on a Saturday. As the lord of the weekday, Saturn acquires special importance in

your chart; its results - according to its occupied house-position - will become more important. Other

indications in general are not very favorable. If Saturn is well placed in your chart, then you will be a

strict disciplinarian and hard taskmaster; otherwise, you may have to struggle against adversities and

impediments for long, and work very hard for earning a living. Your rank may be low, and earnings

meager. Inordinate delays and gross disappointments may make you feel very frustrated, and gradually

you may acquire a pessimistic outlook, mistrustful nature, and indolent disposition.
 

Results of Birth in Day or Night :
 
You have been born during night time. If some modifying influences are not present in your

horoscope, then You might be somewhat lethargic, and fond of sleeping during daytime. You may be

somewhat secretive, and may wish to keep some of your desires or intentions latent. Besides, you may

be a bit lustful - for which you might be subdued by your spouse. However, if a planet is situated in
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your Ascendant or aspects it, then you will be active, energetic, optimistic, and beaming with

enthusiasm.
 

Results of Birth in Surya-Sidhanta Yoga :
 
As per Surya-siddhanta, you have been born in Parigha yoga. This yoga belongs to the unfavorable

category. For being born under this yoga, you might be tempted to do some wicked deeds, and suffer

in consequence. You may not be very intelligent, yet might be extremely clever. You will be skilful in

your work; but for your habit of blowing own trumpet, people may have doubts about your capacity.

You may give false witness, and vanquish your enemies by underhand actions.
 

Results of Birth in Tithi :
 
You have been born on 'Dashami' (or the 10th) tithi. If a natural benefic planet is conjoined with Moon

or aspects it, then the results will be more favorable. You will be a kind-hearted, polite and liberal-

minded person. Your religious inclination will be profound, and you will study the sacred religious

classics with great interest. Although you will be endowed with wealth and property, you will be

known for your polite nature and gentle behavior; you may donate a good sum to a charitable

institution, or remain actively engaged in doing some philanthropic activities and humanitarian deeds.

However, if a natural malefic planet afflicts Moon by conjunction or aspect, then you may have a

lustful nature, and your secret liaison with someone may become a savory 'talk of the town'.
 

Results of Birth in Karana :
 
You have been born in 'Garija' Karana. It is the fifth Karana of the 'Chara' category. You will be

endowed with good health and sound physique, beautiful/ handsome appearance, and pleasing

manners. You will be intelligent and wise, liberal-minded, honorable, and beneficially disposed to

others. You will be clever, but will be judicious as well; you will be able to have all your enemies fully

subdued - but you will do so without resorting to cliques, coteries, or underhand actions. The keys to

your success will be patience, perseverance, discretion, and timely action. You will be able to make

your own headway, and surpass many of your contemporaries in the long run.
 

Results of birth in Nakshatra :
 
In your horoscope, Moon is situated in Ashwini Nakshatra. By virtue of being born in this nakshatra,

you will be a courteous and modest person endowed with attractive appearance and pleasing manners.

You will be fond of fashionable dresses and personal adornments. You will be very intelligent,

educated, wise, and skilful in your work; but for having a quite mild or timid nature, you may remain

in service of others and your growth prospect might be relatively slow. You will be fortunate in respect

of your spouse and children, and your domestic life will be peaceful and happy. Socially you will
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become popular for your frank nature, polite behavior, and generous disposition.
 

Results of Birth in Lagna :
 
You have been born in Leo Ascendant. This is the fifth sign of the zodiac; constitutionally it is a fixed

sign of fiery element - the only sign of the ruling planet Sun. Together with the influences of the

planet/s situated in this sign (if any) and the planet/s aspecting this sign (if any), you will be endowed

with the natural characteristics and specific attributes of the rising sign Leo and its lord planet Sun.

The allegorical significations of this sign are father, and life force. The parts of the body under

governance of the sign are the heart, and the upper part of the back; you may suffer from some

problems affecting one of these. You will be fond of golden yellow color, your lucky gemstone is

Ruby, and favorite flower is the gladiolus.

 

You will be endowed with the mind of a growing teenager - full of hopes and aspirations. Your

uncanny capacity to retain your optimism intact even in the darkest hour will distinguish you apart

from your contemporaries. People will view you as a source for inspiration for your inherent nature of

supporting them onward and urging them upward.

 

On the positive side, you will shine forth as an independent person of self-assured nature - beaming in

confidence and radiating warmth. You will possess a developed sense of dignity and pride. Your

nature will be outgoing - always loving and giving. As a born optimist, you will never learn to admit

defeat. In spite of being a bit impulsive, you will successfully complete the tasks undertaken with a

missionary zeal.

 

On the flip side, you might be a self-centered egoistic person governed by useless impulses. You may

become extremely fond of show and approbation. You may tend to mix up reality with imagination,

and start building bejeweled castles in the air for enjoying the absurd thrill of dancing on the ceiling.

You must try to realize that if you refuse to change with the times, then you may have to learn some

hard lessons of life sooner than you think.

 

The cumulative effect of planetary influences operating in your chart, and the way you wish to

excercize your will-force will determine which way you prefer to follow and what kind of results you

would actually derive.
 

Results of Birth in Hora :
 
In your horoscope, the Ascendant falls in the 2nd hora of sign Aries - which corresponds to Cancer

hora. Owing to this combination, you will be endowed with a tall figure with large eyes; but you may

have some imperfection in the region of your feet or fingers. You will be very intelligent, but careless

by nature; you may have great interest for adopting quick methods and convenient means.
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Results of Birth in Drekkana :
 
In your horoscope, the Ascendant falls in the 3rd drekkana of sign Leo - which corresponds to Aries

drekkana. Owing to this combination, you will be fortunate in many respects. You will be an

enthusiastic and energetic person brimming with optimism and confidence. You will be very

intelligent, clever, courageous, and valorous. For being a go-getter, and hard taskmaster, you will

always be a bit impatient for fulfilling your objectives. Upon achieving the targeted goals, you will re-

set some new ones, and you will be trotting past the horizon by breaking your own records. You will

be very liberal minded, and generous to your relatives and friends. But if you come across opposition

from any quarter, then may the goddess who always protects children and fools guard the adversary.
 

Results from Position of Pranapada :
 
In your horoscope, Pranapada is situated in the 8th-house (Randhra-bhava). This is not a favorable

combination. If some modifying influences are not present in your chart, then the indications are not

favorable in many respects. You may not be very intelligent or wise either, and like to remain

governed by lopsided views. You body might be afflicted with many diseases, and you may also face

some misfortunes. For your behavior, even your relatives and friends may forsake you.
 

Results from Position of Gulika :
 
In your horoscope, Gulika is situated in the 8th-house (Randhra-bhava). This is not at all a favorable

combination. If some modifying influences are not present in your chart, then the indications are not

favorable in many respects. You may not be very intelligent or wise either, and like to remain

governed by lopsided views. You may lose your wealth, be devoid of good qualities, and develop an

angry disposition. For your nature, even your relatives and friends may forsake you.
 

Results of birth in 'Gana' :
 
By virtue of being born in a 'Deva' (Divine) Gana Nakshatra, you will be fortunate in many respects.

You will be endowed with attractive features, beautiful/ handsome appearance, pleasing manners, and

gentle disposition. You will be devoted to God, reverential to elders, teachers, and preachers. You will

have a melodious voice, and be soft spoken. Your appetite would be less, and you will be fond of

taking 'satwic' foods. You will be wealthy and virtuous; you will also be able to appreciate the merits-

and discern the virtues- of others.
 

Results of birth in 'Varna' :
 
By virtue of being born in a 'Kshatriya' (Warrior) Varna Nakshatra, you will be fortunate in many

respects. You will belong to the second category of spiritual development; you might have a very

proud and haughty nature, and may suffer from ego problems. Although you will be respectful to
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teachers and preachers, yet you would be more impressed by physical might and material acquisitions.

You may possess a strong body, and have earnest interest in learning marital arts. With your

adventurous spirit, you will be fond of conquest and strife, and fare well in sports and outdoor

activities. You will be wealthy, but you may have a tendency of getting into conflicts with others. You

might be cruel to your enemies; but you will be generous to your friends, and kind to the poor and

downtrodden people. 
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Predictions of Planets situated in Various Signs and Houses
 

 

Results from Position of Sun :-
 
In your horoscope, Sun is situated in sign Sagittarius. As Sun is happily placed in a friendly sign, you

will be fortunate in many respects. You will be endowed with an elegant and impressive physical

structure of broad build. You will be highly enthusiastic, energetic, and always optimistic. You will be

a learned, wise, and prudent person; people will attach value and importance to your ideas and

opinions, and hold you in high esteem. You will be respectful to elders, treat pious people with

reverence, and have firm faith in religion and God. Although inherently you will be a peace-loving

person, you may have great interest in mastering martial arts for defensive purpose; you may

efficiently utilize your expertise for rendering suitable training to the conscientious eligible persons.

You will achieve excellence in your sphere of work, and be a source of inspiration to many followers.

 

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in the 5th-house. As your Ascendant is Leo, the position of the

Ascendant-lord Sun in the 5th is a favorable combination in certain respects. You will be very

intelligent, receive good education, and occupy a position of rank and status - possibly in government

service. You may become an in-charge, head of the department, manager, or director. Your religious

inclination will be profound, and you will study the sacred religious scriptures and classics with deep

interest. However, in respect of your childbirth, you may not be fortunate - if no planet is conjoined

with Sun or aspects it; else, your children may not be worthy or become a source of worry to you.
 

Results from Position of Moon :-
 
In your horoscope, Moon is situated in sign Aries. Owing to this reason, you may have round reddish

hued eyes, and a somewhat fickle-minded and quickly relenting nature. You may be fond of partaking

hot vegetarian meals, but your appetite could be less than average. You may have weak knees, but may

be greatly fond of traveling. You will be skilful in your work, prosper in your sphere of profession, and

may appear to be quite haughty. People will treat with due respect and honor. You will be bold and

courageous, and in the event of facing of opposition, you might tend to put up a fight immediately.

You will be very much fond of having company with the agreeable members of the opposite gender.

You may have some fear from water, and avoid getting close to watery places like tanks, rivers, etc.

Your siblings may be a few in number, and first child is likely to be a worthy son.

 

In your horoscope, Moon is situated in the 9th-house. For this, you will be endowed with a very

fanciful nature and romantic disposition; besides, you will be exceedingly changeful and always on the

lookout for variety. Distant foreign lands will attract you greatly, and you are likely to go to a

developed foreign country - from where you will gain many benefits, and valuable experience as well.

If Moon is situated either in sign Taurus or in Cancer, then you will be very fortunate; but if it is in
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sign Scorpio, then you may meet with some misfortune in a distant place. You may face some troubles

from wood or weapon; or you may possibly undergo a minor surgical treatment.
 

Results from Position of Mars :-
 
In your horoscope, Mars is situated in sign Libra. Owing to this reason, you will be fortunate in respect

of your family and financial matters. However, you may suffer from some congenital defect or

improper functioning of some external or internal organ. You will have an aggressive spirit and

warlike disposition, and be able to guard your interests by fighting fiercely. You will have many

changes in your life, and go to many places. You will successfully run a business house, and amass

wealth; your flexibility in respect of moral considerations will make you rich double-quick. But your

married life may not be happy, and you may spoil your own fame and reputation by unworthy deeds.

 

In your horoscope, Mars is situated in the 3rd-house. For this, you will be an embodiment of courage,

confidence, and strength. However, this position is not beneficial for the health and well being of your

younger siblings; besides, you may have disagreements or even quarrels with your relatives and

neighbors. You should also remain very careful at the time of writing communications; this is since

these could be conveniently used against you. You should also remain careful - as you might be prone

to face traffic accidents. If Mars is in 'direct' motion, then during the onward journey; but if it is in

'retrograde' motion, then during your return journey.
 

Results from Position of Mercury :-
 
In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in sign Scorpio. Owing to this reason, you may not be fortunate

in certain respects. However, if Mercury is situated in its own nakshatra (Jyeshtha), and/ or if Mars is

either exalted or situated in own-sign, then you will rather be fortunate in many respects, and come up

in life at a relatively early age-period by making use of your education, intelligence, and discretion in

an effective manner. But if any modifying influence is not present in your chart, then you may not be

intelligent - for which you may not have good education. From sometime in your mid-teens, you may

fall in bad company, take to evil ways, and ruin your prospects.

 

In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 4th-house. If Mercury is situated in sign Gemini or

Virgo, then you will be very fortunate - as you will enjoy the beneficial results of 'Bhadra Yoga' (a

'Pancha Maha-Purusha Yoga' combination). For this, you will be intelligent, wise, and speak in a

charming language; besides, you will be bold and successful in all your undertakings. For being

somewhat secretive, you may not remain in cordial terms with your kinsmen. You will be a learned

person, and people will treat you with honor and respect. If Mercury is situated in sign Pisces, then you

may run a modest business - like a tailoring house. If it is situated in some other sign, then they you

may be like a rolling stone, and be quite inconstant in all your affairs in general.
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Results from Position of Jupiter :-
 
In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in sign Capricorn. Jupiter becomes debilitated here; owing to this

reason, you may experience some difficulties in your early life. If Jupiter is conjoined with any of the

7 planets except Sun, then you are likely to come up in life in a spectacular manner during a period

when the Dasha or Bhukti of Jupiter operates. For Jupiter's debilitation, your knowledge of grammar

might be inadequate, and command in languages may not be very good. In addition, you may

experience some difficulties at the time of your childbirth, as miscarriage is feared. If your Ascendant

is either Sagittarius or Pisces, then you must have been born in a wealthy family.

 

In your horoscope, Jupiter is situated in the 6th-house. For this, you will be fortunate in some respects.

Your maternal relatives - particularly uncles - will prosper, and your adversaries will be subdued. You

will remain free from disease, mental confusion and doubts, disputes, bad deeds, etc and will remain

engaged in doing some worthy deeds. You may be in service in some companies of repute under

favorable conditions, and receive acclaim for your merits and talents; you will also be quite lucky in

respect of having dutiful employees, servants, etc. You are likely to own some cattle also - cows,

buffaloes, etc. You should avoid excesses and over-indulgences in diet, and take exercise regularly for

keeping yourself fit and trim.
 

Results from Position of Venus :-
 
In your horoscope, Venus is situated in sign Scorpio. As Venus is not happily placed in this sign, you

may not be fortunate in certain respects - if some modifying influences are not present in your chart.

You might be endowed with a jealous and argumentative nature with a malicious and somewhat crafty

disposition. Your spouse might suffer from some health problem just after your marriage, and your

business-partner (if any) may meet with an untoward happening. You may be no match for your

enemies - who might be quite powerful, and create many troubles for you. You may long for having

intimacy with a member of the opposite gender - for which you may land in hot soup.

 

In your horoscope, Venus is situated in the 4th-house. If Venus is situated in sign Taurus or Libra or

Pisces, then you will be very fortunate - as you will enjoy the beneficial results of 'Malavya Yoga' (a

'Pancha Maha-Purusha Yoga' combination). For this, you will be endowed with many desirable

qualities, and enjoy all the comforts and paraphernalia of life; you may have a pleasure-seeking nature,

but you will be successful in all your undertakings. Your spouse will be healthy, passionate, co-

operative, and conjugate to you. You will always remain engaged in doing worthy deeds, and donate

liberally for good causes. You will have friends in high places, and people will always hold you in

high esteem. If Venus is situated in some other sign, then you will be fortunate in respect of your

spouse and material possessions. You will find your fortune in your place of birth or the native place

itself.
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Results from Position of Saturn :-
 
In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in sign Scorpio. Owing to this reason, you may not be fortunate

in certain respects. If some modifying influences are not present in your chart, then this position is not

at all propitious for having a peaceful and honorable life. You may have a checkered career, have to

struggle hard, and experience wide fluctuation in respect of financial affairs. You may be oppressed by

your enemies, and troubled by disease; your relatives and friends might forsake you, and rebellious

children might cause you distress. This position is however favorable for study of geography, geology,

geophysics, archeology, etc. You might be endowed with good mechanical ability and skill, and your

profession may have some connection with big machineries and labor/ laborers. If a natural malefic

planet afflicts Saturn, then you might be averse to festivities and even music, face legal problems for

committing a thoughtless act, and have fear from poison, venom, weapon, or fire.

 

In your horoscope, Saturn is situated in the 4th-house. If Saturn is not well placed in the chart, then

you may have a narrow outlook and limited concerns. While on the bright side you may have a

possessive nature and have a deep sense of responsibility for your family-members, on the flip side

you may be interest-oriented. Besides, your personality might be weak, and you may suffer from

inferiority complex. For furthering your interests, you may use fallacies as crutches, and tend to appear

to be quite obstinate. If Sun is conjoined with Saturn, then the deterioration of mental condition of

your father might make you really very worried. If Jupiter is conjoined with Saturn, then you may have

such concern for one of your children. If Saturn is situated in sign Aquarius or Capricorn or Libra, then

you will be highly fortunate - as you will enjoy the beneficial results of 'Shasha Yoga' (a 'Pancha

Maha-Purusha Yoga' combination). You will live as an important and respectable person in the

society; but you may have to live away from your kinsmen.
 

Results from Position of Rahu :-
 
In your horoscope, Rahu is situated in the 9th-house. For this, your father may not be in good health,

or he might meet with a setback sometime during your early life. You may suffer owing to affection of

your bones, and your nails might be diseased. You may also meet with some troubles in a distant

inland place or in a foreign country from people of different community or religion. However, if the

9th-lord or a natural benefic planet is situated together with Rahu or aspects it, then you will be

religious-minded and wealthy as well; you will be endowed with keen intelligence and charitable

disposition, and lead a happy life.

 

In your chart, Rahu is situated in either an angular (kendra) or trinal (trikona) position from the

Ascendant. This is a favorable combination; for being placed in such a position, Rahu acts as a

temporal benefit-giving (yoga-karaka) planet in the chart. You will do well in academic and/ or

intellectual pursuits, and have improvement in your sphere of profession. You will be highly fortunate,

and successful in all your endeavors during the period when the Dasha or Bhukti of Rahu will operate.
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However, you may face some irritating minor problems during the closing period of the same.
 

Results from Position of Ketu :-
 
In your horoscope, Ketu is situated in the 3rd-house. For this, you will be very courageous; but this

position is not favorable for the health and well being of your younger siblings. Your inner thoughts

might become somewhat beclouded, and during some period of your life you may remain in close

association with a group of persons belonging to a different community or religion; you may even

wish to become one of them by getting married to one of them. However, if a natural benefic planet is

conjoined with Ketu or aspects it, then it will be a passing phase only.

 

In your chart, Ketu is not situated in the unfavorable 8th-house, and it is situated close to Mars (within

3*20') - while Mars is not retrograde. You may have some fear from fire or electric shock. Yet it is a

favorable combination in certain respects. During sometime in your life when the Dasha or Bhukti of

planet Venus operates, you are likely to come across a person whose Ascendant is either Aries or

Scorpio - from whom you will derive benefits.
 

Results from Position of Uranus :-
 
In your horoscope, Uranus is situated in sign Scorpio. For this, you are likely to have a broad well-

formed body-structure of above-average stature with swarthy complexion and somewhat unruly

temperament. If you are a male, then you may be slovenly in dress and careless in respect of

cleanliness; but if you are a female, then you might be extremely fastidious in these respects, and also

try to keep your figure fit and trim like models. You may not be at all orthodox in your outlook, and

may have strange love affairs. You may suffer from ailments like puerperal fever, inguinal hernia,

stricture of urethra, spasms of bladder, renal stone, scurvy, etc.

 

In your horoscope, Uranus is situated in the 4th-house. For this, you may have some gross unhappiness

owing to either of your parents. If some counteracting combinations are not present in your chart, then

you may have to face misfortune in your place of birth or native place, have sudden change of

residence, and even lead an unsettled life. Besides, in your old age you may acquire some sort of

physical infirmity, or suffer from some incurable or acute disease - which is difficult to diagnose or

cure.
 

Results from Position of Neptune :-
 
In your horoscope, Neptune is situated in sign Sagittarius. For this, you are likely to have a handsome/

attractive body-structure of above-average stature with fair complexion, brownish hair, prominent

nose, and long legs. You will be endowed with honest nature and possess generous instincts; you will

never associate yourself with anything deceptive, tricky, or unfair; besides, you will be quick to
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discern these traits in others. You will have a strong fascination for life in distant places, and may

undertake a few long journeys. You may suffer from ailments like arterial disease, affection of hip

joint, dislocated disc, sciatica, cramp of lower limbs, etc.

 

In your horoscope, Neptune is situated in the 5th-house. For this, you will have to tune yourself better -

so that you may lead a normal life like others. If counteracting combinations are not present in your

chart, then - as you may have depraved desires, fantastic appetites, and licentious habits - may face

serious troubles in love affairs. You might be tempted to form illicit relationships for gratifying

sensual pleasures; but ask yourself whether you do want to face a fierce tiger out there on the prowl?
 

Results from Position of Pluto :-
 
In your horoscope, Pluto is situated in sign Libra. For this, you are likely to have a handsome/

attractive figure of above-average stature with blue eyes and light-colored hair. You will be endowed

with graceful poise, and a developed sense of balanced deportment. You will always be winning to

cooperate with others, and others in turn will also reciprocate the very same to you. Your spouse may

be very supportive, and actively assist you in all possible ways - which may help you to play an

important role in social and public life. You may suffer from ailments like black jaundice, uremia,

floating kidney, affection of suprarenal glands, etc.

 

In your horoscope, Pluto is situated in the 3rd-house. For this, owing to circumstantial developments,

for long you may have to stay in a place far away from where your kinsmen live. Your lower mind

might be full of imaginary sketches of wars and battles - whose ferocities will rather be depicted by

artistic sketches rather than repelling reactions and feelings. The study of nuclear and atomic sciences

will attract you greatly, and you may have some success in writing tales of science fictions.
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Various Parts of Body and their functions  
 

 Appearance, Physical Structure & Skin-Complexion 
 
Any of these is dependent on a host of factors, where every factor might be subjected to various

modifying influences : the Ascendant-sign, planets situated in the Ascendant (if any), planets aspecting

the Ascendant (if any), planets situated in the Moon-sign (if any), planets aspecting the Moon-sign (if

any), the krishamsha of the Ascendant, sign-positions of the planets, house-position of the Ascendant-

lord, etc.
 

 Estimating the possible height (when grown-up) : 
 
Your Ascendant-sign happens to be Leo (Simha). If some modifying influences are not present in your

birth-horoscope, then you may have a fairly tall physical stature.

 

In your birth-horoscope, the Ascendant-lord is situated in a succedent (or panaphara) house-position

from the Ascendant. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then you

are likely to be endowed with a medium stature.

 

In your birth-horoscope, the 'Sayana' (or Tropical) longitude of the Ascendant falls within about the

fourth or last quarter of the sign. If some modifying influences are not present in your horoscope - then

you are likely to be endowed with a relatively short stature.
 

 Estimating the possible skin-complexion : 
 
In your birth-horoscope, Mars and Venus are involved in 'Sign-exchange'. If some modifying

influences are not present in the horoscope, you are likely to be very fair-complexioned.

 

Your Ascendant is neither Aqarius nor Capricorn (Makara), and Saturn aspects your Ascendant. As

such, you are likely to be quite dark-complexioned.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Moon is conjoined together with Rahu. If some modifying influences are not

present in your birth-horoscope, then owing to its influence, you are likely to be quite fair-

complexioned.
 

 Cumulative effect of planets on skin-complexion : 
 
By considering the cumulative influence of all the planets (from Sun to Saturn), it appears that you are

likely to be endowed with medium Complexion (neither dark nor fair).
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 Estimating the possible bulk of the figure (when grown-up) : 
 
In your birth-horoscope, Mars aspects Moon. If some modifying influences are not present in your

birth-horoscope, then - owing to its influence - starting from the age-period of late teens or early

twenties, you are likely to be endowed with athletic build from around your early twenties; and later

your body might start becoming increasingly muscular, bulky and heavy.

 

In your birth-horoscope, the Ascendant is associated with- or aspected by- Saturn. If some modifying

influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then - owing to its adverse influence - your body

may not be very muscular or bulky or heavy.

 

In your birth-horoscope, your 'Deha-Rasi' is under the combined influence of Mars and Saturn both by

conjunction or aspect. This is not at all a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are not

present in your birth-horoscope, then as a result of its adverse influence, your body may not be very

muscular or bulky or heavy; rather, you are likely to be endowed with a somewhat sickly constitution.
 

 The Eyes & Eye-Sight 
 
Venus governs over the 'lens' part of the eyes; it also has some influence over the 'left' eye (in case of

male persons) and the 'right' eye (in case of female persons). Venus is debilitated and/ or combust and/

or eclipsed in your horoscope. As a result of these, there are some chances that your eyes might be

somewhat affected during your age-period around late teens or early twenties. If you feel any

discomfort, then rather than ignoring it, you should contact an experienced eye-specialist. 
 

 Teeth, Tongue & Speech 
 
In your birth-horoscope, the 2nd-lord is neither situated in exaltation nor in own sign or in own

nakshatra; in addition, it is associated with or aspected by one or more natural malefic planet/s. This is

not a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope,

then you may not be endowed with very attractive sets of teeth, or those may not remain pearly or

sparkling for long; those are rather liable to decay rather early - as you may not take proper care.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Mercury is not your Ascendant-lord; but it is situated 'opposition' to Moon,

and the aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then as Mercury's influence is operating, there might be slight gaps between

your teeth - particularly on the upper row, and in the front side.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Mercury is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'square' to Moon, and the

aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as Mercury's influence is operating, there might be slight gaps between your teeth -

particularly on the upper row, and in the front side.
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In your birth-horoscope, Mercury is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated very close 'trine' to Moon,

and the aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then as Mercury's influence is operating, there might be slight gaps between

your teeth - particularly on the upper row, and in the front side.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Mercury is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated in 'sextile' to the Ascendant,

and the aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then as Mercury's influence is operating, there might be slight gaps between

your teeth - particularly on the upper row, and in the front side.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Mercury is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'sextile' to Moon, and the

aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as Mercury's influence is operating, there might be slight gaps between your teeth -

particularly on the upper row, and in the front side.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'opposition' to Moon, and the

aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping between your

teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated in 'square' to the Ascendant,

and the aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping

between your teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'square' to Moon, and the

aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping between your

teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'trine' to Moon, and the aspect

is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping between your

teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated in 'sextile' to the Ascendant,

and the aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping
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between your teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not your Ascendant-lord; it is situated 'sextile' to Moon, and the

aspect is very close to exact (within 3*20'). If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then as the influence of Venus is operating, there might be an overlapping between your

teeth - particularly on the upper row, and probably on one side only.

 

As in Mercury's Bhinna-Ashtakavarga, there are 5 dots in sign of the 2nd-house. It indicates something

favorable. Owing to its influence, you are likely to be an agreeable speaker. You will be endowed with

the ability of convincing others and obtain support for your views and opinions.

 

In your birth-horoscope, in Mercury's Bhinna-Ashtakavarga, there are 4 (or more) dots in the sign of

the 2nd-house. Moon is 'waxing' (of shukla paksha) in your birth-horoscope, and it has contributed 1

dot in its own kaksha. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then you will be a charming person. As you will be very frank during

conversations, people will like you.

 

In your birth-horoscope, in Mercury's Bhinna-Ashtakavarga, there are 4 (or more) dots in the sign of

the 2nd-house. Mercury has contributed 1 dot in its own kaksha, while one (or more) benefic planet

has also contributed dot in the same house-sign. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying

influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then you will possess pleasing manners; your

speeches will be very logical and witty during conversations.

 

In your birth-horoscope, in Mercury's Bhinna-Ashtakavarga, there are 4 (or more) dots in the sign of

the 2nd-house. Venus has contributed 1 dot in its own kaksha - while one (or more) benefic planet has

also contributed dot in the same house-sign. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying

influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then you will possess charming manners; your

speeches will be interspersed with lofty ideals and interesting anecdotes during conversations.
 

 The Ears & Hearing 
 
In your birth-horoscope, a natural benefic planet is aspecting the sign of the 3rd-house. This is a

partially favorable combination. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope,

then you are less likely to face any problem in connection with - your 'right' ear/ hearing if you are a

male person (or 'left' ear/ hearing if you are a female person).

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is found to be combust or eclipsed. This planet has governance over

the eustachian tubes and aural ducts. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then it appears quite possible that you may experience some problems with your ears, and

your hearing might be somewhat impaired in a comparatively late age-period.
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In your birth-horoscope, the dispositor of Venus is found to be combust or eclipsed or debilitated. This

planet has governance over the eustachian tubes and aural ducts. If some modifying influences are not

present in your birth-horoscope, then it appears possible that you may experience some problems with

your ears, and your hearing might be somewhat impaired in a comparatively late age-period.
 

 The Stomach & Digestion System 
 
The sign Cancer (Karkata) has governance over the very important internal body organ - the Stomach.

In your birth-horoscope, one or more natural benefic planet/s is/ are aspecting this sign - whereas no

natural malefic planet aspects it. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are

present in your birth-horoscope, then the functioning of your stomach is likely to be fairly problem-

free, and you will be endowed with good appetite.

 

The 4th-lord has governance over the very important internal body organ - the Stomach. In your birth-

horoscope, one or more natural malefic planet/s is/ are in conjunction with the 4th-lord - whereas no

natural benefic planet is situated with it. This is not a favorable combination. If some modifying

influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then the functioning of your stomach may not be

free from minor problems, and you may not be endowed with good appetite.

 

The sign Virgo (Kanya) has governance over the very important internal body function - the Digestion

system. In your birth-horoscope, one or more natural benefic planet/s is/ are aspecting this sign -

whereas no natural malefic planet aspects it. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying

influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then the digestion system of your body is likely to

be quite problem-free, which will make you fairly healthy.

 

The 6th-house has governance over the very important internal body function - the Digestion system.

In your birth-horoscope, one or more natural benefic planet/s is/ are situated in this sign - whereas no

natural malefic planet is situated in it. This is a favorable combination. If some modifying influences

are not present in your birth-horoscope, then the digestion system of your body is likely to be quite

problem-free - which will make you fairly healthy.

 

The 6th-house has governance over the very important internal body function - the Digestion system.

In your birth-horoscope, one or more natural malefic planet/s is/ are aspecting this sign - whereas no

natural benefic planet aspects it. This is not a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are

not present in your birth-horoscope, then you may at times suffer from some problems affecting your

digestion system - which in turn may  affect your health to some extent.
 

 Generation, Circulation & Elimination System 
 
In your birth-horoscope, Moon is associated with-, or aspected by-, one or more natural benefic
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planet/s. The indications are favorable. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-

horoscope, then the fluidic circulation system and the glandular processes of your body will remain

operational without any problem.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Moon is afflicted - for being associated with-, or aspected by-, one or more

natural malefic planet/s. The indications are not favorable. If some modifying influences are not

present in your birth-horoscope, then you may often suffer owing to some problems in connection with

the fluidic circulation system and/ or the glandular processes of your body.

 

In your birth-horoscope, a natural benefic planet is in conjunction with Venus or aspects it - while no

natural malefic planet is in conjunction with it (or aspects it). Its indications are quite favorable. If

some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then you are not likely to face any

problem in connection with your internal generative organs.

 

In your birth-horoscope, Venus is not strong - as it is neither in exaltation nor situated in own-sign or

own-nakshatra. It is further afflicted for being associated with-, or aspected by-, two or more natural

malefic planets. This is not a favorable combination. If some modifying influences are not present in

your birth-horoscope, then you may face some serious problems in connection with your internal

generative system.
 

 Thighs, Knees, Shanks, Feet & Toes 
 
In your birth-horoscope, one or more benefic planet/s is/ are situated in your 9th-house - which

governs over the hip-portion and the thighs. Its indications are favorable. If some modifying influences

are not present in your birth-horoscope, then these portions of your body will be fairly well-developed.

 

Saturn, who is the lord of the 10th-sign in the natural zodiac, is a natural malefic planet; it is also a

functional malefic planet in your horoscope. Besides, it is in conjunction with- or aspected by- one or

more functional malefic planet/s in your horoscope. This is not a favorable combination. Its indications

are not at all favorable. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then the

portion of your body around the knees will not be well-developed; alternately or in addition, you may

feel some congenital discomfort around this portion of your body.

 

Saturn, who is the lord of the 11th-sign in the natural zodiac, is a natural malefic planet; it is also a

functional malefic planet in your horoscope. Besides, it is in conjunction with-, or aspected by-, one or

more functional malefic planet/s in your horoscope. This is not a favorable combination. Its indications

are favorable. If some modifying influences are not present in your birth-horoscope, then the portion of

your body around the shank portion - below the knees and above the ankles - may not be fairly well-

developed; alternately, you may feel some congenital discomfort around this portion of your body.
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 Checking Health & Disease   
As Sun is free from serious affliction in your horoscope, you will remain free from any organic

disorder. Your radical constitution will be very sound and you will inherit no disease by way of

hereditary transmission.

 

As Moon is free from serious affliction in your horoscope, you will remain free from any functional

disorder. Your will remain in good health, and not tend to acquire diseases stemming from external

causes like variations in climatic and environmental conditions.

 

As the Ascendant is free from affliction in your horoscope, you will have a strong resistance to

disease. You are not likely to suffer from any disease for long.

 

As the 6th-lord (6th = disease) aspects the Ascendant in your horoscope, you are liable to suffer from

some disease for a fairly long duration. Possibly you might have suffered from some disease -

sometime during your childhood or early youth.

 

As the 8th-lord is situated in it's debilitation sign in your horoscope, you are likely to face a serious

accidental mishap sometime in your life; or you may have to undergo a major surgical treatment.

 

Since the two dire malefic planets Mars and Saturn afflicting the same sign in your chart and the

afflicted sign happens to be Capricorn. The part of body corresponding to it is prone to affections

owing to accidental mishaps or in some other way, in which respect you should remain very careful.

 

As the sign Capricorn bears the combined influence of Mars and Saturn in your horoscope, the parts of

your body prone to affections owing to external or internal causes are: the knee-joints, knee-caps and

skin.

 

As you are a male person and the afflicted sign happens to be an even sign, the right side of the part of

body indicated by the afflicted sign is more likely to be prone to sustain injury or otherwise be

affected.
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 Checking the Prospect Of Education 
 

 Informal studies (from 3rd House)- 
 
In your horoscope, Saturn is conjoined with the 3rd-lord. It indicates that you will be endowed with a

high degree of patience, and pursue informal studies for several years in various subjects of your

interest.
 

 Hand-writing (from 3rd House)- 
 
In your horoscope, the 3rd-house is receiving aspect of one or more natural benefic planet/s. It

indicates that you will be endowed with an impressive personality, possess writing ability of extra-

ordinary kind, and your hand-writing will be quite attractive; it may even be termed as 'beautiful'.
 

 Special role of the Ascendant-lord - 
 
In your horoscope, the Ascendant-lord is situated in the 5th-house - which is the house of memory,

merit, intelligence and application-oriented education. As the strength of the 5th-house has thus been

enhanced, it will be advantageous for you for acquiring good education - you will be a holder of a

degree or diploma at least.
 

 General Education - (from 4th-house) - 
 
In your horoscope, Mercury is situated in the 4th-house. Its indications are favorable for receiving

good education. You will not only successfully complete your graduation, you are likely to pursue

your education further; you may opt for receiving some professional education/ post-education training

from an institution of repute for enhancing your worth.
 

 Intelligence, memory, merit - (from 5th-house) - 
 
In your horoscope, the Ascendant-lord is situated in the 5th-house. This is an advantageous

combination for having good education. You will be endowed with keen intellect and retentive

memory; you may even be exceptionally meritorious. You will not only easily complete your

graduation, but also like to pursue your education further; you may pursue higher education in general

stream, or acquire some professional qualification from an institution of repute for enhancing your

prestige and improving your professional status.
 

 Prospect of Education and Areas of interest - (from Bhinnashtakavarga

of Mercury)- 
 
In your horoscope, in Mercury's Bhinna-Ashtakavarga, there are a good number of (7 or 8) benefic
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dots in the 4th-house. This a highly fortunate combination, and you will be fortunate in respect of

having a good level of education.
 

 Considerations from the 10th-house : For Acuired Knowledge, which can

be utilized in profession - 
 
In your horoscope, the 10th-lord is situated in the constellation of a planet - which is situated in the

4th-house. As 10th-house signifies knowledge while 4th-house indicates education, its indications are

very favorable. It ensures that you will have good education and informal studies as well - which will

have effective utilization in your profession throughout your working life.
 

 Considerations from the Divisional Chart Chaturvimshamsha : The

quality- and extent- of education - 
 
In your D-24 Divisional chart (which is considered specially for education) Mercury is situated in a

movable (chara) sign. Its indications are that you will be capable of thinking very fast, and arrive at

conclusions almost instantly.

 

As in your D-24 Divisional chart (which is considered specially for education) the lord of an angle

(kendra) house is situated in a trine (trikona) house, it indicates that you are likely to pursue education

in an application-oriented field; there are chances that it might be technology or engineering.

 

As in your D-24 Divisional chart (which is considered specially for education) the lord of a trine

(trikona) house is situated in an angle (kendra) house, it indicates that you are likely to pursue

education in an application-oriented field; there are chances that it might be technology or engineering.

 

As in your D-24 Divisional chart (which is considered specially for education) the lord of an angle

(kendra) house is conjoined with the lord of a trine (trikona) house, it indicates that you are likely to

pursue education in an application-oriented field; there are chances that it might be technology or

engineering.
 

 Considerations from the total number of dots in Bhinnashtakavarga - 
 
In your horoscope, in the Ascendant, the total number of benefic dots (contributed by the planets

favorably disposed for education) is found to be very good. This is a favorable combination, and it will

make you intelligent, suave and alert - in respect of gathering useful information, and you will be

capable of utilizing them in an effective way and purposeful manner.

 

In your horoscope, in the 2nd-house, the total number of benefic dots - contributed by the planets

favorably disposed for education - is found to be very good. This is a favorable combination, and you
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will be endowed with good aptitude for education and academic proficiency; you will possess the gift

of eloquence, and will be very dependable in respect of financial dealings.
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  Checking Prospect of Profession 
Since Jupiter is situated in the 10th from your Moon-sign, you will be highly fortunate as this is one of

the best auguries for having a prosperous, happy and contended life. You will earn through various

means, acquire wealth by dint of mental pursuits, receive high honors and patronage from the

government authorities. You will rise in your sphere of life, gain credit and renown, and will have a

lasting reputation. You will possess leadership qualities, will be a virtuous person with strong religious

inclinations and will be a law-abiding citizen. You will be greatly respect by the people of the society.

 

Since Mars is situated in the 10th from your Ascendant, you will be a valorous person. If you are in

police or defence or in similar other active service, you will do well and will secure a position of

authority and power. You will have a high spirit of freedom and desire for conquests. If Mars is neither

exalted nor situated in own house, you may have a fault-finding and quarrelsome nature. You may find

pleasure in being cruel others; if Mars is associated with or aspected by a natural malefic planet, you

may become a victim of slander and disrepute and your life may be filled with turmoil and strife.

 

Since Mars is aspecting the 10th from your Moon-sign, you will be a valorous person. If you are in

police or defence or in similar other active service, you will do well and will secure a position of

authority and power. You will have a high spirit of freedom and desire for conquests. If Mars is neither

exalted nor situated in own house, you may have a fault-finding and quarrelsome nature. You may find

pleasure in being cruel others; if Mars is associated with or aspected by a natural malefic planet, you

may become a victim of slander and disrepute and your life may be filled with turmoil and strife.

 

Since Mercury is aspecting the 10th from your Ascendant, you will have possess a restless spirit and

will have a taste for literature. You will do well in a scholastic or literary profession; alternately, you

will be successful in trading and commission agency business. If Mercury is exalted or situated in own

house, you will have large gains through literature, arts or craftsmanship and will acquire wealth by

leading many people. But if Mercury is associated with or aspected by a natural malefic planet, you

may have many worries and vexations and you may have an uncertain position in your sphere of

profession.

 

Since Jupiter is aspecting the 10th from your Ascendant, you will be highly fortunate as this is one of

the best auguries for having a prosperous, happy and contended life. You will earn through various

means, acquire wealth by dint of mental pursuits, receive high honors and patronage from the

government authorities. You will rise in your sphere of life, gain credit and renown, and will have a

lasting reputation. You will possess leadership qualities, will be a virtuous person with strong religious

inclinations and will be a law-abiding citizen. You will be greatly respect by the people of the society.

 

Since Venus is aspecting the 10th from your Ascendant, you will be highly fortunate as this is one of
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the best auguries for having an enjoyable, comfortable and happy life. You will be endowed with a gift

of prophecy and a taste for divinatory arts. You will be a learned person in sacred religious classics

and various other ancient scriptures, by dint of which you may earn your livelihood. If Venus is

exalted or situated in own house or is associated with or aspected by a natural benefic planet, then you

may have success in artistic pursuits, have success in love-affairs with spinsters and lead a prosperous

life.

 

Since Saturn is aspecting the 10th from your Ascendant, you will be an embodiment of patience and

perseverance; you will be a strict disciplinarian, a hard task-master and firmness of purpose will mark

your life. If Saturn is exalted or situated in own house, you are sure to rise to a high position in life.

But if Saturn is retrograde or debilitated or is associated with or aspected by a natural malefic planet,

then you will face failure and dishonor and may have the risk of facing a steep downfall suddenly.

Public affairs are likely to fail and bring in discredit coupled with huge losses. You should remain very

careful and cautious.

 

Since Saturn is aspecting the 10th from your Moon-sign, you will be an embodiment of patience and

perseverance; you will be a strict disciplinarian, a hard task-master and firmness of purpose will mark

your life. If Saturn is exalted or situated in own house, you are sure to rise to a high position in life.

But if Saturn is retrograde or debilitated or is associated with or aspected by a natural malefic planet,

then you will face failure and dishonor and may have the risk of facing a steep downfall suddenly.

Public affairs are likely to fail and bring in discredit coupled with huge losses. You should remain very

careful and cautious.

 

Since your 10th-lord is associated with Mercury, you will be engaged in an intellectual avocation;

alternately, you may do well in trading and commission agency business. In connection with your

profession, you may be occupied with acquiring and dissemination of knowledge and information.

You may have gains from educational establishments or from printing, publishing, books, stationery,

etc.

 

Since your 10th-lord is associated with Saturn, you may not be very fortunate in respect of your

profession. If Saturn is neither exalted nor situated in own house, then you are likely to face many

obstacles and may have to struggle hard. Your profession may involve responsibility and

subordination; the surroundings at your workplace may not be very agreeable or your working hours

may not be convenient. Your remuneration may not be commensurate with your work and you may

feel very frustrated.

 

Since the 10th-lord from Moon-sign is associated with Mercury, you will be engaged in an intellectual

avocation; alternately, you may do well in trading and commission agency business. In connection

with your profession, you may be occupied with acquiring and dissemination of knowledge and
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information. You may have gains from educational establishments or from printing, publishing, books,

stationery, etc.

 

Since the 10th-lord from Moon-sign is associated with Venus, you will be highly fortunate in respect

of your profession. You will work in very beautiful and comfortable surroundings and will remain in

contact with the cream of the society. You will earn exceedingly well and lead a class life in comfort

and style. Show business and showrooms will attract you greatly and your profession may have

something to do with show.

 

Since Mars is the secondary significator for profession in your chart, you might be engaged in defence,

police or fire-fighting service; you may have some connection with criminal investigations and

forensic laboratories. You may have connection with engineering, architecture, real estate and

properties, minerals, ores, metals, chemicals, plastics, weapons, explosives, electricity, blood bank,

surgery, etc. You may also have some connection with LPG, kitchenware and even hotels. You may

have large gains through inheritance and may be in partnership business with your younger brother. If

Mars is badly afflicted in your chart, then you may have connection with slaughterhouse and/ or with

criminal acts.

 

Since Jupiter is the primary significator for profession in your chart, you will have much of interest in

money matters; as such, your profession may have some connection with banking, insurance, tax-

matters, speculation, investment, etc. If Venus is well-placed in your chart, then you may study law

and if Mercury is well-placed in the chart, then you may work in an advisory capacity or become a

consultant. You will be learned in Astrology and allied subjects like Mantra, Tantra, etc and may

become an author. You will have strong religious inclinations and might be attracted to spiritualism;

you may become a priest or monk. You might also be the interested in Gynaecology or Meteorology.
 

 Observations from K.C.D Jeeva-Rashi and Amsha-Rashi 
 

 Your KCD Jeeva-Rashi :  Gemini

 Your KCD Amsha-Rashi :  Taurus
 

As the Sun aspects your Jeeva Rashi (= Life), you will be endowed with a cheerful disposition and

optimistic outlook. By virtue of being a go-getter and a happy-go-lucky person, you will be a source of

inspiration to others. You will have friends in high places, and will receive benefits from the senior

authorities. You are likely to be in government service, and may be a person of rank. Alternately, you

may have dealings with many senior persons of various government organizations in connection with

your profession.

 

 

Your KCD Amsha falls in sign Taurus. For being influenced by the lord of the Amsha sign (Venus),
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you will be highly fortunate in many respects. You had been born in a fairly well to do family, and will

become even more wealthier by directing your own endeavors. You will be successful in all your

efforts and will receive direct favors and indirect benefits from the authorities, more so from people of

noble descent; you are also likely to receive benefits from some aged ladies of aristocratic background.
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 Checking Prospect of Marriage  
In your chart, in the Bhinna Astakavarga of Saturn, there are 3 (or less number of) benefic dots in the

7th from Venus. This is not at all a fortunate combination in respect of the natural significations of

Venus - marriage and happiness in married life. If some benign modifying influences are not present in

your chart, then you may not be very fortunate in respect of your spouse. She/ He would neither be

very attractive looking, nor hail from a decent family; besides, she/ he might be quite lacking in

culture, manners and refinement in taste. Although she/ he might be industrious, yet your married life

may not be very happy, as she/ he might have an argumentative and obstinate nature, coupled with

absolutely unrealistic vainglorious disposition.

 

In your chart, Venus is situated in your 4th house, while it is neither exalted or in own sign or in own

star. Besides, it is under 'papa-kartari' yoga for being hemmed between natural malefic planets on

either side. This is an unfavorable combination. If some benign modifying influences are not present in

your chart, then the health-condition of your spouse may be somewhat delicate, and the well-being of

your spouse may cause some serious concern to you.

 

In your chart, Venus is associated with (or aspected by) Saturn while Moon is associated with (or

aspected by) Mars. This is an unfavorable 'Arishta Yoga' combination - which signifies adverse results

in respect of marriage and the prospect of happiness in married life. If some benign modifying

influences are present in your chart, then you may not be interested to get married; but if you can get

married somehow, then your married life is far less likely to be joyful or happy either.

 

In your chart, Venus - who is the natural significator of marriage - is neither exalted nor situated in

own sign or in own nakshatra, while it is associated with the unfavorable 6th-lord. This is not a

favorable combination. If some benign modifying influences are not present in your chart, then your

spouse may meet with some misfortune, and your married life may not be peaceful or happy either.

However, if one of your uncles had been instrumental in finalizing your marriage, or if your spouse

and you have a person who is a relative in common to you both, then the intensity of the problems will

be comparatively less.

 

In your chart, the 7th-lord Saturn is situated in the 2nd-house, while no benefic planet is situated in the

Ascendant or the 2nd-house or the 7th-house or the 8th-house. This is not a favorable combination. If

some benign modifying influences are not present in your chart, then you are very much likely to be

subservient to your spouse, and remain at her/ his beck and call.

 

In your chart, the 7th-lord is situated in your 4th-house; and it is not blemished - as it is neither

combust nor debilitated nor eclipsed nor retrograde. This is a favorable combination.
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In your chart, the 7th-lord is hemmed between two malefic planets; that is, it is under inauspicious

Papa-Kartari Yoga. This is not at all a favorable combination. You may not be very fortunate in

respect of your spouse, who is less likely to be very attractive-looking/ handsome. Alternately or in

addition, she/ he face some other problems - which might become a cause of serious concern to you.

Your married life therefore may not be very joyful or happy either.

 

In your chart, the natural significator for marriage - Venus - is hemmed between two malefic planets;

that is, it is under inauspicious Papa-Kartari Yoga. This is not at all a favorable combination. You may

not be very fortunate in respect of your spouse, who is less likely to be very attractive-looking/

handsome. Alternately or in addition, she/ he face some other problems - which might become a cause

of serious concern to you. Your married life therefore may not be very joyful or happy either.

 

In your chart, the 7th-lord is situated in an angular (kendra) position from the Ascendant; besides, it is

associated with (or aspected by) a natural benefic planet, and also occupies the navamsha sign owned

by a natural benefic planet. This is a highly favorable combination. If some strong counteracting

influences are not present in your chart, then you will be very fortunate in respect of your spouse; your

spouse will be a chaste and devoted person, and she/ he will leave no stone unturned for making your

conjugal life very blissful and happy. She/ He will be a source of pride and joy to you forever.

 

In your chart, Mars is situated in the 7th from your Moon-sign, while it is neither exalted nor in own

house or own nakshatra; besides, Rahu (or Ketu) is also situated together with it. This is a very

unfavorable combination. If some strong counteracting influences are not present in your chart, then

your spouse may become somewhat lunatic or fanatical - for being possessed by spirits or goblins -

some years after your marriage. For this reason, you may become grossly unhappy, as peace and

happiness may tend to disappear from your life.

 

In your chart, the natural significator for marriage (Venus) is situated together with the 6th-lord. This

is not a favorable combination. If some strong benign influences are not present in your chart, then you

may not be very fortunate in respect of your spouse. She/ He might be sickly and may have an

unpredictable nature and quick temper - for which you may lack peace and happiness in marriage. The

duration of your married life may also not be very long.

 

In your chart, as reckoned from Venus, one of the three significant signs (the 4th, the 8th and the 12th)

is occupied by one or more natural malefic planet(s), while no natural benefic planet is situated in that

particular sign. This is a quite unfavorable combination. If some strong benign influences are not

present in your chart, then it has the potential and capacity to cause some havoc and mar your

happiness in marriage.
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 Travels, Tours & Foreign Journey  
In your horoscope, the Ascendant falls in a fixed (sthira) sign, while the Ascendant-lord is situated in

the first half (sthirardha or half adjacent to fixed) of a common (ubhaya) sign. This indicates that

normally you will not be interested to move around a lot - unless owing to circumstantial necessities or

compulsions, you might have to travel. You are likely to undertake only a few journeys to long-

distance places, and that too only if contrary combinations are present in your horoscope.

 

In your horoscope, a majority of planets (5 or more) are situated in movable (chara) and common

(ubhaya) sign. This indicates that you will travel quite a lot and will have many short-distance as well

as long-distance journeys. This inclination will become more pronounced if the majority of planets are

situated in charardha or half adjacent to movable signs.

 

In your horoscope, the 9th-lord is situated in the second half (charardha or half adjacent to movable

signs) of a common (ubhaya) sign. This indicates that you will have many changes, and frequent

journeys to short-distance places.

 

In your horoscope, the 11th-lord is situated in the 4th-house or aspects it, and the 11th-lord is neither

exalted nor situated in own house or own nakshatra. This is an unfavorable combination indicating

possibility of having sudden 'dislocation'. Unless counteracting combinations are present in your

horoscope, you may have change of residence a few times, and may not remain in the same place for

long. Alternately, it is also possible that you may have a transferable job or job-changes a few times -

which may in turn command change of place of residence.

 

In your horoscope, a faster moving planet (which is not retrograde) is involved in close 'sextile' aspect

with another planet in 'applying' posture. This indicates the possibility of your moving to a short-

distance place (from your place of birth or native place) wherein you will prosper and will stay there

for a fairly long duration.

 

In your horoscope, a faster moving planet (which is not retrograde) is involved in close 'trine' aspect

with another planet in 'applying' posture. This indicates the possibility of your shifting to a long-

distance place (from your place of birth or native place) - wherein you will prosper, and stay for a

fairly long duration.

 

Favorable Direction - Where to Go ?

 

If some counteracting combinations are not present in your horoscope, the favorable direction for you

will be SOUTH-EAST.
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Planetary Combinations (Yoga) Applicable in (Chart) 
Important Yogas Applicable in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

In your horoscope, there is no planet in the 7th-house (or a natural benefic planet is situated in it); and

the 8th-house is also similarly disposed. Besides, one or more angular (kendra) house(s) is/ are

occupied by natural benefic planet/s. This overall combination is highly favorable - and is termed as

Parvata Yoga. Owing to the presence of this auspicious combination, you will be very fortunate,

learned in ancient religious scriptures and sacred classics, gifted with eloquence, and of charitable

disposition. Besides, you will be splendorous and mirthful, and become a very important and highly

respected person in the city/ town/ village/ society.

 

In your horoscope, the 3rd-lord is situated in any of the following houses: the Ascendant, the 2nd, the

4th, the 5th, the 7th, the 9th, the 10th, or the 11th; the sign-lord (or the sign-lord) of the 3rd-lord is

situated in the 3rd-house. This not-so-favorable parivartana-yoga combination is termed as Khala

Yoga. If some other modifying influences are present in your horoscope, you may not be very honest

or sincere - for which people may not like you. At times, you may be very gentle and polite; while at

some other times, you may appear to be quite aggressive or haughty. You may experience change of

conditions and wide fluctuations quite a number of times in your life.

 

In your horoscope, the 4th-lord is debilitated, or situated in an enemy's sign, or is associated with a

natural malefic planet, or occupies an evil shashtiamsha. This combination is quite unfavorable,

termed as Bandhubhistyakta Yoga. If some strong modifying influences are not present in your

horoscope, then owing to the presence of this combination, you might be deserted by your relatives

and friends sometime during your life - even if it is for a little or no real fault of your own.

 

In your horoscope, the 3rd-lord is situated in the Navamsha-sign of a natural benefic planet, and Mars

is situated in the sign of a natural benefic planet. Besides, the 3rd-lord is conjoined with or aspected by

a natural benefic planet. This overall combination is favorable, termed as Parakrama Yoga. By virtue

of having this yoga present in your horoscope, you will be endowed with courage, determination, and

strength of will.

 

In your horoscope, the 7th-lord is not retrograde, or combust or eclipsed. Besides, it is conjoined with-

or aspected by- a natural benefic planets (Mercury). This is a favorable combination, termed as

SatKalatra Yoga. By virtue of the presence of this yoga in your horoscope, you will be really very

fortunate in respect of having a spouse - who will hail from a noble family, and be an embodiment of

virtues and qualities.
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In your horoscope, the 3rd-house falls in the sign of a natural benefic planet, and a natural benefic

planet is situated in- or aspecting- the 3rd-house - while the lord of the Navamsha-sign of the 3rd-lord

is also a natural benefic planet. The overall combination is a beneficial one, termed as SatKathadi-

Shravan Yoga. By virtue of the presence of this yoga in your horoscope, you will be a pious soul; you

will be interested in studying ancient classics, and religious scriptures, and philosophy; you will also

be greatly interested to have a glimpse of the religious heads, and devotedly listen to their religious

discourses.

 

In your horoscope, the 5th-lord is a natural benefic planet. The lord of Navamsha-sign of the 5th-lord

is also a natural benefic planet. None of these two planets is combust or eclipsed either. This is a very

favorable combination, termed as Teevra-Buddhi Yoga. By virtue of the presence of this yoga in your

horoscope, you will be endowed with very sharp intelligence, and fast thinking ability. You will be

able to penetrate into any subject very deeply, and grasp the things very quickly.

 

In your horoscope, the 3rd-lord is situated in a fixed (sthira) sign or Navamsha; and, it is associated

with one or more natural malefic planet/s - while no natural benefic planet is conjoined with it or

aspects it. Besides, the lord of shashtiamsha of the 3rd-lord is a natural malefic planet. The overall

combination is very favorable, termed as Pashchat Roodha Yoga. Owing to the presence of this yoga,

you will never lose courage and determination on the face of a challenging situation; rather, you will

become dogged and adopt ruthless measures for fulfilling your objective and achieving your goals.

 

In your horoscope, the 2nd-lord is conjoined with a natural benefic planet, and it is situated in an

angular (kendra) or trinal (trikona) position. This overall combination is very favorable, termed as

Yukti-Samanwita Vagmi Yoga. You will be endowed with the gift of eloquence and will become well

known for your irrefutable logic and oratory skills. You are very much likely to shine in assemblies

and win laurels.
 

Applicable Arishta Yogas in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

In your horoscope, Mars is conjoined with- (or aspects-) Moon - while Saturn is conjoined with- (or

aspects-) Venus; and, no other planet is associated with- or aspects- either of these two planets. This is

an unfavorable combination - termed as arishta Yoga. Owing to circumstances, you may have some

sufferings in life; you may lack peace and satisfaction in your home, and may not get good

opportunities in your native place. In your professional career, you may have to struggle hard, and

your rank and remuneration might be unusually lower than what you deserve. In connection with your

profession, you may have change of place several times. You may lack some comforts and pleasures

of life and, if some strong modifying influences are not present in your horoscope, then you may not

get married, or your married life may neither be peaceful nor happy.
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Applicable Chandra Yoga in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

You have favorable Gaja-Keshari Yoga combination present in your horoscope. You have been born

in a fairly well to do family, will have a good upbringing, receive favors and benefits from your

superiors, rise to a fairly stable position, and your fortune will be gradually waxing.
 

Applicable Ravi Yoga in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

As a planet (excepting Moon) is present in the 2nd from the position of Sun, and such a planet is also

situated in the 12th from the position of Sun, it gives rise to a planetary combination known as

Ubhayachari Yoga. as one of these two planets is a natural benefic planet - while the other is a natural

malefic planet, this combination becomes moderately auspicious - as Sun is under Mishra-Kartari

Yoga in your horoscope. The overall combination is termed as Ubhayachari-MishraKartari Yoga.

Owing to the presence of this combination in your horoscope, you have been born in a fairly well to do

family, and are sure to rise to prominence sometime around your middle-age period in your life. You

will receive some benefits from government sources, and lead a fairly comfortable and enjoyable life.

However, you may have some minor problems with your eyesight, and face some fluctuations in your

financial affairs.
 

Applicable Nabhasha Yoga in Kundali(Chart) 
 

A Nabhasha Yoga combination known as Paasha Yoga is present in your horoscope. This is not a very

favorable combination, and during some period in your life, you may have to struggle against

adversities and impediments. You may remain in service of others in humble capacities earning

modest remuneration and without being treated with due respect. Although you may be skilful in work,

you may have a somewhat spiteful disposition; at times you may forget your manners, and lose the

sense of propriety. You might be bound to stay in a place against your will under circumstantial

compulsion.
 

Applicable Dhana Yoga in Kundali(Chart) 
A highly auspicious combination is present in your horoscope. By dint of your own directed endeavors

and by virtue of your sheer strength of will, you are destined to go far ahead of your contemporaries.

All your ambitions will be realized, and all your cherished desires fulfilled. People around you will

regard you as an exemplary person, and a source of inspiration. You will lead a prosperous and happy

life with your spouse, children, relatives, and friends.

 

As your 11th house coincides with an airy sign, you may have good gains in or from the places

situated in the western direction from your native/ birth place.
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Applicable Vitta Hani Yoga in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

In your horoscope, the 2nd-lord aspects the planet - who is the lord of Navamsha-sign occupied by the

12th-lord planet. This is a Vitta-Hani Yoga combination; you are not likely to be a wealthy person.

You may be a habitual spendthrift; owing to your nature, you may face financial hardship during your

late-age periods.
 

Applicable Anishta Yogas in Kundali(Chart) 
 

 

In your horoscope, one (or more) malefic planet/s is/ are situated in the 5th house while no benefic

planet is situated in it. The malefic planet/s is/ are neither exalted nor situated in own house or

nakshatra. This is an unfavorable combination - termed as Anishta Yoga. If modifying combinations

are not present in your horoscope, then you may be unhappy on account of children.

 

In your horoscope, Sun is situated in your 5th house; it is neither exalted, nor in own house or

nakshatra. There is no benefic planet either situated in or aspecting the same house. This is an

unfavorable combination - termed as Anishta Yoga. If some strong modifying influences are not

present in your horoscope, the birth of your first child might be very problematic or his/ her health and

well-being might become a cause of some concern.
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Planetary Placements Related Predictions (Western) 
The position of Ascendant indicates that you will be a highly ambitious person, have a fearless nature

and possess leadership qualities. You will be quick-witted, ingenious and endowed with special

oratory skill - with these you will be able to influence people by creating lasting impressions in their

minds. You will enjoy the goodwill and whole-hearted support of the majority of people in your circle.

 

The position of Sun indicates that you have a practical outlook and a sincere nature. Rather than sitting

idle feigning to do a lot of thinking, you will have a tendency to jump up in haste and run around the

whole place. You will arrive at the spots where the people are busy in doing productive jobs; you will

always wish to actively participate in constructive activities.

 

The position of Moon indicates that you may have an impulsive nature but will be highly ambitious. In

your early part of life, you may have a somewhat reckless nature; but as you will gain maturity, things

will be improved for the better; you are sure to surpass may of your contemporaries, and attain a quite

enviable position of status.

 

The position of Mars indicates that you will have a dignified appearance beaming in confidence; you

will also be endowed with a strong will-force, a high sense of self-esteem, and strength of character.

You will be a faithful person and attach much importance to sincerity. Your faculty of intuition might

be quite developed, and it may guide you in crucial moments.

 

The position of Mercury indicates that you are endowed with lofty ideals and also have profound

religious inclinations. By nature and spirit, you will be a true humanitarian and will have a pure desire

for doing something useful for the benefit of your fellow men. People will treat you with due respect,

and will consider you to be one of their very own.

 

The position of Jupiter indicates that if Moon is not well placed in the chart, then during sometime in

your life you are likely to be in unfavorable circumstances and may have to struggle hard. Although

you may have real abilities and desired qualities, some others may try to steal the credit shrewdly - for

which at times you may become quite frustrated and feel very unhappy.

 

The position of Venus indicates that unless some benign modifying influences are present in your

chart, you may acquire the habit of badly mixing up reality with imagination. You may have the

tendency to bite more than you can chew, and indulge in daydreaming for earning fame and fortune.

You should curb your great expectations and try to concentrate on honing your natural abilities.

 

The position of Saturn indicates that you are an open-minded person, having a benevolent nature and

frank disposition. Although you will be quite practical, and consider acquisitiveness is neither a crime
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nor sin against God and man, yet at the same time you will value honesty. People won't have

differences of opinion in respect of your trustworthiness.

 

The position of Rahu indicates that as this is not a very fortunate position, if neither Venus nor Moon

is well placed in your chart, you may lack energy and enterprise - for which you may not be able to

make much of headway and suffer consequently. Besides, you may acquire a peevish nature, and even

your own people may start disliking you.

 

The position of Ketu indicates that you are a talented person, and possess some rare qualities that may

remain latent in you - but these can find the scope of expression only if you patiently cultivate for your

own benefit. You will be a lover of probity and justice; you would never opt for taking undue

advantage for furthering your own interest.
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Predictions from Vimshottari Dasha 
  

Ketu Dasha 
(21:12:1985 - 11:01:1990)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Ketu and it is situated in 3rd house. You will keep

excellent relationship with your co-born. You will be benefited from travels. Your enemies will be

defeated. You have to be very careful while resting your faith on your friends. They might turn out to

be opportunists and when the opportune time arrives, they will swallow your property and you may get

dishonored publicly for the crimes which you would have never committed. In your chart Ketu is

afflicted, You will be attacked by your enemies causing injury to your arms, will develop a feeling of

uneasiness and there might be troubles for your brothers or separation from your brothers.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Ketu and it is situated in Libra. During the dasha of Ketu in

the Libra sign, you will enjoy full comfort from your spouse and children. Goldsmiths and jewelers

can expect a brisk business. You may suffer from head-aches, heart disease, and nervous breakdown,

trouble in the anus, hysteria and fever. There will be auspicious ceremonies in the house. Your

relatives may not keep cordial relations with you, your spouse and children. Dispute over properties

may take place.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha 
(21:12:1985 - 30:12:1986)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Ketu. You will be forced to do

the work which you do not like to do. You may receive frequent warning and threatening from the

government on some or the other matters. Engage in unnecessary arguments with enemies and cunning

fellows and invite troubles not only for yourself but also to your family and friends. There may be

injury to some parts of the body inflicted by the thieves or enemies.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(30:12:1986 - 06:12:1987)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Ketu. Children's success in

studies and profession will make you a contended person. You will be inclined to the religious acts.

Ample opportunities will be forthcoming to have contact with pious and saintly persons and you will

derive benefits out of such contacts. You can expect favors from the government. You will acquire

land and building. There may be income through lands and through the discovery of treasure (may

include lottery, shares etc.). You will be blessed with a fortunate son, if you are of the productive age

and willing to have a child.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(06:12:1987 - 14:01:1989)
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You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Ketu. This period will bring in

unexpected sorrows. You will unnecessarily confront with the opponents and receive injury to the

body. Injury may also happen due to accident caused by anger developed after the struggle with the

enemies. Servants will also make trouble. They may suddenly go away by leaving you and family at

the time when their services are needed badly. In flow or money will be restricted. You may also face

serious troubles in the dealing with the foreigners. Your status and position may fluctuate. You will

undertake journey to distant places and waste money. Diseases of the phlegm and weakness to some

parts of the body almost like paralytic attack. There may be acute pain all over the body.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(14:01:1989 - 11:01:1990)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Ketu. This will generally be

a good period. There may be birth of worthy children. You will also have comforts and happiness from

the children. You will acquire land and property. There will be enjoyment in the company of good

friends. Income will also increase. There will be stability of mind and enjoyment in different ways.

However, you may have to face destruction to cattle's and agriculture. Hence, you should not possess

any cattle's and agricultural land. You should dispose them off till this sub-period is over. You can

have buildings, which you can give on rent and get good return that too without any trouble. If

employed, your superiors will praise the good work done by you and may get out of turn promotion. 

Venus Dasha 
(11:01:1990 - 11:01:2010)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Venus and it is situated in 4th house. You will acquire

house, property, jewellery, clothes and conveyances. You will be endowed with friends and relatives.

You will hold an important post. There will be gain of maternal or ancestral property. You will make

everyone near you happy through your diplomatic dealings. Whenever Venus transits the 4th house,

you will gain wealth provided the dasha of Venus is in operation.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Venus and it is situated in Scoprpio. During the dasha of

Venus, you will take interest in the matter pertaining to others, attain fame and honor. You will be in

debt because of which you will quit your present place of residence and be forced to live in a foreign

place. Quarrelsome tendencies may also get developed in you.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(11:01:1990 - 13:05:1993)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Venus. You will have comforts

and enjoyments through other women and at the same time your spouse also will give good support

and happiness. Comparing to the previous periods, your will take special interest in wearing neat

dresses. You may also get clothes and ornaments as a gift from various persons. Earn wealth through

the association of various persons. Income through medicines. Normally, unless Venus is extremely
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afflicted, there will be flow of money from different sources. But a major portion of such income will

be spent on entertainments and enjoyments. You may also acquire a vehicles.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(13:05:1993 - 13:05:1994)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Venus. Relatives will cause loss

of wealth in a big way. Blind faith conferred upon the relatives will trouble you. You will understand

the treachery only after you have lost almost everything you had, through the treachery of your

relatives who has pretended to have sympathy and soft corner to you. Hence it is advisable that you

should be very careful while keeping blind faith in the relatives throughout this period. They will

swallow everything coming to them which actually belong to you. You may suffer from diseases of the

throat, nose or chest and stomach disorder. There is possibility of eye infection. Elders and superiors

may not like you style of functioning. Colleagues will develop jealousy. New enemies will originate, if

you are in business, you will have to face stiff competition from various circles.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(13:05:1994 - 11:01:1996)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Venus. This Sub-period mainly

brings in diseases. Possible diseases during this period are of the head, teeth, nail, stomach or liver.

Some kind of deformity may take place in the nails. Your nails may be eaten by the germs or cut off

due to accidents etc. or worms in the stomach due to the infection on the nails. Kama (jaundice) can

also take place. There can be dog bite or monkey bite or the bites of wild animals like tiger, cat etc.

Expenditure will be more than the income. Money will come in plenty but only to be spent and to

remain in debt. There can be gain of wealth through vehicles and females. you may come into contact

with women, who require your help and in the process of helping such women by carrying on business

or financial advise etc. on their behalf, the benefit will be enjoyed by both i.e. you as well as whom

you help. This may lead to some extra marital relationship with such ladies.  Consequently, there can

be friction between you and your spouse or other family members. You will develop intense devotion

to gods, and will involve in the worship of gods. You will conduct several religious rites like homa,

yajana and other discourses. If you engage in the war, you can get success and derive benefits through

the defeat or enemies.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(11:01:1996 - 13:03:1997)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Venus. You, during this Sub-

period will be taking keen interest in gold and gold ornaments and copper made articles. You may

consume or distributed medicines prepared out of gold, copper or iron or you may carry on research

connected with the metals. Attainment of success will come only during the operation of Rahu's Sub-

period i.e. the next Sub-period. You may acquire landed properties or dispose them off and earn profit

out of such disposal. There may develop some misunderstanding with those ladies with whom you had
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developed extra compassion, when the Sub-period of Moon was in operation. Develop a kind of hatred

towards the women folk, mainly due to the development of a feeling of doubtful integrity of such

ladies. You will enjoy respect and honor and enjoy through various means. You will find fault of

others, which makes frequent tension with you. You will expect perfection in every sphere of activities

and gets frustrated. There may develop blood-pressure, piles or disease connected with mind and

phlegm. Impurity of blood may also cause problems.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(13:03:1997 - 12:03:2000)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Venus. There may be gain of

unexpected wealth. You will get opportunity to regain the lost property. Success of your children in

the field of study and profession will make you happy. You will be respected by all. Enemies will be

defeated. If there is any property disputes remain unsettled so far, the same will be settled by the end

period of this Sub-period. However, you may be able to enjoy the benefit of such property during the

operation of the next sub-period i.e. of Jupiter. Injury to the body and fear of fire can also take place.

There may be trouble from the thieves. This may take place in the financial dealing. A kind of fear of

insecurity and penal punishment will grip your mind. However, there may not be much adverse results.

Recite mantra meant for the Rahu and offer food to the poor. Also feed milk and eggs to the snakes.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(12:03:2000 - 11:11:2002)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Venus. There will be plenty of

opportunities to give alms and perform religious acts. Do worship and Homa or you will get them done

by the priests. There will be abundant food available. Will acquire land and property and ornaments.

Birth of children. Happiness and comforts in fully swing. A variety of enjoyments accruing from your

position and authority.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(11:11:2002 - 11:01:2006)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Venus. You can get the support

of persons who are highly placed in society and government. Become famous. Depending upon other

planetary configuration, you may even become a leader of the society or get a high political post. Get

opportunity to have contact with good elderly females. Income will be more than the expenditure,

provided you should exercise a bit of care in spending. You will amass wealth, utensils, and ornaments

and enjoy through out this Sub-period. Your relatives will also prosper. You will have authority over

villages, towns and cities.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(11:01:2006 - 11:11:2008)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Venus. You will earn name,
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fame and wealth. You will receive love and respect from the dear and near ones as also from your

children. Your enemies will be defeated. There may be gain through trees, fruits and cattle. Money

may come from the government or through land. This is the period when you can accomplish most of

your desires. Sickness may develop due to wind and bite.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(11:11:2008 - 11:01:2010)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Venus. Generally, this may not

be a good period. You will face extreme sorrow and sufferings. Your spouse and children may also

suffer. Even gods may discard you, you may be forced to enjoy with the forsaken and forbidden ladies.

Frequent quarrel with relatives and enemies. However, enemies cannot cause any harm to you. There

may be damage to some limbs in the body. 

Sun Dasha 
(11:01:2010 - 11:01:2016)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Sun and it is situated in 5th house. During the dasha of Sun

in the 5th house, you may face problems from your daughter-in-law. The whole family may be in peril

due to her selfish, indecent and irresponsible behavior or her death may cause much hue and cry in the

family circle and you may have to face court cases because of this. You may get distressed because of

your first son. You may deceive others and may try to grab the wealth of others. Your carelessness in

handling various matters will cause much sorrow not only to yourself but also to the entire family. You

may suffer from acute chest pain and even death like suffering may take place. You may indulge in

mean acts and others will also encourage you to do so. There may not be any peace of mind. If the

dasha falls during your 7th year, then you may loose your father due to his death or due to the

separation of your mother from your father or he may meet with death like sufferings. There is no any

aspect of Moon or Jupiter or Venus on Sun in your chart, you may face death like suffering.  In your

chart 5th house happens to be Sagittarius, You will have excellent education.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Sun and it is situated in Sagittarius. During the dasha of

Sun, you will enjoy happiness and comfort from your spouse and children, receive favors from the

government and will be blessed by the pious and saintly people. You will take keen interest in the

study of ancient scriptures. You will enjoy respect from everyone. One of the main drawbacks is that

you may become obstinate but you will still be tactful in your dealings. This will be a period of your

all round prosperity. If you want to undertake any business, you may do so during this period. 
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(11:01:2010 - 01:05:2010)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Sun. You will receive honor from

the government attain name and fame in the area of your specialization. You may be forced to live in a

remote and isolated place. Earn good amount of wealth. You may also get favors / income from /
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through the government or ruling classes. In your chart Sun placed in Kendra or Trikona or in 11th

House, you will during the Sub -period of Sun main period earn huge profit in any work you

undertake, receive favor from the government accomplish most of your desires. Your marriage is also

possible.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(01:05:2010 - 30:10:2010)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your chart, Moon is

placed in a Kendra or a Trikona in the natal chart the Sub- period of the Moon will be excellent. There

may be your marriage, increase of wealth, purchase/ inheritance of land and buildings, possession of

vehicles and comforts, income from various sources and birth of children. You will keep contact with

good people. You will lead a healthy life or there may be relief from the disease if you have been

suffering from any. You will make agreement with your enemies and contenders and when a favorable

time comes, you will defeat your enemies.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(30:10:2010 - 07:03:2011)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your chart, Mars is

placed together With the Lord of the 9th or the 11th, there will be good profit, elevation to the post of a

commandant if in military service, defeat of enemies, and peace of mind, comfort and help from the

relatives and prosperity to co-born. You will also get help from the co-born. Note: According to some

learned astrologers, even if Mars occupies a good position or has the aspect of  friendly  planet or

benefic planet in the natal chart, during the sub-period in the main period of Sun, you cannot expect

much auspicious results.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(07:03:2011 - 29:01:2012)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Sun. During  the first two

months of the  sub- period of Rahu in the main period of sun, you may incur great loss of money,

unnecessary fear, suffer from impurity or blood, snake bites or fear of snakes or dreams of snakes,

boils in the body, extreme  sorrow on account  of spouse and children (this may be due to illness of

spouse and children or separation/divorce of spouse or the negative attitude developed by the spouse

and children towards you or the immoral life style adopted by your spouse). In your chart Rahu is

placed in Kendra or a Trikona. You will enjoy good results. Hence it is better that you will not do any

such act during this period which you will have to repent later. You may go on a tour to some distant

places so that such situation can be averted. Also recite hymns in praise of Lord Shiva and worship

him daily. According to some authorities, even if Rahu occupies a good house in the natal chart, Rahu

will not produce any beneficial results during the sub-period in the main period of Sun. You may

suffer from severe headache and eye sores.  Your wealth may be stolen or lost. There may be danger

from poison. Increase of desires for sensual pleasures and emergence of new enemies may also take
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place.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(29:01:2012 - 17:11:2012)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your natal chart,

Jupiter is placed in a Kendra or a Trikona or in its exaltation house or a friendly house, you will enjoy

all auspicious results of a good Jupiter i.e. all those karakathavas (events signified) by Jupiter will be

enjoyed by you e.g. increase of honor, increase of grains, birth of children, accomplishment of your

desires, gain of good clothes and ornaments, lot of money may come from the government. You will

enjoy good position in the meetings. You will get wealth from the children. There will be virtuous acts

and good traditional observance. In your chart, Jupiter is placed in the 6th or 8th house from the sun or

is in debilitation, during the Sub-period of Jupiter in the main period of sun, you may face trouble from

the government, sorrow on account of children, suffer from various diseases like boils and diabetes

etc. loss of wealth and increase of expenditure, failure in plans, loss of position, and above all, mental

affliction. The best remedy to come out of this situation is to worship Lord Narayana (Lord Vishnu

one of the Trinities of Hindu mythology). Jupiter will not produce extremely malefic results during its

Sub-period in the main period of Sun. Coming in of wealth through various sources, worship of gods,

entertainment of saintly persons, elders and relatives, disease of the ears and lung disorder, destruction

of enemies.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(17:11:2012 - 30:10:2013)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your chart Saturn is

placed in a Kendra or a Trikona, you will, during the Sub- period of Saturn in the Main period of Sun,

destroy your enemies, participate in auspicious functions. However, there will be limited flow of

income and lesser comforts. In other words, quite contrary to the belief that the Sub- period will be

very bad as sun and Saturn are mutual enemies, the Sub- period of Saturn placed in a Kendra or a

Trikona, will be of not much significance i.e. the life  will continue in its routine way. In your chart

Saturn is placed in the 6th, 8th or 12th house from the Sun or from the ascendant, you may suffer from

diseases like tuberculosis, paralysis, boils, fever or urinary troubles. There will be obstruction to all

activities. You will keep moving in the company of bad people. Enemies may cause loss of wealth.

Unwanted and unexpected journey to distant places which will further cause drain to the pocket. There

may be some good luck in the middle and extreme bad luck at the end of your sub-period.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(30:10:2013 - 05:09:2014)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your chart, Mercury

occupies in its exaltation or own house or a Kendra or a Trikona House from the ascendant, during the

Sub-period of Mercury in the main period of sun, you will gain land and property, possess authority

and power, will have full of enthusiasm in multifarious activities, gain of vehicles and good clothes
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and enjoy happiness from spouse and children.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(05:09:2014 - 11:01:2015)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Sun. Generally, the Sub-period

of Ketu in the main period of sun will be bad. You may face extreme sorrow due to various reasons,

contract various diseases, loss of wealth and may be troubled by relatives and government authority.

There may be loss of position, loss of wealth, death like sufferings to father, foreign travel, destruction

to the relatives, quarrels with the enemies etc. In your chart, Ketu occupies the 3rd, 6th, 10th or the

11th house from the ascendant, there is possibility of happiness and comforts from the children,

accomplishment of desires, gain of money, good cloth and ornaments and also increase of name and

fame.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(11:01:2015 - 11:01:2016)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Sun. In your chart Venus is

placed in a Kendra or a Trikona or in its exaltation or own house or in a house owned by its friends,

you will enjoy sex with ladies whom you like the most, there may be gain of wealth, foreign  travel,

attain siddhi in some areas, you may also have divine vision, increase of vigour and vitality, show

enthusiasm in undertaking any job, you will be invited to attend/address huge gatherings, gain of good

cloth and ornaments. In other words, the period will be extremely auspicious. Divide the sub period

into 3 equal parts. During the first part, you will have the luck of possessing vehicles, during the

second part you will enjoy all kinds of happiness and comforts and during the third period, you may

lose your hard earned name and fame, have conflict with friends and relatives, and suffer from disease

of the throat, paralytic attack and body pain. In your chart Venus is placed in the 8th or the 12th house

from the sun in the natal chart, there may be even deathlike sufferings or acute bodily ailments,

diseases of the throat, leucoderma, going away from the present place of dwelling, stomach/ache,

disease of the head and anus, loss of agriculture and wealth, distress to spouse and children. During

this time, you should recite 'Sri Rudram'. 

Moon Dasha 
(11:01:2016 - 11:01:2026)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Moon and it is situated in 9th house. There may be birth of

your children. You will be virtuous and all your undertakings will be crowned with success throughout

the dasha of Moon.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Moon and it is situated in Aries. During the dasha of

Moon, there may be lot of sufferings to your spouse and cattle. However, you will enjoy full comforts

from your spouse and children. You will be more interested in doing the work in foreign land. There

will be excess of expenses. You will maintain a cruel behavior, will suffer from diseases of the head,
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and will face troubles from your brothers and enemies. You may be separated from your own people

for some time due to circumstances beyond your control, and might suffer from frequent illness.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(11:01:2016 - 11:11:2016)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Moon. If this Sub-period

operates during a marriageable age and you have not yet married, there is likelihood of you getting

married. If already married, there will be birth of a female child. You will participate in the marriage

ceremony of your near and dear ones. In other words, marriage of your brothers and sisters if any and

are of marriageable age, will take place. You will acquire new clothes. You will get opportunity to be

associated with cultured and learned persons. You will enjoy full comforts of spouse and children. You

will have ample opportunities to have contact with highly learned persons. You will fulfill the desires

of your mother and at the same time, you will also get full love, affection and care of your mother.

You will get timely help from your relatives and friends. You will have good sleep and all-round

prosperity.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(11:11:2016 - 12:06:2017)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Moon. There may be destruction

to ancestral property and wealth. You may suffer from ailments arising out of impurity of blood,

anxiety, phlegm, fire, electricity and other hot stuff. You may lose your wealth through enemies and

thieves. You may not have Patience and may have irritation at every level. At one time you will be like

a most contended person, who don't need any worldly comforts but suddenly the mind rotates to the

reverse direction and makes you every action topsy-turvy. In the work field also you may be a loser.

You may face transfer or reversion from the position already being occupied due to fine or on the

charge of embezzlement being committed by you.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(12:06:2017 - 12:12:2018)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Moon. You unknowingly will

commit many evil and wrong things and repent on such acts later on. But it will be too late for you, as

by this time, you would have made the whole world your enemies. However, one of the redeeming

features noticed is that you really change your attitude and approach to various matters at the end of

the sub-period of Jupiter in the main period of Moon i.e. the next sub-period. There may be distress to

relatives and you will be forced to spend money on them. Possibility of poisoning through watery

products cannot be ruled out. You may suffer from fever, indigestion or rheumatism. There may be

danger due to thunder storm or lightening. You should completely avoid alcohol as it is a watery

product. You have to be careful while spending as the in flow of cash will be limited, expenditure will

be more.
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Jupiter Antar Dasha
(12:12:2018 - 12:04:2020)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Moon. Generally, this Sub-

period will prove to be auspicious and excellent. Even if the Jupiter is not benefic in the natal chart, no

adverse results may take place. Tolerance you have developed during the sub-period of Rahu, i.e.

earlier sub-period and the lesson you have learned, will make you completely a changed man during

this sub-period i.e. Jupiter's. You will observe religious principles and distribute alms.

 

You will have matured thinking and develop quality of segregating good and bad. You will be more

interested in acquiring good clothes and ornaments. You will enjoy the company of good friends. You

will be liked by the most. You may also get favor from the government. There will be gain of wealth

through different sources and prosperity to children. Children will also give happiness to you. There

may be inclination to possess a vehicle, which will be materialized at the ending period of this sub-

period.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(12:04:2020 - 11:11:2021)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Moon. This period is generally

considered as not good. You may meet with several untold miseries of life. You may face sorrow and

danger from the relatives. You yourself, your spouse, children and parents may suffer from various

diseases simultaneously. Doctor's bill will go up you will seek various remedial measures and waste

money. By not finding any relief even after observing various remedial measures, you may become

completely a shattered man. However, at the ending period of this sub-period, you will come across a

man who will suggest some remedial measure, which you will observe as last measure and get the

result.

 

The improvement is destined even without any remedial measure as the next sub-period is that of

Mercury, which will be the best period. Circumstances will be so produced that you cannot find

happiness. Your mother's health may need more care as this sub-period is more dangerous to mother.

You are subjected to get curse of your elders or your family deity. Physically you may become very

weak and not find any cure to improve your health. Doctors cannot diagnose the disease. 'Ultimately, it

would appear to you that there is some invisible internal force within you. You may face fury of the

government authority.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(11:11:2021 - 12:04:2023)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Moon. Normally, this period

is the best period for getting wealth. There will be frequent in flow of wealth. However, the quantum

will depend upon the family background and the level of the position one is occupying. You will
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acquire good clothes, ornaments and new cattle's. You can expect success in all undertakings and gain

in different ways. Name and fame will increase. You are already occupying a reasonable position in

the society. There will be prosperity through newly acquired knowledge and education. Even if

Mercury is weak, during this period, you may not experience much difficulty.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(12:04:2023 - 11:11:2023)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Moon. You may undergo severe

mental tension.  There will be distress to the near and dear ones.  There may be loss of wealth. You

may develop tendency to deceive others due to unavoidable circumstances and atmosphere around

him. There may be danger due to water or watery substances.  Hence, you should avoid activities

connected with water i.e. swimming, bathing in a river, ocean or pond. You should not involve in a

business where liquid chemicals are used, though it may give you profit, as there may be danger of

blasts or poisoning.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(11:11:2023 - 13:07:2025)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Moon. You will travel through

boats or ships; engage in the dealings of gold, water, gems, women or agricultural products. You will

take keen interest in mingling with ladies. This will be a favorable period for getting children, friends

and cattle's. Even if Venus is not so strong, nothing adverse will take place.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(13:07:2025 - 11:01:2026)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Moon. You can expect favor from

the government authorities. You will show excessive valor and courage. You will be honored in the

society. There can be relief from diseases. However, ailment due to bile and wind may occur

occasionally. You may get injury or cut due to accidents. While on the one hand you will get good

amount of wealth, there may be loss due to theft etc. 

Mars Dasha 
(11:01:2026 - 11:01:2033)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Mars and it is situated in 3rd house. The period will

generally be a good one. You will become courageous and bold in tackling the problems of life. Your

income will be more than your expenses. There may be a sudden gain of wealth through brokerage or

shares or lottery. However, this period may not be good during your later years. You will perform

religious rites and continue them till you turn 13. You may renounce the world like a saint. You will

acquire gold and ornaments. In your chart Mars is afflicted, there may be danger from accidents while

on a journey, or you might suffer from brain fever and develop suicidal tendencies.
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You are passing through the Mahadasha of Mars and it is situated in Libra. Dasha of Mars placed in

Libra may not be good, unless there is aspect of Jupiter. There will be loss of wealth, destruction to the

cattle if you own them, or to the machines or equipments. There will be separation from your spouse

due to quarrels with her. Some kind of physical disability might occur. Your Marriage may take place

during the operation of Jupiter's sub-period or of the lord of the 7th house. Unemployed can expect

employment during the sub-period of Sun.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(11:01:2026 - 09:06:2026)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Mars. You will be afflicted with

various warm diseases and impurity of blood. You may receive injury due to some weapons. There

will be frequent disputes with your relatives and co-born. You may take interest in other women.

Separation from brothers may also take place during this period. Confrontation with enemies may take

place. You may get involved in criminal proceedings. Land and property will be destroyed. You will

be frequently troubled by the government authorities and thieves.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(09:06:2026 - 27:06:2027)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Mars. You may face danger

from weapons, enemies, thieves and government authorities. There will be unexpected quarrel with

your enemies, who will try to harm you in every sphere of life. They will trap you in various criminal

proceedings. Elders and other relatives will suffer on the grounds of health, wealth and peace of mind.

Diseases of the stomach, eyes and the head will appear simultaneously. Unless there are other

nullifying factors in the natal chart, you may face death like suffering during this sub-period. Even if

Rahu is favorable in the natal chart, not much beneficial results can be expected during the period.

Even co-born will become you bitterest enemies.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(27:06:2027 - 02:06:2028)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Mars. Generally, this Sub-

period will be the best period in the Main period of Mars. You will have the feeling of being strong.

Mind will be at peace, smooth sailing, no tides and no obstacles. There will be no time to think about.

You will have the opportunity to have association with the learned and saintly persons. You will

undertake pilgrimages and perform good deeds. There will be gain of wealth from different sources.

You will establish good contact with the government authorities and will derive benefits from such

authorities. You will enjoy in the company of spouse, children and friends. You may suffer from ear

and phlegmatic troubles.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(02:06:2028 - 13:07:2029)
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You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Mars. You will be disliked by

your spouse and children. There will be quarrels with friends and relatives. Spouse and children will

suffer. Money will be wasted in gambling. Poverty and grief at your door step. You will be motivated

to commit several misdeeds, even if you do not want to do so. There may be development of diseases

almost leading to death like suffering. You will be forced to quit the present place of residence. Even if

the Saturn is strong in the natal chart, no beneficial results will be left during this period.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(13:07:2029 - 09:07:2030)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Mars. You will be troubled

by the enemies, thieves and also by the government. Circumstances will force you to quarrel with

those who are subordinate to you. Untoward incidents will take place due to utterance of wrong words.

You may get injury or burn due to fire. You may be separated from spouse and children. There may be

no happiness and may have loss of wealth and cattle.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(09:07:2030 - 06:12:2030)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Mars. There may be danger from

lightening or electricity or fire; cuts through weapons. You may remain separated from spouse due to

transfer from the present place of duty or business trip or death like suffering of spouse or divorce. It is

suggested that you should, during this period, send your spouse to her parent's house or should proceed

on long trip. The idea is that the destiny has written that you should be separated from spouse. So by

knowing this fate, you can transform the suffering to the mild form of suffering as otherwise it may be

a severe blow by way of death like suffering or divorce. There will be obstruction to the earnings and

may have loss of wealth. You should be careful about your own health.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(06:12:2030 - 04:02:2032)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Mars. A kind of fear will be

felt in the mind due to the act done without thought. There may be journey to the foreign land. The

period will not be good to the family. However, if there is any court case, you will come out with

flying colors during the Sub -period. Your Health may need care particularly of the left eye. There may

be theft of your wealth and property. However, you will get complete happiness from spouse. There

will be gain of wealth and elevation in the position.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(04:02:2032 - 12:06:2032)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Mars. This is the best time for

you, if you are in politics. If you contest in an election during this Sub-period, success is sure.

However, there is possibility of being injured due to confrontation with the opponents. You may
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swallow other's land and property. Avenues of enjoyment will be opened up. You may get authority

and power, may acquire vehicles. At last, problem after problems will be piled up.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(12:06:2032 - 11:01:2033)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Mars .There will be income

from different sources. You will acquire household articles and ornaments. You can expect good

support and help from the relatives and friends and elevation to high offices. As a matter of rule, this

period will be moderately good. 

Rahu Dasha 
(11:01:2033 - 11:01:2051)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Rahu and it is situated in 9th house. The dasha of Rahu will

mark your spiritual advancement .You will be recognised for your scholarly aptitude. You will

completely get involved in the worship of god and will pay visits to holy places. New philosophical

ideas will be developed and these new ideas will be written down and will get published. You will also

earn out of such publication. You will have many attendants. You will enjoy comforts from your

spouse and children. You will be invited to deliver lecture on spiritualism and other philosophical

ideas. You will gain through voyages. Your reputation may reach across the ocean. Your marriage

may take place with a woman belonging to other caste. She will be your most suitable companion, who

will always stand with you in all your undertakings.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Rahu and it is situated in Aries. The dasha of Rahu in the

Aries sign directly deals with the previous birth. Hence, the good tastes enjoyed by you have to be

counter balanced in this life, which means that you may be in a miserable condition during most of the

periods. But, you are going to enjoy better results during this life too. There will be auspicious results

in this house. You will enjoy perfect domestic happiness. Several opportunities for the advancement in

the financial side might get wasted.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(11:01:2033 - 24:09:2035)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Rahu. There may be danger of

food poisoning and water born diseases. Generally, this period will be bad. Your brothers or father or

any of the close relative may face death like sufferings. There may be loss of money due to long

illness. You may be forced to leave the native place and wander. You may indulge in sex with other

women. You should be careful while dealing with others as there may be a chance that you will be

deceived by others. There may be acute mental torture through wicked people. A cut or injury to the

body may be possible. In your chart, Rahu is associated with any other planet; Rahu will extract some

of the qualities of such planet and distribute them to you.
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Jupiter Antar Dasha
(24:09:2035 - 17:02:2038)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Rahu. Generally, this Sub-

period will be good. There will be abundance of happiness. Get opportunity to observe religious deeds

and to have contact with learned people and saints. Such contacts will make you to develop keen

interest in the study of shastras and other ancient systems. You will also take interest in moving with

the beautiful girls. Health will be good. Not much evil effects will be produced even if Jupiter is weak.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(17:02:2038 - 24:12:2040)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Rahu. You may quarrel with

your spouse, children and co-born. Co-born may become your enemies. There may be diseases caused

due to blood disorder, wind and bile. There may be wound and injuries to the body. If there are

servants, they will leave you at the time when you actually need them. If occupying high position or

you are in business, where labor is required, there will be shortage of proper labor force. Degradation

of your position may also take place.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(24:12:2040 - 13:07:2043)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Rahu. You will have

comforts and happiness from children. You will maintain good relation with the relatives. There may

be birth of children. Association with your friends will prove to be enjoying and fruitful. However,

there may be feeling of inferiority complex. There will be clarity of thought. In your chart Mercury is

weak, circumstances equal to imprisonment will be created, you will be forced to hear abusive words,

hated by friends and you may lose your thinking power.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(13:07:2043 - 30:07:2044)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Rahu. Generally this Sub-period

will be bad. You may suffer from fever, headache and shivering in the body, face trouble due to fire

and weapon. You may be affected with poisonous boils in the body. Extreme sorrow to self and

family, quarrelsome atmosphere may prevail not only in your own house but also in the

employment/business field. In your chart, Ketu is severely afflicted; there may be even death or death

like suffering. Even if Ketu is benefic in the natal chart, there will be no beneficial results during this

period. However, it has been noticed that if the Sub-period of Rahu in its own Main period was bad,

the Sub-period of Ketu will be good and vice-versa. You should recite Maha-Mrityunjaya mantra.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(30:07:2044 - 31:07:2047)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Rahu. There is possibility of
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marriage during the Sub-period. You may have lot of enjoyment through women. You will acquire

household articles and ornaments, develop interest in music and dance. There may be gain of wealth

and enjoyment with spouse, but there may be destruction to near and dear ones. You should recite

hymns in  praise of goddesses Durga and Lakshmi.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(31:07:2047 - 24:06:2048)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Rahu. You may be threatened by

the persons in authority. Enemies may cause much trouble to you. You may suffer from eye diseases.

Poisonous effects, injury due to weapons and high spending on the cure are also possible. Spouse and

children may also suffer from various diseases. You should do 'Surya Namaskar' (Prostration before

the God Sun) and recite hymns in praise of Sun and also donate articles according to your means.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(24:06:2048 - 24:12:2049)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Rahu. This period will

generally be of mixed type. On the one side, you will get comforts from spouse at certain times and on

the other hand you may be forced to quarrel with your spouse intermittently on silly matters. Love and

hatred will be felt simultaneously. Money will come and expenditure will be on the increase. There

may not be any peace of mind. You may feel extreme sorrow due to quarrel with your own people.

Mother's health may also cause anxiety. Cattle's and agriculture may be destroyed. You should be

more careful with water. You should offer white flowers to Goddess Durga.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(24:12:2049 - 11:01:2051)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Rahu. Fear will be rampant due

to enemies, fire, weapons etc. there is no doubt in it. Governmental authorities, thieves may also cause

much mental tension to you. You may suffer from various diseases. In your chart, Mars is afflicted,

there may be even death like sufferings to you through unknown diseases. 

Jupiter Dasha 
(11:01:2051 - 11:01:2067)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Jupiter and Jupiter is situated in 6th house. Your Mother

and maternal uncle may suffer a lot during the Mahadasha of Jupiter. You may become cruel and

violent. Wealth will be earned but at the same time you will waste all that You have earned on sexual

pleasures. This Mahadasha is good for physicians to earn name, fame and money. There may be

frequent confrontations with your enemies, though you will come out victorious, without any physical

or financial loss. If the dasha intervenes the period of 4th to 12th year, then your health may suffer,

particularly during the 6th and 12th year. Frequent fever and cold may sometimes lead to

hospitalization. In such cases your health may remain bad up to your 13th year. When Jupiter is weak,
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your parents may meet with untold miseries like heavy loss in business etc. Quarrels with family

members, who become your enemies, may last till you complete Your 16th year of age. Thereafter,

your father may separate away from the joint family and the peace will return back. There can be gains

through poultry, domestic animals, religious and social activities.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Jupiter and Jupiter is situated in Capricorn, You will work

for others, face separation from your near and dear ones, contract secret diseases, and suffer heavy loss

of wealth. You will look much aged in appearance primarily due to early grayness of your hair.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(11:01:2051 - 01:03:2053)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. Generally, this Sub-

period will prove to be good. You can expect a reasonable Degree of good luck, great honor and

development of noble qualities. There may be birth of a son. You may get recognition from the

government. Opportunities will come to have contact with learned, preceptors and other pious persons.

There will be increase of Vigor and vitality to the body. A peculiar calm and peace will remain in both

mind and body. There may be several marriage celebrations in your family. There will be full comforts

of spouse and happiness through children, particularly from the sons. All the work will be easily

accomplished. Income will increase. Even if Jupiter is weak, you will definitely enjoy some beneficial

results during this Sub-period.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(01:03:2053 - 11:09:2055)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. You may contract

various venereal diseases due to contact with the prostitutes. Develop addiction to intoxication.

Quarrel between family members. However, you will earn name and fame due to good deeds. There

will be excess of expenditure than the income. Some kind of fear may be developed in your mind like

feeling of insecurity. Your Children may suffer. Whatever may be nature of Saturn i.e. favorable or

unfavorable in the natal chart, Saturn will only show its inherent quality. However, any of its evil

propensities will be controlled by the Dasha lord i.e. Jupiter.

 
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(11:09:2055 - 18:12:2057)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. You will have the

grace of God. You will easily attain success in your undertakings. In case you participate in the

competitions, you can win such competitions. As a whole, this Sub-period will be a good period for

your spouse and children. Friends will also come for your help. If you are a Hindu, you will worship

your family deity and Fire God.  Take interest in doing good deeds. There will be general prosperity

and gain of vehicles. You will frequently in a foreign place. You have to be careful with water. You
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may get disease of the head.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(18:12:2057 - 23:11:2058)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. There may be danger

from the weapons. You may contract diseases of the boils in the body, misunderstanding with the

attendants and mental anguish. There may be trouble to spouse and children. Depending upon other

strength of horoscope, you may face even death like suffering or there may be separation from the

elders and friends. You may undertake travel to distant places and incur heavy and unavoidable

expenditure. Recitation of 'Maha mrityunjaya Mantra' is recommended for the removal of evil effects

of Ketu.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(23:11:2058 - 25:07:2061)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. There will be

accumulation of wealth, comforts and happiness from spouse, children, relatives and friends. Increase

of cattle's, food grains and general prosperity. You will take keen interest in religious matters. You

will be eager to know more about the almighty and for this purpose you will depend on the pious and

saintly persons. To some extent, you will be successful in your mission, i.e. you will come across real

preceptors from whom you will be able to manage to add more knowledge. However, you may also be

deceived by the persons disguised as the divine preceptors. Enemies will increase. There may be

frequent quarrels for nothing. You may have to face dishonor due to women.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(25:07:2061 - 13:05:2062)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. This is the period of when

enemies will start retreating from the field of enmity. Either they may realize their own mistakes by

extending apology to you or they may run away after suffering defeat. You will have increased power

and authority and receive honor from the government. You will be invited in royal parties.

 

A feeling of self confidence will be developed. Hence, you will perform courageous acts and attain

success. You will be undertaking frequent short journey and will get opportunity to see and learn

several new areas of knowledge. You will take special interest in your dresses so as to appear more

magnanimous look and to attract people around you. However, there may be some occasion when you

may also fall from the height suddenly and face punishment of some sort from the governmental

authority. Depending of the strength of the Sun, you may move to the towns and settle down there and

enjoy all comforts and luxuries.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(13:05:2062 - 11:09:2063)
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You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. This will mainly be a

period of enjoyment. You will sexually enjoy with different females or where you have inherent shy

nature, you may not physically enjoy it but will develop inclination for such act.  In some cases, it has

been reported that even those with extreme shyness and who cannot advance on their own, the member

of opposite sex has been voluntarily creating circumstances for sexual enjoyment.

 

Enemies will either make a retreat for the time being or become your friends. If you are in government

service, you will be entrusted with some important portfolio with promotion. There will be gain of

wealth and agricultural land, develop intense devotion to deities and entertainment of saintly persons.

Knowledge will also increase. In spite of your inclination towards opposite sex in addition to your own

mind will tend to love and care of your spouse and children and develop a feeling that you should

always stay with them. Even if the Moon is weak, not much evil results will be felt during this Sub-

period.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(11:09:2063 - 18:08:2064)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. This Sub- period also

will be generally good. You will get wealth not only from friends and relatives but also from your

enemies. If you are in military service, you will get promotion due to successful completion of some

missions. For others, also there may be promotion, authority and power. You will acquire land and

building or some tangible assets. There will be ample opportunities to enjoy with the member of

opposite sex. There will be gain of wealth. You have to take proper care of your eyes as there may be a

possibility of injury being caused to the eye. Other possible diseases which you may confront are

severe headache, piles or itching around the anus etc. This Sub- Period may not be good for your

elders in the family. Recitation of hymns in praise of Lord Karthikeya will help you to mitigate the

evils of Mars if afflicted and to increase the beneficial results when Mars is auspicious.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(18:08:2064 - 11:01:2067)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Jupiter. This Sub-period will be

of mixed type. While on the one hand you may undergo severe mental tension being caused by your

relatives, you will also have improvement in the career, profession or business. Rise and fall will be

sudden. That is why; this Sub-period is considered as the most crooked one. Distress may be caused to

your sisters and other female members in your family. You may change your residence. This period

may not be good for your spouse and children. Enemies will be on the look out for an opportune time

to take revenge as also to down you. Your things may be stolen. Loved one may keep distance from

you. Possible diseases which may start or become acute are skin diseases and stomach ache. Even if

Rahu is strong, you will experience only mixed results. 

Saturn Dasha 
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(11:01:2067 - 11:01:2086)
 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Saturn and it is situated in 4th house. According to the

generally accepted astrological dictum, the dasha of Saturn placed in the 4th house will be very bad.  If

the dasha operates on or before the teen age, the period will be marked with several diseases and

several minor accidents. There is no luck of inheriting any ancestral property. Even if you have big

palatial buildings and huge amount of wealth, you cannot enjoy them.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Saturn and it is situated in Scorpio. During the dasha of

Saturn, You will engage in courageous deeds; undertake unnecessary travels, mingle in the company

of bad and lowly placed people and will become unkind to all.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(11:01:2067 - 14:01:2070)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Saturn This period may be a

period of much mental anxiety, much sufferings to the family, bringing in of various diseases, fear of

poisonous effect to the four footed animals being brought up by you, which may cause further loss of

wealth to you. You may be troubled by the women folk and find yourself in a situation where you

cannot take decision. There may be possibility of sex with ladies who are older than you. Diseases like

fever, wind or phlegm, colic pain, paralysis etc. may set in. Relatives also will cause troubles to you.

You will undertake extensive unnecessary travels. Circumstances will so be created that you may have

to face unwarranted and unexpected abuses of persons placed much lower in position and sometimes

such persons may cause injury to you. However, you have to be careful with the women folk as your

sexual urge for making intimate relations with them will land you into disgrace and you may be

blackmailed. There will be increase of cattle's and income through agriculture. You will employ a

number of persons and earn wealth through them.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(14:01:2070 - 23:09:2072)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This Sub-period will

be generally a lucky period. You will have success in all undertakings. If you are engaged in some

business, you must have suffered a serious set back in business during the operation of previous Sub-

period i.e., Saturn - Saturn. Now is the time to recoup all that has been lost. You can invest and expand

the business without any doubt. There will be full of happiness and enjoyments. You will acquire

either new land or properties or inherit land and property.  Mind will also be stable. There will be gain

through your friends. You will enjoy full comforts from spouse and children. You will be invited to

attend various functions, get favor from the government and may have gain of wealth. You will be

spending your spare time in the company of learned persons. It is suggested that you should recite

'Vishnu Sahastranaam' (one thousand names of Lord Vishnu).
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
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(23:09:2072 - 02:11:2073)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This period will not be

generally good. There will be loss of earned wealth. You may be forced to dispose off your assets one

by one. You will be seeing lot of dreams which will spoil your night sleep and will bring in

somnambulism. Your properties may be destroyed due to wind or fire. Diseases arising out of blood

disorder and arthritis may set in. It is advisable that you should recite hymns in praise of lord

'Karthikeya'.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(02:11:2073 - 02:01:2077)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This is generally a good

period. Whatever, may be the nature of Venus or Saturn, you will be benefited in different ways. You

must make up your mind for undertaking new ventures. You can establish, stable professions or

business. There will be gain of money through spouse, success in all undertakings, company of good

friends and relatives, comforts and happiness and above all full love and affection from all. House

constructed during this period will be beneficial for you. You will enjoy in the company of beautiful

girls, get happiness from the children, gain of ornaments, increase of fame, destruction of enemies and

get authority over land and villages. There can be income through the business of articles which are

being transported in ferry or ship. In other words, gain through import/exports. Full of enjoyments

through women. To further improve the beneficial results and to nullify the evil effect, if any,

recitation of hymns in praise of Goddess Durga is recommended.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(02:01:2077 - 15:12:2077)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Saturn. Normally this period may

not be good. Spouse and children may suffer. You may suffer from diseases of the stomach and

intestine. You may face different kinds of obstructions in the advancement of career, profession and

business. There may be loss of wealth and a feeling of non- existence. Enemies will increase. You may

undertake frequent journeys.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(15:12:2077 - 16:07:2079)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This period may not be

good. You may undergo death like sufferings, there may have dangers to spouse and parents, loss of

wealth, development of windy disease. Accomplishment of work or desire may be in sight but

suddenly hurdles will come in and destroy such opportunities. You should not try to invest in any new

business or try to change the existing job. You should manage to stick on to the existing job or

business or profession as the case may be to the Sub-period of Jupiter.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
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(16:07:2079 - 24:08:2080)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This period may not be

good. You will be inclined to travel to foreign land, where you may meet with different problems.

Hence, it is advisable that you should not accept any offer of foreign posting or employment or

undertake any business trip. You may suffer from fever, hernia and eye diseases. You will always be

feeling that death like suffering may set in at any time. You should be careful while handling metals

and fire. Some physical injury or disability may take place. There may be great loss of wealth, troubles

to spouse and other female members in the family, meet with dishonor and disrespect. There may be

loss of status and position. Recitation of hymns in praise of Lord Karthikeya would prove to be

beneficial.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(24:08:2080 - 30:06:2083)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This period may not be

good. You may get an injury due to fall from an elevated place or fall into a well or tunnel. You may

suffer from fever, boils gonorrhea, severe enlargement of the spleen and skin diseases. There will be

heavy loss of wealth. You may quarrel with all and invite enmity. You will not be prepared to accept

any advice from anybody, thereby landing yourself into acute troubles. You will maintain an

extremely intolerable behavior. Recitation of Maha- Mrityunjaya Mantra is recommended throughout

this Sub-period.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(30:06:2083 - 11:01:2086)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Saturn. This will be a very

good period which you are going to experience after a prolonged evil period. Confidence will be

regained. Eagerness to live and the meaning of life will be fully understood. You will enjoy fully in the

company of your spouse, children and friends. You will attain success in all undertakings and perform

various auspicious functions. Existence of God will be fully realized and will engage in the worship of

God. There will be gain of land. You will take keen interest in various arts. Soberness in behavior can

be noticed during this period. 

Mercury Dasha 
(11:01:2086 - 11:01:2103)

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Mercury and it is situated in 4th house. Generally, this

period will be good. You will earn through your hard labor. This period is also favorable for

businessmen. They can earn enormous profits if their line of business is publishing, printing, real

estate agencies and libraries. You may not be able to inherit your father's property. Even if you receive

it by chance, you will not be able to make any use of it. Frequent changes in surroundings might take

place. You will be happier outside your house. An extra-marital relationship might develop during the
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operation of Sub-period of Venus in the dasha of Mercury. There will be frequent friction in the family

on this account. However, you will be in a position to control it and continue having more one spouse

at a time. If employed, you will be favored with promotions and appreciations by your superiors.

 

You are passing through the Mahadasha of Mercury and it is situated in Scorpio. During the dasha of

Mercury, You will devote yourself to good deeds; there will be less expenditure and limited happiness.

You will be forced to live away from your dear and near ones. Your relatives will trouble you

frequently on one or the other matter.
 

Mercury Antar Dasha
(11:01:2086 - 08:06:2088)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mercury under Maha Dasha of Mercury. This will; generally

be a good period.  You will associate with various scholarly persons and acquire wealth through such

association. You will get great name through learning and show of intelligence. There will be overall

development of virtuous deeds. Keep sharp and unbiased mind. You will engage yourself in doing

good and auspicious functions. Help from the elderly persons in the family will be forthcoming. If

Mercury is very weak in the natal chart, then you may not find interest of enthusiasm in any field and

may lead an isolated life.
 

Ketu Antar Dasha
(08:06:2088 - 06:06:2089)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Ketu under Maha Dasha of Mercury. This is the period of

uncertainty. You may have to lead a miserable and sorrowful life. You may find yourself in disputes

and arguments in each and every activity you are involved. A completely perplexed and confused

mind resulting in almost convulsions. You will be surrounded by unfriendly and evil minded persons.

You may engage in gambling and lose money. You may be forced to sell all your land, property and

other belonging s to save your skin from the clutches of persons from whom you have borrowed

money. Still you may be in debt. You may lead a life of a slave. Ultimately you may suffer from

epilepsy or lunacy. Even if Ketu is a benefic in the natal chart, you cannot expect any favorable results

during this Sub- period. You should worship lord Shiva and Parvathi, if you want to come out of the

clutches of Ketu.
 

Venus Antar Dasha
(06:06:2089 - 05:04:2092)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Venus under Maha Dasha of Mercury. You will seek divine

path and so you will mostly engage in the worship of gods. You will try to contract preceptors who can

guide you to attain more knowledge in the divine path. A major portion of your earning will be spent

for this purpose. Even a non-believer of God will become a believer during this period, though you

may claim that you do not believe in the existence of God. Such non-believer will secretly worship the

God and pray to HIM. You will enjoy delicious food and get ornaments. Friends and relatives will
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come forward to help you. There will be addition to good cloths and ornaments. You may develop an

extra marital relationship with a pious lady. Even if the Venus is not strong, not much adverse results

will be felt by you during this Sub-period.
 

Sun Antar Dasha
(05:04:2092 - 10:02:2093)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Sun under Maha Dasha of Mercury. There will be ever

increasing. You will get gold, coral, vehicles and good house. You will get enough delicious foods and

drinks to enjoy. You will get favor from the government. Your ability will be recognized. If the sun is

weak, the beneficial results will be reduced.
 

Moon Antar Dasha
(10:02:2093 - 13:07:2094)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Moon under Maha Dasha of Mercury. This is the period of

bodily ailments. You may suffer from headache, eye sores, leprosy, ring worm, severe pain in the neck

and even risk to life. You may get injury to the neck and/or head. Health of your mother may become

bad. Co-born may become your enemies. You may have to shoulder the burden of your co-born,

particularly of your sisters, if any. Marriage of your or your co-born may take place during this period.
 

Mars Antar Dasha
(13:07:2094 - 09:07:2095)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Mars under Maha Dasha of Mercury. Generally this period

may not be good. You will have to face several types of problems. There may be some problems to

your position not only in career or profession but also in the society. Troubles from enemies also will

be more. You have to be careful while handling fire or electricity, as there is a chance that you may get

burnt. Some problem to your eyes can also happen. Disease of wind can also take place.
 

Rahu Antar Dasha
(09:07:2095 - 26:01:2098)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Rahu under Maha Dasha of Mercury. There may be danger

to the persons on whom you are dependant or to the persons who help you while in distress. There will

be loss of accumulated wealth. Your position and honor will be at stake. There may be diseases due to

poison and gas, headache, eye sores or trouble in the stomach. Generally this period will cause much

mental agony and failure in all plans. Even if Rahu is benefic in the natal chart, it will hesitate to do

good things.
 

Jupiter Antar Dasha
(26:01:2098 - 04:05:2100)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Jupiter under Maha Dasha of Mercury. You will be free

from sickness and will feel complete peace to the mind and body. You will be appreciated for the good
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work done not only in your profession or career but also to the society. You will be fearless. However,

you will be double minded in each and every work you are doing. Since the period provides divine

grace, you will be in doubt whether you have committed sin unknowing. Hence it is advisable that you

should perform daily worship so as to get a stable mind. You will enjoy peaceful family life, there will

be advancement in career and business will flourish. This period will be very good for investment in

land and property.
 

Saturn Antar Dasha
(04:05:2100 - 11:01:2103)
 

You are passing through Antara Dasha of Saturn under Maha Dasha of Mercury.  There may be failure

in all plans, extreme trouble, frustration, phlegmatic appearance and paralytic attack, loss of wealth,

and loss of proper thinking. Even if Saturn is benefic in the natal chart, you cannot enjoy any

beneficial results. You can overcome this evil period by worshipping Lord Shiva and Goddess

Parvathi.
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Astrological Particulars 
SAMPLE Varshaphala

Date of Birth 21:12:1985 21:12:2016

Day Saturday Wedneshday

Astrological Day Saturday Wedneshday

Time of Birth 23:41:00 22:31:06

Place of Birth chennai chennai

Latitude 013:04:00N 013:04:00N

Longitude 080:16:00E 080:16:00E

War/Daylight Correction -00:00 -00:00

GMT At Birth 018:11:00 017:01:05

LMT Correction -000:08:55 hrs -000:08:55 hrs

Local Mean Time 023:32:04 hrs 022:22:10 hrs

Sidreal Time 005:33:05 hrs 028:24:56 hrs

Sun Rise Time 06:28:43AM 06:28:52AM

Sun Set Time 05:45:09PM 05:45:20PM

Lagna(Ascendent) Leo Leo

Lagna Loard Sun Sun

Rashi(Moon Sign) Aries Virgo

Rashi Loard Mars Mercury

Nakshtra(Constellation) Ashwini Hastha

Nakshtra Loard Ketu Moon

Nakshtra Charan 2 1

Paya(Posture) Rajata Rajata

Ritu(Season) Hemanta Hemanta

Masa(Month) Agrahayana Shukla Pousha Krishna

Paksha(Fortnight) Shukla Krishna

Tithi(Moon's Elongation) Dashami Navami

Tithi Class Poorna Rikta

Tithi Loard Moon Sun

Karana(Half Tithi) Garija Taitila

Karana Class Chara Chara

Karana Loard Vasudeva Indra

Surya Siddhanta Yaga Parigha Soubhagya

Tatwa(Element) Prithwi Agni

Tatwa Loard Mercury Mars

Vihanga(Symbol) Bharandhaka Vayasa

Vedha Jyestha Dhanishtha
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Planetary Positions & Dispositions 
Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

Planets Signs Degree Nak. Dig
Asc Leo 29:40 Uttra-1

Sun Sagi 06:10 Moola-2 Friend's Sign

Moon Arie 05:36 Ashw-2 Neautral Sign

Mars(E) Libr 10:38 Swati-2 Neautral Sign

Merc Scor 15:21 Anur-4 Neautral Sign

Jup Cpcn 22:28 Shra-4 Debilitated

Ven(C) Scor 29:15 Jyes-4 Neautral Sign

Sat Scor 10:23 Anur-3 Own

Rahu(R) Arie 12:42 Ashw-4 Enemy Sign

Ketu(R) Libr 12:42 Swati-2 Enemy Sign

Urn Scor 25:14 Jyes-3 -----

Nep Sagi 09:32 Moola-3 -----

Plu(E) Libr 12:59 Swati-2 -----

Planets Signs Degree Nak. Dig
Asc Leo 12:31 Magh-4

Sun Sagi 06:10 Mool-2 Friend's Sign

Moon Virg 13:12 Hast-1 Own

Mars Aqua 07:39 Shat-1 Neautral Sign

Merc(R) Sagi 20:33 Purv-3 Neautral Sign

Jup Virg 25:50 Chit-1 Enemy Sign

Ven Cpcn 22:01 Shra-4 Friend's Sign

Sat(C) Scor 26:05 Jyes-3 Enemy Sign

Rahu(R) Leo 12:40 Magh-4 Enemy Sign

Ketu(R) Aqua 12:40 Shat-2 Enemy Sign

Urn(R) Pisc 26:29 Reva-3 ----

Nep(E) Aqua 15:25 Shat-3 ----

Plu Sagi 22:30 Purv-3 ----

Lagna Kundali Moon Kundali

Lagna Kundali (Varshphal) Moon Kundali (Varshphal)
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Dwadash Varga Chart 

All Aspect in Varshphala Chart
 

OLA->Open Love Aspect ,SLA->Secret Love Aspect ,OAA->Open Inimical Aspect ,SAA->Secret Inimical

Aspect ,NA->Neutral Aspect ,

Lagna Kundali Hora Chart Drekkana Chart

Chaturthamsha Chart  Panchamsha Chart Shashtamsha Chart

Saptamsha Chart Ashtansha Chart Navamsha Chart

Dashamsha Chart Ekadashamsha Chart Dwadashamsha Chart

Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat Rah Ket

Sun ... SAA SLA OAA SAA NA NA OLA SLA

Mo SAA ... NA SAA OAA OLA SLA NA NA

Mar SLA NA ... SLA NA NA SAA OAA OAA

Mer OAA SAA SLA ... SAA NA NA OLA SLA

Jup SAA OAA NA SAA ... OLA SLA NA NA

Ven NA OLA NA NA OLA ... SLA NA NA

Sat NA SLA SAA NA SLA SLA ... SAA SAA

Rah OLA NA OAA OLA NA NA SAA ... OAA

Ket SLA NA OAA SLA NA NA SAA OAA ...
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Graha Bala In Varsha-Phala Chart 
Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

Pancha Vargeeya Bala
S.N Strength Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat

1 Kshetra Bala 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 22.5 7.5

2 Uchcha Bala 6.24 5.53 18.93 9.38 11.02 12.78 15.99

3 Hadda Bala 3.75 11.25 7.5 15.0 7.5 11.25 15.0

4 Drekkana Bala 2.5 7.5 5.0 5.0 2.5 5.0 7.5

5 Navamsha Bala 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.25 3.75 5.0

Total 5.62 8.57 10.36 9.85 7.44 13.82 12.75

Relative Rating Ordinary Ordinary Powerful Ordinary Ordinary Powerful Powerful

Dwadash Vargeeya Bala
S.N Strength Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat
1 Rashi Bala 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0

2 Hora Bala +2 +2 -1 0 0 0 0

3 Drekkana Bala 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1

4 Chaturthamsha Bala 0 0 0 +2 0 -1 0

5 Panchamamsha Bala 0 0 0 +2 -1 0 -1

6 Shashtamsha Bala 0 0 0 0 +2 -1 -1

7 Saptamammsha Bala 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0

8 Ashtamamasha Bala 0 0 0 0 0 0 +2

9 Navamsha Bala 0 0 0 0 0 -1 +2

10 Dashamsha Bala 0 0 +2 +2 -1 0 -1

11 Ekadashamsha Bala 0 -1 +2 0 0 0 0

12 Dwadashmamsha Bala 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0

Total +2 -1 +3 +5 -1 -5 0

Relative Rating Fair Neutral Good Very Good Neutral Very Bad Neutral

Harsha Bala
S.N Strength Sun Mo Mar Mer Jup Ven Sat
1 Sthana Bala 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 Kshetra Bala 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Oja-Yugma Bala 5.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 Diva Ratri Bala 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 5.0

Total 5 10 0 5 0 5 5

Relative Rating Alpabali Madhyabali Nirbali. Alpabali Nirbali. Alpabali Alpabali
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Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

Mudda-Yogini Dasha
Dasha Name Dasha Duration Start From

Sankata(Rahu) 0.0 y.2.0 m.20 d. 21:12:2016

Mangala(Moon) 0.0 y.0.0 m.10 d. 13:03:2017

Pingala(Sun) 0.0 y.0.0 m.20 d. 23:03:2017

Dhanya(Jupiter) 0.0 y.1.0 m.0 d. 12:04:2017

Bhramari(Mars) 0.0 y.1.0 m.10 d. 12:05:2017

Bhadrika(Mercury) 0.0 y.1.0 m.21 d. 22:06:2017

Ulka(Saturn) 0.0 y.2.0 m.0 d. 12:08:2017

Siddha(Venus) 0.0 y.2.0 m.11 d. 11:10:2017

Mudda-Shodashottari Dasha
Dasha Name Dasha Duration Start From

Sun 0.0 y.1.0 m.5 d. 21:12:2016

Mars 0.0 y.1.0 m.8 d. 25:01:2017

Jupiter 0.0 y.1.0 m.11 d. 04:03:2017

Sun 0.0 y.1.0 m.5 d. 14:04:2017

Mars 0.0 y.1.0 m.8 d. 18:05:2017

Jupiter 0.0 y.1.0 m.11 d. 25:06:2017

Saturn 0.0 y.1.0 m.14 d. 05:08:2017

Ketu 0.0 y.1.0 m.17 d. 18:09:2017

Patyayini Dasha
S.N. Dasha Name Dasha Duration Start From

1 Sun 0.0 y.2.0 m.26 d. 21:12:2016

2 Mars 0.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 18:03:2017

3 Ascendant 0.0 y.2.0 m.8 d. 08:04:2017

4 Moon 0.0 y.0.0 m.10 d. 15:06:2017

5 Mercury 0.0 y.3.0 m.12 d. 24:06:2017

6 Venus 0.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 05:10:2017

7 Jupiter 0.0 y.1.0 m.23 d. 26:10:2017

8 Saturn 0.0 y.0.0 m.4 d. 18:12:2017

Mudda-Vimshottari Dasha
S.N. Dasha Name Dasha Duration Start From

1 Mars 0.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 21:12:2016

2 Rahu 0.0 y.1.0 m.24 d. 12:01:2017

3 Jupiter 0.0 y.1.0 m.19 d. 08:03:2017

4 Saturn 0.0 y.1.0 m.27 d. 25:04:2017

5 Mercury 0.0 y.1.0 m.21 d. 22:06:2017

6 Ketu 0.0 y.0.0 m.21 d. 13:08:2017

7 Venus 0.0 y.2.0 m.0 d. 03:09:2017

8 Sun 0.0 y.0.0 m.19 d. 03:11:2017

9 Moon 0.0 y.1.0 m.0 d. 21:11:2017

Jaimini Chara Dasha-Varsha Phala
S.N. Dasha Name Dasha Duration Start From

1 Leo 0.0 y.1.0 m.3 d. 21:12:2016

2 Capricorn 0.0 y.1.0 m.11 d. 23:01:2017

3 Gemini 0.0 y.1.0 m.11 d. 05:03:2017

4 Scorpio 0.0 y.1.0 m.7 d. 15:04:2017

5 Aries 0.0 y.0.0 m.9 d. 22:05:2017

6 Virgo 0.0 y.1.0 m.7 d. 30:05:2017

7 Aquarius 0.0 y.1.0 m.7 d. 06:07:2017

8 Cancer 0.0 y.0.0 m.9 d. 12:08:2017

9 Sagittarius 0.0 y.1.0 m.7 d. 21:08:2017

10 Taurus 0.0 y.1.0 m.3 d. 26:09:2017

11 Libra 0.0 y.0.0 m.13 d. 29:10:2017

12 Pisces 0.0 y.1.0 m.11 d. 11:11:2017
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Varsha-Phala Saham 
Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

SN. Saham Name Sign Degree Saham Lord 11th Lord 8th Lord

1 Punya Saham [Fortune] Sag 005:29:27 Jupiter Venus ---

2 Vidya Saham [Education] Tau 019:33:16 Venus Jupiter ---

3 Yasha Saham [Fame] Sco 022:10:27 Mars Mercury ---

4 Mitra Saham [Friend] Tau 001:40:23 Venus Jupiter ---

5 Mahatmya Saham [Greatness] Sco 014:41:23 Mars Mercury ---

6 Asha Saham [Desire] Sco 024:05:35 Mars Mercury ---

7 Samartha Saham [Ability] Gem 011:02:20 Mercury Mars ---

8 Bhratri Saham [Brothers] Gem 012:16:28 Mercury Mars ---

9 Gourava Saham [Respect] Sco 023:32:27 Mars Mercury ---

10 Pitri Saham [Father] Vir 022:36:33 Mercury Moon ---

11 Raja Saham [Authority] Vir 022:36:33 Mercury Moon ---

12 Matri Saham [Mother] Cap 021:20:18 Saturn Mars ---

13 Apatya Saham [Children] Can 029:53:21 Moon Venus ---

14 Jeeva Saham [Life] Gem 012:16:28 Mercury Mars ---

15 Karma Saham [Action] Gem 025:25:31 Mercury Mars ---

16 Roga Saham [Disease] Can 011:50:22 Moon --- Saturn

17 Kali Saham [Strife] Cap 024:20:28 Saturn --- Sun

18 Shashtra Saham [Higher Studies] Pis 020:48:32 Jupiter Saturn ---

19 Bandhu Saham [Relatives] Tau 005:10:05 Venus Jupiter ---

20 Nidhana Saham [Demise] Aqu 012:44:41 Saturn --- Mercury

21 Paradesha Saham [Foreign Country] Gem 006:44:08 Mercury Mars ---

22 Dhana Saham [Finance] Sag 020:05:58 Jupiter Venus ---

23 Paradara Saham [Adultery] Gem 026:40:31 Mercury Mars ---

24 Vanija Saham [Trade] Sag 019:52:38 Jupiter Venus ---

25 KaryaSiddhi Saham [Successs] Ari 003:26:32 Mars Saturn ---

26 Vivaha Saham [Marriage] Gem 016:35:19 Mercury Mars ---

27 Santapa Saham [Sorrow] Sco 000:06:09 Mars --- Mercury

28 Shraddha Saham [Devotion] Vir 028:09:33 Mercury Moon ---

29 Preeti Saham [Love] Ari 027:12:17 Mars Saturn ---

30 Jadya Saham [Chronic Disease] Lib 008:59:25 Venus --- Venus

31 Vyapara Saham [Business] Sco 024:05:35 Mars Mercury ---

32 Shatru Saham [Enemy] Gem 000:57:08 Mercury --- Saturn

33 Jalapatana Saham [Overseas Journey] Sag 023:36:38 Jupiter Venus ---

34 Bandhana Saham [Imprisonment] Leo 003:07:10 Sun --- Jupiter

35 Apaghat Saham [Accidental Mishap] Can 007:11:48 Moon --- Saturn

36 VittaHani Saham [Financial Loss] Lib 012:44:41 Venus --- Venus

37 Trika Sphuta [Mishap] Ari 011:25:30 Mars --- Mars

38 Ghata Sthana [Untoward Happening] Vir 005:16:41 Mercury --- Mars
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Tripataki Chart 

Vedhas in Tripataki Chakra

Results of Vedhas of the Moon
Sun :
Lack of confidence, ill fame, false pride, defective eyes, troubles to father, mental tension,irritation, high fever, bilious ailments, and

disappointments.

Mars :
Fear from enemies, weapons, blood disorders, accidents, pain &&  injury to the body, shortness of temper, quarrel, strife, violence, but also

acquisition of knowledge and money.

Mercury :
Increase in knowledge &&  wisdom, Sharp intellect, Company of good people, and gain of wealth. But if afflicted, one becomes rash &&  petty

minded, earns family displeasures, tensions &&  worries, and fear from enemies.

Jupiter :
Peace &&  happiness, association with noble people, pilgrimage, inclination for pious deeds, elevation in status, gain in wealth, success in ventures,

child birth, and general prosperity.

Venus :
Fulfillment of desires, sensual pleasures, acquisition of wealth &&  education, dominance over enemies; but also mental agitation due to increased

passion for sex, fear from water &&  windy complaints.

Saturn :
Association with mean &&  the low, selfish, tyrant, poverty, separation, sexual perversion, physical ailments, loss of stature, and windy complaints

including cough &&  cold.

Rahu :
Severe illness/ phobias, loss of honour/wealth, troubles from foreign sources, melancholy mood, fearless nature, and suffers from troubles of many

sorts.

Ketu :
Ill health, poor digestion, instability, psychic &&  wandering nature, depression, worries and sorrows.

Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

House No Sign Planet
1 5  Moon

2 6  Ketu

3 7

4 8  Mars

5 9

6 10

7 11  Mercury, Venus, Saturn

8 12  Sun, Rahu

9 1  Jupiter

10 2

11 3

12 4

Ascendant  : Moon, Mars, Merc,
Ven, Sat

Sun  : Jup, Rahu

Moon  : Mars, Merc, Ven, Sat

Mars  : Moon, Merc, Ven, Sat

Mercury  : Moon, Mars, Ven, Sat

Jupiter  : Sun, Rahu, Ketu

Venus  : Moon, Mars, Merc,
Sat

Saturn  : Moon, Mars, Merc,
Ven
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Yearly Samudra Chakra 

 

This Year in Samudra Chakra, your birth nakshtra (Ashwini as per 28 nakshatra

system) at Mountain. This year will be benefical specially in the money matters.

Varhphal Years: 31 (2016-2017) Varhphal Date: 21:12:2016, Time: 22:31Hrs

Varsha Panchadhikari
Lordship Planet Strength

Muntha Lord Jupiter 7.44

Janma Lagna Lord Sun 5.62

Varsha Lagna Lord Sun 5.62

Trirashi Lord Sun 5.62

Dinaratri Lord Mercury 9.85

Varsheshwar and Muntha
Year Lord Mercury

Muntha in Sign Pisces 029:40:45

Muntha in House 8

Muntha Lord Jupiter

Muntha Lord In House 2
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Important Predictions from Varshphala 

 

(Ashtak Chakra, Dhundhiraja Padhati, Varsheshwar and Muntha)
Since the Purva-Bhaga has a remainder while the Uttara-Bhaga does not, you are likely to have a

trying period ahead -- more so during the second half of the year. If modifying influence is not present

in your chart, then you are likely to face inconveniences owing to blockage of funds or for incurring

losses.

 

 

In your this year's Varsha-phala chart, the planet Mercury becomes the Varsheshwara.

 

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Varsheshwara happens to be a natural benefic planet. As a

result of this, you will be fortunate: the goings-on during the year will be very smooth, and you will

not face any untoward development or sudden fluctuation in your general affairs.

 

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Varsheshwara happens to be Mercury. If you are engaged

in academic- or intellectual- pursuits, you will have excellent progress, and come out in flying colors

in examinations and/ or competitions. You will have dawn of prosperity - if your profession has

connection with business/ commerce, press/ printing, teaching, consultancy, etc. You will meet with

learned persons, and enter into lively discussions with them; you may win appreciation or applause for

some of your original writings. Your interest in scientific information, latest technological

developments, computer programming, etc and subjects like mathematics, logic, astrology, etc will

also increase.

 

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Muntha falls in the 8th-house. This is a very unfavorable

position; you should therefore remain very careful and cautious. The period ahead during the year

might prove to be very troublesome for you. The incessant activities of your enemies might keep you

in perpetual tension. You must not get entangled into any dispute with your superiors and authorities;

otherwise, you may run the risk of becoming a victim of their wrath. Your own health may not remain

very good, and the deteriorating state of health of your father may cause you some concern. Quarrels

and misunderstandings, and heavy wasteful expenditure might make you worried. You may have a few

journeys to distant places also; but those are far less likely to bear any fruit.

 

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Muntha-sign falls in the sign of Jupiter. The year ahead is

favorable for you. All your endeavors will derive fruits in abundance. You will receive direct favors

from your superiors, and indirect benefits from the authorities. You will have good progress in

profession, and come in contact with some learned and pious persons. Your religious inclination will
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become profound, and you may visit holy places. You may become very fond of children, and they

might become a source of joy to you.
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 Applicable Tajika Yogas in Varshphala 

In your Varshaphala chart for this year, the Ascendant-lord is involved in close taspect with another

planet; between the two, the latter is slower, and the Ascendant-lord is 'applying' to it - i.e., the taspect

is approaching to become exact. This is a highly favorable combination; it is termed as Ithashala Yoga

in Tajaka-system. It indicates complete fulfillment of desires and realization of the object in view. As

the Ascendant-lord is involved in the combination, the accrued beneficial results will surely be

substantial or significant. The nature of event to materialize during the year is to be gleamed from the

lordship/s and natural significations of the second planet involved in the combination; and the timing

of event may coincide with the Patyayini Dasha-period of the Ascendant-lord or of the second planet

involved in the combination.

 

In your Varshaphala chart for this year, a planet (which is not the Ascendant-lord) is involved in close

taspect with another planet; between the two, the latter is slower, and the former planet is 'applying' to

it - i.e., the taspect is tending to be exact. This is a highly favorable combination; it is termed as

Ithashala Yoga in Tajaka-system. It indicates complete fulfillment of desires and realization of the

object in view. But as the Ascendant-lord is not involved in the combination, the accrued beneficial

results may not be very substantial or significant; alternately, 'indirect' type of results might be

obtained. The nature of event - which would materialize during the year is to be gleamed from the

lordship/s and natural significations of the two planets involved in the combination; and the timing of

event may coincide with the Patyayini Dasha-period of either of the two planets.

 

In your Varshaphala (Nirayana Solar return) chart of this year, two planets are not involved in

Ithashala yoga with each other; but both of them are involved in a combination where a third planet

(which is slower than both of them) is involved in Ithashala yoga with both of them - making it a

highly favorable one, termed as Yamaya Yoga in Tajaka-system. This indicates some extra-ordinary

success in your endeavors and realization of some object in view - with the help of a third person. You

will find the circumstances increasingly turning in your favor, and people around you appearing to be

more sympathetic and helpful. Some of your long cherished desire might be fulfilled with the active

involvement and support of some 'third' party. But As the third planet is the slowest of the three,

fulfillment may require quite some time, and As the Ascendant-lord is not involved, the accrued results

may not be substantial.

 

In your Varshaphala chart for this year, a planet is retrograde (or combust), and it has entered into

Ithashala yoga with another planet (who is also similarly disposed). This is an unfavorable

configuration, termed as Radda Yoga in Tajaka-system. Although usually Ithashala yoga is considered

to be very favorable and is indicative of success in endeavors, the undesirable postures of the planets

involved have turned it to be quite unfavorable. It is indicative of possible disappointment, as things

might go wrong owing to some undesired developments. You should therefore remain careful,
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cautious, and on the alert; you should also avoid any kind of convenient measures for fulfilling your

objectives - As such things can prove to be quite counter-productive. However, As the Ascendant-lord

is not involved in the combination, things may not be anything too bad for you.
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Predictions from Varshphala Saham 

 

In your Varshaphala chart for this year, Paradesha Saham falls very close to- (or is in close taspect of-)

the 11th-lord from it. By progressing, we find the following two dates 23:08:2017 and 21:04:2017; you

may have some favorable happening/s (corresponding to this particular Saham) sometime around

either- or both- of these two dates. 
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PatyayiniDasha Prediction 
 

Sun Dasha
21:12:2016-17:03:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Sun is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation;

and, it is not eclipsed. On the whole these constitute a rather neutral combination. Sun Dasha will thus

be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. However, you may face some

problems at your workplace, and you may feel irritated for having some minor disagreement or

misunderstanding with one of your superiors or colleagues quite frequently. 

Mars Dasha
18:03:2017-07:04:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Mars is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation.

And, it is neither combust nor eclipsed. On the whole these constitute a rather neutral combination.

Mars Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. However, you

may face some problems at your workplace; alternately, you may get into dispute with your brother or

cousin or neighbor in connection with property-matters - for which you may feel irritated. 

Ascendant Dasha
08:04:2017-14:06:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Ascendant-lord is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in

debilitation; but, it is not retrograde or combust or eclipsed. On the whole, these constitute a rather

neutral combination. The Lagna Dasha (period of the Ascendant) will thus be ordinary only, and

without any significant event/ happening. However, the situation at your workplace might worsen to

some extent; although ordinary people will treat you with due respect, your superiors/ authorities may

try to over-shadow you, and let someone else steal the credit rightfully due to you; alternately, you

might be unjustly blamed for a little or no fault of your own. 

Moon Dasha
15:06:2017-23:06:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Moon is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation.

And, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole these constitute a rather neutral combination.

The Moon Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. However,

you may face some problems in your domestic sphere; some of your family-members may start talking

and behaving in an irrational manner - for which reason you may become irritated and feel quite

unhappy. 

Mercury Dasha
24:06:2017-04:10:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Mercury is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation;
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and, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole, these constitute a rather neutral combination.

Mercury Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. All your

affairs in general will run fairly well. In your sphere of profession, things will run quite smoothly; you

will be able to find some free time to spend in company of your relatives and friends. 

Venus Dasha
05:10:2017-25:10:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Venus is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation;

and, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole, these constitute a rather neutral combination.

Venus Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. All your affairs

in general will run fairly well. In your sphere of profession, things will run quite smoothly; you will be

able to find some free time to spend in company of your relatives and friends. Your domestic life will

be enjoyable and happy. 

Jupiter Dasha
26:10:2017-17:12:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Jupiter is not in exaltation or in own-sign or in debilitation;

and, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole, these constitute a rather neutral combination.

Jupiter Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. All your affairs

in general will run fairly well. In your sphere of profession, things will run quite smoothly; you will be

able to find some free time to spend in company of your relatives and friends. Your domestic life will

be peaceful and happy. 

Saturn Dasha
18:12:2017-20:12:2017

 In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Saturn is in debilitation or is blemished for being combust or

eclipsed. This is not a favorable combination. Saturn Dasha may not be a good period for you. You

should therefore remain careful and cautious, and take more care of your health. The deteriorating state

of health of some of your family members may cause you some concern; or you may find fulfilling

commitments very tough - owing to blockage of funds or for incurring losses. You may become

aggrieved owing to certain reasons and feel unhappy or distressed; or you may suffer from sorrow or

depression. Commencing any important work or going to a distant place during this period may not

bear much of fruit.
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Varshphala 

Result of Year Lord and other 'Karakas'
 

In your yearly Horoscope, year lord Mercury has low strength this year. Therefore, your works will be

hampered and spoiled on the account of your own promises. You may meet loss due to your hollow

words. Situation of mendacious witness may arise. You may suffer eye, chest and throat related

ailments. Enemies and high officials may create problems for you. Your dispute may occur with

relatives and condition of your business/profession may become very bad and thus you may be

insulted and face problems. Few religious works may occur and you may earn little financial gains.

 

In your yearly Horoscope, year lord Mercury is with Sun or has its aspect this year. Therefore, you

may face trouble due to fever and your enemies may create problems for you. Your seniors will remain

happy from you. You will get comfort from your spouse and children. Celebrations will occur at your

home. You will succeed from east direction.  You may also go to holy places. You may amass wealth

and may get sudden benefit of wealth. You will get comfort of a vehicle or animal according to your

condition. Any beneficial journey is possible in north direction. You will get honour. In academics

field you will also get distinction.

 

In your yearly Horoscope, year lord is situated in 5th house. Therefore, you will have faith in religion.

You will meet erudite people and become friend with them. Good mind will develop in you and you

will become more modest.  You will become kind to your relatives. 
 

Result Birth Ascendant
 

Sign of your ascendant in your birth horoscope is situated in ascendant in your yearly horoscope.

Therefore, this year can be troublesome for you. You may remain physically unhealthy and go through

various kinds of mental tensions this year.
 

Yogas applicable in Varshaphala 
In your yearly horoscope, birth ascendant is year ascendant. Such year is called as Ekoday Varsha.

Generally, it is not favorable Yoga. This Yoga is called as Kalanvar Yoga. You may remain physically

unhealthy this year. You may suffer from diseases like fever, kandu, kas, vibration etc.
 

Analysis of Each House according to their significations
 

Analysis of First House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Rahu is situated in ascendant. Therefore, this year may not be favorable for

you. You may suffer from wind related ailments like headache etc. this year. You may remain worried
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due to any reason. Your opponents may harm you. Condition of financial crisis may arise and your

honor and magnificence may reduce.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of ascendant is situated in 5th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You are likely to get wealth from your mother this year. You will be blessed with a

child. You will have faith in God and be conferred with benefits by him.

 

In your yearly horoscope, birth ascendant lord, year ascendant lord and Munthesh are situated in

angular house-trine or 2nd-11th house. Therefore, this year will be favorable for you. You will get

wealth, property, gold, silver, clothes, jewelry, comforts etc. this year.
 

Analysis of Second House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Moon is situated in 2nd house. Therefore, this year is favorable for you.

Your intellectual level will increase and you will be able to find solutions of every matter easily by

understanding them prudently. You will get new sources of income. You are likely to get white things.

You will get honor and respect from your near and dear ones. You will remain healthy and your

enemies will be devastated.In your yearly horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 2nd house. Therefore, this

year will be very favorable for you. You will remain physically healthy this year. You will get all

kinds of comforts and remain happy. You may buy luxurious things. You are likely to get enough

means of earning this year and your financial condition will remain strong.   You may have contact

with high level reputed persons and you will have close relations with them. You will spend a

pleasurable time in company of your friends and you will get full support from them.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 2nd house is situated in 5th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You are likely to get benefits from your child this year. You may gain benefits from

your writing work.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Jupiter is situated in 2nd or 8th house and it is in conjunction with malefic

planets. You may have fear of getting punishment from government side.
 

Analysis of Third House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 3rd house is situated in 6th house. Therefore, this year may not be

favorable for you. You may quarrel or have disputes from your brothers and your relations may

become unpleasant. However, you will get comfort of land, building, orchard etc.
 

Analysis of Fourth House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Saturn is situated in 4th house. Therefore, this year may not be favorable for

you. You may remain worried on the account of spouse and your mother may face physical trouble.

You may remain upset due to various problems this year. You may face any property related problems.
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Your opponents may create troubles for you. You may have to go away from your home. You may

face problem due to vehicle. You should remain alert from unsocial elements like thieves, pilferer,

robbers etc. as they may harm you.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 4th house is situated in 7th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You will get full comfort of your spouse and enjoy peaceful and comfortable life.

You will relish good and tasty food. You may get comfort of land, building etc.

 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of Matri Saham is combust. You may have differences with or get

separated from your parents this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Saturn or Mars is situated sign of 4th house of your birth horoscope.  Your

parents may suffer from troubles this year.
 

Analysis of Fifth House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Sun is situated in 5th house. Therefore, this year cannot be favorable for

you. You may have to face financial problems this year. You may face trouble on the account of your

family, friends, son, spouse and persons of your caste or there may be dispute with them. It may cause

mental tension for you. Therefore, you should try to overcome these situations prudently and maintain

peace and harmony in your family.In your yearly horoscope, Mercury is situated in 5th house.

Therefore, this year will be very favorable for you. If you are a student, you will get higher education.

Condition of your work area will remain favorable and you will get desired success in your works.

You will succeed to get source of income through your intelligence. You will have cordial relations

with your spouse, child and family members and you will get comfort from them. You will also get

good clothes, jewelry etc.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 5th house is situated in 2nd house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You are likely to earn wealth from education this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Sun or Mars or Mercury or Jupiter or Venus is situated in 5th or 11th house

being year lord. You will be blessed with a son this year, if you are capable to do so. Otherwise you

will get honor from work of your son or daughter.

 

In your yearly horoscope, ascendant lord is situated in 5th house. You will be blessed with a son this

year, if you are capable to do so. Otherwise you will get honor from work of your son or daughter.
 

Analysis of Sixth House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Venus is situated in 6th house. Therefore, this year cannot be favorable for

you. You may not get much family comfort this year. You may have dispute or differences with your

family members and trouble in family is also possible. You may do unethical acts. Your friends may
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dislike your unethical acts and become your enemy. You may suffer from fever etc. this year. Your

expenses may rise sharply and you may have to face financial crisis.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 6th house is situated in 4th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You are most likely to get comfort of vehicle. Possibility of earning much profit

from agricultural work is thin.
 

Analysis of Seventh House -
 
In your yearly horoscope, Mars is situated in 7th house. Therefore, this year may not be favorable for

you. Your spouse and child may face trouble. You may also suffer from any physical problem. You

may have to go away from your residence due to any reason. Unethical feeling may develop in your

mind.In your yearly horoscope, Ketu is situated in 7th house. Therefore, this year may not be favorable

for you. You may suffer from any stomach related ailment and your spouse may also face any trouble.

You may not get comfort of your spouse. You may remain worried unnecessarily. Your enemies may

become more acrimonious and try to harm you. You may not have good relations with your higher

officials in your work sphere and not get support and honor from them. Your journeys may become

futile.
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 7th house is situated in 4th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You will have cordial relation with your spouse and enjoy a peaceful and

comfortable life with him/her. You will earn money and get success in your desired works.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Muntha is situated in sign of any of five office bearer and Jupiter is

aspecting it. If you are unmarried and in marriageable age, you are most likely to get married this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Jupiter is connected to Munthesh by conjunction or aspect. If you are

unmarried and in marriageable age, you are most likely to get married this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Mars is situated in 7th house. Therefore, you will keep facing one or other

kind of trouble related to woman this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, lords of ascendant and 7th house are mutual enemies. Therefore, possibility

of quarrel may exist this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, malefic planets are situated in 7th house. Therefore, you will get victory

over your enemies this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, benefic planets are situated between 4th and 7th house. Your journeys will

be successful and achieve things this year.
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In your yearly horoscope, 7th lord is situated with malefic planets. You may attract to opposite sex this

year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Mars is situated sign of Venus. You may attract to opposite sex this year.
 

Analysis of Eighth House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 8th house is situated in 2nd house. Therefore, this year may not be

favorable for you. Your spouse may face any kind of trouble this year. Besides, you may meet

financial loss.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Mercury is situated in sign of Mars and  Mercury is among one of five office

bearers. Your health may not be good; you may suffer from diseases etc. this year.
 

Analysis of Ninth House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 9th house is situated in 7th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. Your luck will rise this year and feeling of contentment will develop in your mind.

Your luck may be weak.

 

In your yearly horoscope, there is conjunction or aspect between 4th and 9th lords. You are most likely

to get land, property etc. this year.

 

In your yearly horoscope, Mars is year lord and is situated in angular house. You will undertake

journey to distant places.
 

Analysis of Tenth House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 10th house is situated in 6th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. You will earn monetary gains. Besides, you are likely to get comfort and

conveniences from your maternal side. But you may face physical trouble.

 

In your yearly horoscope, 10th lord is weak and Saturn is aspecting it. Your father may face trouble

this year.
 

Analysis of Eleventh House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 11th house is situated in 5th house. Therefore, this year will be

favorable for you. Your comfort and property will increase this year. You will also get comfort from

your child. You may get good benefits from your spouse.
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Analysis of Twelfth House -
 
 

In your yearly horoscope, lord of 12th house is situated in 2nd house. Therefore, this year may not be

favorable for you. You may meet financial losses this year. You will get comfort of vehicle.
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